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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

ONE DEAD FREEDMAN: EVERYDAY RACIAL VIOLENCE, BLACK FREEDOM,
AND AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP, 1863-1871
This dissertation is the first comprehensive study of “everyday” racial violence in
the postbellum South. Taking as its focus the states of Louisiana and Kentucky, One
Dead Freedman juxtaposes the practical enactment of black citizenship against daily
racial terrorism by incorporating personal, familial, and community testimony left behind
by African Americans who had a direct experience with such violence. Within this
dissertation, the terminology of “everyday violence” is employed to differentiate the
more mundane forms of white violence from the more spectacular forms of
Reconstruction-era violence such as lynching, the Ku Klux Klan, and race riots. Thus,
the definition of everyday violence includes anything from verbal threats all the way to
the brutal beatings, whippings, and murders that were so commonplace as to not draw
attention from the local and national media.
One Dead Freedman is organized both thematically and chronologically, and it
examines everyday racial violence in five distinct “spaces”: military enlistment; the
workplace; the household; schools; and voting stations. This dissertation pays close
attention to what each of these spaces meant to black Southerners during the first years of
emancipation, and, then, digs into what forms, or types, of violence were utilized by
white Southerners in each. One Dead Freedman concludes that white Southerners used
racial violence in an effort to circumscribe the practical enactment of black citizenship on
a daily basis during Reconstruction. This violence was, ironically, both pervasive and
diffuse, and served to undercut the position of African Americans in the South, and
America at large, far beyond 1877 by limiting black mobility and autonomy in both
private and public spaces in which African Americans defined the meaning of their own
freedom. The persistence of this violence, and its legacy, was central to the enduring
power of racism in America through the Civil Rights Movement and even into modern
America.
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Introduction – “One Freedman…”

One Dead Freedman asks that the reader reconsider how we tell the story of
Reconstruction. It begins with a simple question: how did Americans get the “peace”
after the Civil War so wrong? The answer to that inquiry leads us, alarmingly quickly, to
the depths of human depravity and despair. The quick reply, to borrow a few lines from
W.E.B. Du Bois, is that had “no Negroes survived the war, peace would have been
difficult because of hatred, loss and bitter grief. But its logical path would have been
straight….But there was the black man looming like a dark ghost on the horizon.”1 That
racial hatred was so vitriolic, that the peace became so violent, and that the nation largely
failed in its effort extend civil rights to the newly emancipated, however, has lent the
period of Reconstruction a narrative arc that is despairingly tragic.
This dissertation, the first comprehensive study of everyday racial violence in the
postbellum South, contends that the tragic interpretation of Reconstruction is both unfair
and highly selective. At the same time, I argue that the Union effort to integrate the
freedmen into American society was no farce intended to mask personal greed and blind
ambition. If reality, as it usually does, lies between these two historiographical tent
poles, we can more closely glimpse historical truth by examining the lives of the black
Southerners who had more at stake than any other group in the redefinition of American

1

W.E.B. Du Bois, Black Reconstruction: Toward a History of the Park Which Black Folk Played in the
Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880, (New Brunswick: Transaction Publishers, 2013
[1935]), 212.
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society after the Civil War.2 One Dead Freedman juxtaposes the practical enactment of
black citizenship against the devastation of daily racial terrorism by incorporating
personal, familial, and community testimony left behind by African Americans who had a
direct experience with racial violence. In the broadest sense, everyday racial violence
was simply the lived experience that black and white Southerners had with racial
violence in all its different forms. More specifically, I employ the terminology of
“everyday violence” here to differentiate the more common and mundane forms of white
violence from the more spectacular forms of violence such as lynching, the Ku Klux
Klan, and race riots.3 Thus, my definition of everyday violence includes anything from
verbal threats all the way to the brutal beatings, whippings, and murders that were so
commonplace as to not draw attention from the local and national media. This
dissertation concludes that such violence circumscribed, limited, and deformed the
meaning of American citizenship for black Southerners; and, it emphasizes that everyday

2

As Adam Rothman has noted, the “historiography of Reconstruction revolves around” the question of
whether or not the Civil War led to a “new birth of freedom” for African Americans. Within that
framework, however, historians have developed a body of literature that is vast, nuanced, and quite
remarkable in its complexity. For a brief but insightful overview, see Rothman, “Slavery, the Civil War,
and Reconstruction,” in Eric Foner and Lisa McGirr, eds., American History Now (Philadelphia: Temple
University Press, 2011), 75-95. The “tent poles” that I mention here refer to studies that dissect the overall
meaning and thrust of the Union’s intentions during the course of Reconstruction. The standard history of
the era that focuses on the experience of the freedpeople and argues that Reconstruction was a largely failed
effort to extend civil rights to the newly emancipated remains Eric Foner’s 1988 overview. See Foner,
Reconstruction: America’s Unfinished Revolution, 1863-1877 (New York: Harper & Row, 1988). On the
other hand, Mark Wahlgren Summers has convincingly argued that the Union was less interested in the
rights of the freedmen than many scholars have wanted to admit. As a result, Summers interpreted
Reconstruction as a “success” because it accomplished the federal government’s main goal: restoring the
Union. See Summers, The Ordeal of the Reunion: A New History of Reconstruction (Chapel Hill: The
University of North Carolina Press, 2014).
3
This does not preclude some overlap between these two classifications of violence. To note only one
prominent example, the violence of the Ku Klux Klan—or, what came to be known as “Klan” violence—
was often extraordinary, but it could also include mundane forms of violence that were not necessarily
covered by local and national media. See Elaine Frantz Parsons, Ku-Klux: The Birth of the Klan during
Reconstruction (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2016).
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racial violence became so deeply embedded in daily life that it continued to influence and
define black opportunity long after the Union withdrew its last troops.

Sometime in the spring of 1868, the decision was made in the New Orleans’
offices of General R.C. Buchanan, the man then serving as the Assistant Commissioner
for the Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands in the state of Louisiana, to
compile a detailed ledger of the reported outrages and murders committed against and
upon freedmen across the state for the remainder of the calendar year. This register,
which ultimately covered the period from early May until December 15, was similar to
other compendiums of violence that were assembled at various Bureau offices at other
times during Reconstruction in its quest to sort, categorize, and make numerical sense of
the waves of racial terrorism that afflicted the Pelican State. As clerks under Buchanan’s
direction—and, after August 24, the watchful eye of the new Assistant Commissioner,
General Edward Hatch—dutifully pored through the tri-monthly and special reports that
arrived daily in the Crescent City from locations near and far, the vague outlines of the
unmitigated violence of white supremacy began to draw more clearly into focus. Only a
year earlier, in response to a directive from the War Department to submit a list of the
outrages perpetrated against freedpeople from the establishment of the Bureau in
Louisiana until February 20, 1867, General Joseph Mower admitted that there “can be no
doubt but that…many murders and outrages have been committed which will never be
brought to right.” Although there was little hope that this new index would capture every

3

violent crime, it was a substantial effort to secure justice and recognition for the
thousands upon thousands of victims. It would be a macabre record, indeed.4
In quantitative terms, the register confirmed what African Americans across the
postbellum South had long since realized: they were under daily assault from white
terrorists bent on retaining political, economic, and social control of the South. All told,
over 300 specific outrages were catalogued in the register, ranging all the way from
verbal threats and whippings to more malicious assaults, rape, and murder.5 Although

4
Louisiana Assistant Commissioner, “Murders & Outrages from May 10/68 to Dec 15/68”; “Report of
Murders, Outrages, Assaults, etc. Committed on and by Freedmen since organizing of Bureau to Feb’y 20th
in State of Louisiana,” in Records of the Assistant Commissioner for the State of Louisiana, Bureau of
Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, 1865-1869, Record Group 105, Bureau of Refugees,
Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, National Archives Microfilm Publication M1027 (hereafter cited as
Freedmen’s Bureau, NA M1027), reel no. 34.
5
The specific register discussed here is only one of over a dozen such compendiums that are contained in
the records of the Freedmen’s Bureau for the state of Louisiana. There is a great deal on inconsistency
between the registers, both in terms of how much time they cover and the size of the reporting area. Some
registers, for instance, contain only complaints from a single parish during one month. A number of the
registers also contain “recapitulations,” a detailed quantitative breakdown of the racial violence that was
reported. These assessments normally indicate only the numbers of “outrages” and do not include the
specific number of black Southerners affected. Others registers, however, are narrative in structure with no
numerical analysis. To further complicate matters, many of the compendiums overlap chronologically with
one another. It is also apparent that clerks in Bureau headquarters were making decisions about whether or
not an outrage was “important” enough to include in the register. One compendium, labeled the “Report of
Murders and Other Outrages Committed in the State of Louisiana, during the Month of October 1868 as
Reported to Headquarters Bureau R, F, and A Lands, New Orleans La,” indicated that 124 outrages had
been committed which “resulted in death,” as well as 44 “other” outrages. When compared to the register
that is discussed in the text here, it is obvious that more outrages have been included in the ledger dedicated
specifically to October 1868 than in the statewide report. Still, perhaps more violence was left out than
included. In a section of “General Remarks,” a clerk discussed the decision to compile less than half of the
reported outrages in the register. “In addition to the above [the 178 outrages] there has been reported by
agents during the past month about 250 complaints of a minor nature consisting of defrauding freedmen of
wages of share of Crops, Driving them from Homes and Plantations Robbery. Depriving them of their
registration papers, [et cetera].” It is unlikely that black families considered being driven from their homes
by racial violence a “minor” inconvenience, but such was the Bureau’s reasoning. Together, these registers
contain several thousand outrages that are specifically recorded from 1865 to 1868. And that was only in
the state of Louisiana. See Freedmen’s Bureau, NA M1027, reel no. 34. The outrage registers begin at
Target 8. These outrage reports were also compiled in Kentucky, but I have found nothing as systematic as
was the case in Louisiana. Part of the reason for this may have been the existence of the Freedmen’s
Courts in Kentucky. These courts were essentially military tribunals at which freedmen could swear out
affidavits and bring charges against white Kentuckians who had outraged them. For the records of the
Freedmen’s Court in Louisville, see Records of the Field Offices of the State of Kentucky, Bureau of
Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, 1865-1872, Record Group 105, Bureau of Refugees,
Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, National Archives Microfilm Publication M1904 (hereafter cited as
Freedmen’s Bureau, NA M1904), reels no. 119 and 120.

4

imprecise reporting, in particular the tendency to use words and phrases such as
“several,” “large,” and “an unknown number,” makes it impossible to discern exactly
how many black Southerners were impacted by these acts of violence, it is safe to assert
that the compendium represented at least two thousand African American Louisianans
who had come directly into contact with white terrorism.6 For hundreds of these
individuals, their entry contains mostly non-descript identifiers that indicate age and
gender but little else. The most commonly reported outrages were variations of “assault,”
“killed,” and “shot,” but there were also five reported rapes, four hangings, and two cases
of highways robbery. At times, the obvious difficulty of partitioning widespread violence
into neat categories became too much and new classifications, such as “Repeated
Murder,” were required.
Behind every number of course, there was a human being. Striking in its ability
to provide some semblance of mathematical clarity, the register of outrages revealed far
less about the personal, familial, and community tragedies that befell thousands upon
thousands of black Southerners. In the aftermath of a brutal, racially-motivated slaughter
in far northwestern Louisiana that drew minimal national attention, Thomas F. Monroe,
Assistant Sub-Assistant Commissioner for Caddo and Bossier Parishes, lamented that the
number of dead freedmen “will reach nearly One hundred,” but that the existing state of
terror made it impossible for him to discover the identity of the victims or the

6

This estimate is most likely extremely low. The race riot in Bossier Parish in September 1868, for
instance, only received one entry and no exact figure was given for the number of victims even though “at
least” one hundred African American men and women were murdered in the aftermath. Other limitations
abound. When whites broke into freedmen’s houses, the register often only listed the male head-ofhousehold and did not indicate number of children, relatives, or any boarders living there. It was also
common for a number of crimes to be lumped into a single entry, and “one outrage” might really be hiding
hundreds of victims. Thus, there are single entries for actions such as a group of whites breaking into
houses in a neighborhood or the general practice of evicting black families when the husband and father
refused to join area Democratic Clubs.

5

perpetrators: “If I should attempt it, I am of the opinion that I would share the fate of
some of the missing freedmen.”7
Although there would be no national outcry like the one that followed an earlier
race “riot” in New Orleans in the summer of 1866, historians have cited the events in
Bossier Parish in October 1868, and other similarly violent episodes, as evidence of the
concerted plans of white terrorists to return Louisiana, and the entire South, to “home
rule” through violent means.8 But what of the victims? What of the hundreds of black
Americans in Bossier Parish in October 1868, slaughtered first because of their Radical
political beliefs, and then for simply being in the wrong place at the wrong time, who
were murdered in cold blood because they believed that the nation should make good on
its promises of equality? Like so many other faceless, nameless victims of white terror,
these individuals were relegated to the status of footnotes by white officials, casualties of
a political struggle—forgotten in the bloody turmoil of Reconstruction. While the
Bureau’s attempt to collect information regarding outrages in Louisiana did yield the
personal information of numerous individuals, the circumstances of Southern life meant
that many times field agents succumbed to the same reality as Thomas Monroe. Writing
in December 1868 from Houma, M.W. Morris, Assistant Sub-Assistant Commissioner
for Terrebonne Parish, reported that yet another outrage had been committed, and an
unknown person had been “found dead in field 8 miles from town.” With no other
information on hand, the clerk in New Orleans repeated an entry that had been made

7

Thomas F. Monroe to Lieutenant J.M. Lee, October 12, 1868, in Records of the Field Offices For the
State of Louisiana, Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, 1863-1872, Record Group 105,
Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen, and Abandoned Lands, National Archives Microfilm Publication M1905
(hereafter cited as Freedmen’s Bureau, NA M1905), reel no. 100.
8
On the riot in Bossier Parish, see Ted Tunnell, Crucible of Reconstruction: War, Radicalism, and Race in
Louisiana, 1862-1877 (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1984), 155-156.

6

hundreds of times before in the “On Whom Committed” column of the outrage register:
“One Freedman.”9
And there it was. One person’s life, a revolting act of violence, and a family’s
tragedy, all wrapped neatly into two words that comprised the entirety of an individual’s
written historical record. In so many ways, this was the insidious cost of everyday racial
violence: its ability to normalize white supremacist terrorism, and effectively eliminate
black Southerners from the American consciousness and, ultimately, Southern history
itself. Although it would appear counterintuitive to suggest that the widespread existence
of racial violence served to support its seeming anonymity in the white American public
conscience, the daily repetition of murders, assaults, rapes, threats, whippings, and more,
slowly allowed white Americans to accept such brutality as simply part of the routine of
postbellum life. As it became ingrained in the course of Reconstruction, moreover, it was
apparent that white America had become desensitized and exhausted by the sheer volume
of complaints and outrages. It was still common for newspapers, community leaders, and
Bureau officials vociferously to denounce the terrorism that occurred in their localities,
but it was difficult for white Americans, as a group, to maintain the vigilance—and, in
many instances, the military force—that would have been required to extend justice to the
freedpeople. As a result, what should have been sensational became mundane, and white
terrorists used violence to obliterate the equitable intentions of Radical Reconstruction.
As they did so, they rewrote history, erasing black Southerners from the historical record

9

Louisiana Assistant Commissioner, “Murders & Outrages from May 10/68 to Dec 15/68,” in Freedmen’s
Bureau, NA M1027, reel no. 34.
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the same as the voting rolls. One black man’s life, so it seemed in the postbellum South,
would be worth two words.10
In contrast to the weary acceptance with which most Americans seemed to have
rationalized everyday racial violence, however, were the “extraordinary” examples of
white terrorism.11 Instead of burying victims in anonymity through the sheer
overwhelming force of mundanity, exceptional violence struck a chord, shocked the
nation, and made history. During Reconstruction, the two major components of
extraordinary racial violence were the various race riots and white paramilitary units—
most famously, the Ku Klux Klan and the White Leagues. Simply put, racial massacres
in locales such as New Orleans, Memphis, Colfax, and Hamburg became crucial pieces
of the story of postbellum America, illuminating both the democratic potential of
Reconstruction and the final abandonment of African Americans by white Northerners.
The Klan, the Knights of the White Camelia, and other similar groups, also became
known for their brazen terrorism, open defiance of Republican governments, assorted
political chicanery, and their shrouds of secrecy.12 During the peak of its influence, in
10

The notion of eradicating African Americans from public life in the South was a prominent feature of
Democratic political rhetoric in the decades after the Civil War. In the early 1900s, Benjamin Tillman, a
U.S. Senator from South Carolina, stated in Congress that white Southerners had “done our level best” to
disfranchise African Americans. He added, “we have scratched our heads to find out how we could
eliminate the last one of them. We stuffed ballot boxes. We shot them. We are not ashamed of it.”
Quoted in Rayford Whittingham Logan, The Negro in American Life and Thought: The Nadir, 1877-1901
(New York: Dial Press, 1954), 91.
11
Kidada E. Williams has argued persuasively that historians have remained “transfixed” by extraordinary
violence. See Williams, “Resolving the Paradox of our Lynching Fixation: Reconsidering Racialized
Violence in the American South after Slavery,” American Nineteenth Century History 6 (Sept., 2005), pp.
323-350; Williams, They Left Great Marks on Me: African American Testimonies of Racial Violence from
Emancipation to World War I (New York: University Press, 2012).
12
Although the Klan, the Knights of the White Camelia, and the White Leagues are often mentioned
together, in reality they were very different groups that existed separately of one another. The Klan
originally organized in Tennessee in 1866, and had emerged as a powerful terrorist group by 1868.
Although Klan-like activities continued into the 1870s, the Klan, for all intents and purposes, had ceased to
function as an organization by 1872 at the latest. The Knights of the White Camelia organized in Louisiana
in 1867 and were similar to the Klan, but they too had disbanded by the early 1870s. Like the Klan, the
Knights of the White Camelia usually attempted to hide the identity of their members. The White Leagues,
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fact, the Klan was so widely known, and feared, that Americans tended to classify nearly
all reported racial violence as Klan-related, a propensity that only heightened the group’s
contemporaneous and historical infamy.13 After the fall of the Reconstruction
governments and the restoration of “home rule,” the practice of lynching, especially the
murders that became public spectacles, was particularly singled-out by white Northerners
and all black Americans and branded as a Southern problem with horrific consequences
for individuals and communities. From national anti-lynching campaigns to proposed
Congressional legislation that would have made lynching a federal crime, these
grotesque, ritualistic killings both shocked and horrified the nation in the decades around
the turn of the twentieth century.
By and large, like contemporary Americans in the postbellum period, historians
have remained transfixed by what Kidada E. Williams has termed the “extraordinary” in
Southern racial violence. In short, the historiography has been dominated by scholarly
analyses of lynching, terroristic organizations such as the Klan, and the myriad race riots
and massacres that erupted across the South after the Civil War.14 Although perhaps too
narrowly focused on the extraordinary, modern scholars have created an analytic
framework in which to understand violence. In other words, Southern racial violence

in comparison, did not emerge until 1874 in New Orleans and were directly associated with the Democratic
Party’s effort to keep blacks from voting and remove the last vestiges of Republican power from the South.
Unlike the Klan, the White Leagues actively advertised their existence and sought public support. See
Justin A. Nystrom, New Orleans after the Civil War: Race, Politics, and a New Birth of Freedom
(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010); Nicholas Lemann, Redemption: The Last Battle of the
Civil War (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2006). Thomas Nast’s illustration of the supposed
partnership between the White Leagues and the Ku Klux Klan that kept black Southerners in a state “Worse
than Slavery” is one of the seminal images of Reconstruction. See Harper’s Weekly, October 24, 1874.
13
Both Allen W. Trelease and Elaine Frantz Parsons have noted this tendency. See Trelease, White Terror:
The Ku Klux Klan Conspiracy and Southern Reconstruction (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University
Press, 1995 [1971]); Parsons, Ku-Klux.
14
While this essay will focus on lynching and other forms of extra-legal violence in the South, the literature
on American violence in general is also skewed towards the “extraordinary.” See Michael J. Pfeifer, The
Roots of Rough Justice: The Origins of American Lynching (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2011).
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was not simply an inevitable outcome of the fall of slavery. Rather, racial violence in the
South was indelibly connected to specific political, economic, social, and cultural
developments in the aftermath of the Civil War. As the 1868 register of outrages and
murders in Louisiana forces us to realize, however, racial violence was hardly confined to
the spectacle lynchings of the late-nineteenth and early twentieth century or the brief,
terroristic reign of the Ku Klux Klan. As Leon Litwack has noted, for African Americans
it “was impossible to dismiss examples of white violence as aberrations; they were too
much a part of everyday life.”15 The importance of everyday violence, such as verbal
threats, whippings, property destruction, forced evictions, and more, however, has been
submerged by the scholarly emphasis on “extraordinary” racial violence. Lynching, the
Klan, and race riots deserve their due historical attention—but a myopic outlook that
focuses exclusively on such exceptional violence has hindered the development of a more
complete understanding of how violence operated on the everyday level. In brief,
historians have fallen victim to the same impulses as the Americans who lived through
Reconstruction: they have normalized what should be understood as “extraordinary.”16
15

Leon F. Litwack, Trouble in Mind: Black Southerners in the Age of Jim Crow (New York: Knopf, 1998),
14.
16
The literature on racial violence from the Civil War to the end of the nineteenth century is vast. For
some works that have influenced my thinking, see Stephen V. Ash, A Massacre in Memphis: The Race Riot
that Shook the Nation One Year after the Civil War (New York: Hill and Wang, 2013); James K. Hogue,
Uncivil War: Five New Orleans Street Battles and the Rise and Fall of Radical Reconstruction (Baton
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 2011); George C. Rable, But There Was No Peace: The Role of
Violence in the Politics of Reconstruction (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1984); Foner,
Reconstruction; Steven Hahn, A Nation Under Our Feet: Black Political Struggles in the Rural South from
Slavery to the Great Migration (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2003); Summers, The Ordeal of the
Reunion; Douglas R. Egerton, The Wars of Reconstruction: The Brief, Violent History of America’s Most
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In large part this fixation on lynching and other forms of extreme racial violence
has been driven by two related factors: the impressive documentation of the “red record”
and the enthrallment of historians and contemporaries with the visual, statistical, and
print representations of such extraordinary violence. As Williams has noted, the intense
contemporary interest in the “extralegal and spectacular components of mob violence by
women and men of that period had the effect of excluding the other, more ordinary,
individual and private forms of violence that white southerners had used to subjugate
African Americans since emancipation.”17 As a result, the records, both visual and
written, that document extraordinary racial violence are voluminous. Detailed accounts
of frenzied mobs, their victims, the farcical nature of mob “justice,” and subsequent
justifications and reaction have allowed historians to craft a vast and impressive literature
on extraordinary violence that is incredibly contextualized. Furthermore, scholars—and
many other Americans—have been both horrified and captivated by visual
representations of spectacular violence. Much like Americans are drawn to violent war
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movies, historians have also been moved by exhibits and published books that portray the
images of lynching that have become so entwined with notions of Southern racial
violence. The success of one recent book-turned-exhibit, Without Sanctuary: Lynching
Photography in America, encapsulated both the influence that such scholarship can have,
as well as the limited interpretive appeal of vivid imagery.18
Within this framework, however, historians have made significant contributions
to our understanding of racial violence and they continue to approach the subject from
fresh analytical perspectives. From a national vantage point, a number of scholars have
stressed that violence played a critical role in the rolling-back of Reconstruction and the
oppression of black Southerners in the postbellum era. Both George Rable and Eric
Foner argued that Conservative whites resorted to varying levels of organized racial
violence in their quest to overthrow the Radicals. According to Rable, groups like the Ku
Klux Klan became “the military arm of the Democratic party” and used “terrorism to
eliminate opposition leaders and to strike fear into the hearts of rank-and-file
Republicans, both black and white.”19 Turning his focus to working-class black politics,
Steven Hahn’s sweeping overview of the postwar era concluded an assessment of the
South’s “paramilitary politics” by resolving rather bluntly that “political power in the
Reconstruction South grew out of the barrel of a gun.”20 Two recent studies of
Reconstruction by Mark Wahlgren Summers and Douglas R. Egerton also emphasized
how Conservatives employed violence to undermine the implementation of Union policy.
Although Summers and Egerton disagreed as to what the Republicans hoped to
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accomplish in the South, both surmised that Conservative violence became detrimental to
Radical aims, and effectively curtailed the establishment of real democracy in the
South.21
More localized studies of Reconstruction have similarly concluded that racial
violence was both widespread and intended to bring about the end of biracialism in
American public life. Joe Gray Taylor and Ted Tunnell argued that Reconstruction in
Louisiana was beset by nearly unimaginable levels of terror and murder. The violence
was so disruptive during the 1874 electoral season, Taylor concluded, that there “is no
way short of black magic to determine who won the election…in Louisiana.”22 In his
treatment of Reconstruction in Louisiana’s Sugar Parishes, John C. Rodrigue lamented
that political campaigns in the Pelican State “witnessed unparalleled brutality,” and that it
“would be difficult to exaggerate the violence that wracked Louisiana during the [1868]
presidential campaign.”23 Justin Nystrom and James K. Hogue asserted in separate
studies that the growth of the White Leagues and the “militarization of street politics” in
New Orleans during Reconstruction was, in many ways, simply a carryover from the
conflicts of the Civil War: “As indefensible as we might judge such actions today, the
Civil War was largely responsible for making violence a legitimate extension of political
discourse.”24
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Aaron Astor’s examination of the Reconstruction of the upper South states of
Kentucky and Missouri argued that the “political purpose of this epidemic” of postwar
violence was to “disrupt, intimidate, and stifle black aspirations for equal citizenship in a
biracial republic.” By the early 1870s, this violence had evolved in response to black
resistance in Kentucky and Missouri, as “white conservatives now found the black
population to be economically unnecessary and socially dangerous.” Astor’s conclusions
supported an earlier study of racial violence in Kentucky by George C. Wright that
highlighted racial terrorism in the Border South after the Civil War: “This violence would
be just as severe and long-lasting as that found in the Deep South, but too often is
escaped the immediate attention of federal officials.”25
Carole Emberton and Hannah Rosen argued that the racial violence of
Reconstruction was heavily influenced by evolving gender roles in the wake of black
freedom. Rosen’s investigation of sexual violence perpetrated against African American
women by white males concluded that night rider violence was a gendered
“performance” where white vigilantes and Klan members acted out their racist fantasies,
often employing sexual violence far beyond any form necessary to insure political
supremacy. The rape of African American women by these night riders, Rosen posited,
was a “performance of social and political inequality” that infused notions of gender and
race to demonstrate the supposed “lascivious” nature of black women and the inability of
African American men to protect their households.26
Whereas Rosen analyzed the political repercussions of the violent interactions
between white men and black women, Emberton stressed that postwar politics in the
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South were a veritable battleground between white and black males who were desperate
to prove their masculinity in the public sphere. Like Rosen, Emberton emphasized the
threat that white males perceived in politically and economically assertive African
American men. While Rosen investigated how white males attacked black masculinity
through mob violence directed against black homes, however, Emberton interpreted the
racial violence of the postwar era as a public confrontation between white “Democratic
mobs and paramilitary organizations that backed the party” and militarized African
American males. That such a confrontation occurred, Emberton concluded, could be
traced largely to the importance of “martial manhood” that African American service in
the Union armies had cemented. According to Emberton, it was only by demonstrating
their manhood that African Americans felt they could continue to lay claim to the fruits
of American citizenship. It was such assertiveness, viewed by white male Southerners as
an affront to their own manhood, which fueled the growth of the White Leagues, white
reprisal, and racial violence.27
In addition to the focus on racially-charged violence and its effect on the political
developments of Reconstruction, a number of historians have analyzed the causes,
course, and consequences of exceptionally brutal race “riots.” Gilles Vandal and James
G. Hollandsworth, Jr., analyzed the New Orleans massacre of 1866, pinpointing the
attack on black Republicans at the Mechanics’ Institute that July as the beginning of the
violent struggles of Reconstruction. As Hollandsworth, Jr., stated, “The New Orleans
riot ignited a new conflict that raged for more than a decade and thus became to the
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second phase of the Civil War what Fort Sumter had been to the first.”28 Stephen V. Ash
argued that the race riot in Memphis, Tennessee in May 1866 was also linked to the
Radical turn of Reconstruction, connecting the indiscriminate slaughter in the Volunteer
State to subsequent legislation such as the various Civil Rights Acts and the adoption of
the Thirteenth, Fourteenth, and Fifteenth Amendments.29 Bringing the narrative arc full
circle, LeeAnna Keith looked to the Colfax massacre of Easter Sunday 1873 in Grant
Parish, Louisiana, as the official death-knell of Reconstruction. In the aftermath of the
riot and the Supreme Court’s decision in U.S. v. Cruikshank, Keith concluded that white
Southerners had withered Northern resistance and achieved the return of “home rule”
whereby they might excise the influence of African Americans from Southern politics.30
While the terrorist group has occupied a central role in nearly every recent history
of Reconstruction, complete, academic treatments of the Klan have remained relatively
rare, as only Allen W. Trelease and Elaine Frantz Parsons have undertaken the task in the
last fifty years. Writing in the 1970s, Trelease corrected nearly a century of popular
misconceptions about the Klan, insisting that the group was intimately connected to the
violent Democratic effort to overturn the Reconstruction governments, and that Klan
attacks were consistently political and corresponded fairly directly with election cycles
and the political calendar. “The overriding purpose of the Ku Klux movement,” Trelease
wrote, “no matter how decentralized, was the maintenance or restoration of white
supremacy in every walk of life.”31
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While Trelease’s interpretation has influenced historians for decades, Parsons’s
cultural approach to the Klan concluded that it was more an “idea” than any coherent,
organized paramilitary group. Building on Steven Hahn’s assertion that the Klan was
“less a formal organization than a rubric embracing a variety of secret vigilante and
paramilitary outfits showing the marks of their local settings,” Parsons explored the
meaning of the “disembodied” Klan and its uses by both the white North and the white
South to debate the merits of black freedom and the course of national policy during
Reconstruction. Still, for all its symbolic potency, Parsons insisted that the Klan
remained the most “widely proliferated and deadly domestic terroristic movement in the
history of the United States.”32
Moving beyond the era of Reconstruction and into the twentieth century, the most
important studies of racial violence have dealt with the practice of lynching. One of the
main objectives of these works has been the attempt to uncover the origins and causes of
lynching because the amount of violence involved was seemingly so far beyond what was
necessary to enforce the social control that whites so desperately sought. Joel
Williamson, focusing on the myth of the “black beast rapist,” concluded that the
repressed sexual desires of white Southern males and an obsession over race created a
volatile combination whereby whites lynched blacks to escape the guilt of their own
sexual fantasies.33 Arthur Raper, Stewart E. Tolnay, and E.M. Beck argued for a material
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causation, contending that it was only the disaster of severe economic downturns “that
carried southern society to such outrageous extremes of brutality.”34 From a cultural
perspective, Amy Louise Wood determined that “spectacle” lynchings became
community rituals whereby mob violence “imparted powerful messages to whites about
their own supposed racial dominance and superiority.”35
Donald G. Mathews, Amy Kate Baily, and Karen A. Snedker observed that there
were important connections between Southern religion and the practice of lynching. In
particular, Mathews carefully considered how the cultural predominance of an emotional
evangelicalism in the South allowed whites to imbue lynching and other forms of
community punishment with religious overtones. While Mathews stopped short of
arguing that “community killing” was a “Christian act,” he did conclude less specifically
that ritualized lynchings were seen by some whites as “religious acts” that purified the
white community by removing supposedly deviant blacks.”36
Lynching scholars have also made a concerted effort to quantitatively assess the
influence of such mob violence. Like the registers of outrages compiled by the
Freedmen’s Bureau, the practice of “counting” lynchings has allowed historians to better
explain local deviations across the South. W. Fitzhugh Brundage argued that cultural
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explanations of mob violence fail “to provide any convincing explanation for regional
variations in lynching or to chart its frequency over time.” Through an analysis of the
agricultural economies and the political distribution of power in Georgia and Virginia,
Brundage concluded that lynching was more common in densely populated areas where
“plantation agriculture” was the norm: “Across the South, the presence of staple crops,
white landlords, and black laborers may serve as an index of mob violence.” 37 In his
magisterial study of the New South, Edward Ayers applied quantitative analysis to
lynching and concluded that the “counties most likely to witness lynchings had scattered
farms where many black newcomers and strangers lived and worked. These counties
were also likely to have few towns, weak law enforcement, poor communication with the
outside world, and high levels of transiency among both races.”38 While Brundage and
Ayers reached incompatible conclusions, the effort to quantify racial violence is
enlightening. As Michael Ayers Trotti has convincingly argued, while “terror resists
quantification,” “counting stands at the very foundation of the study of lynching: its
trends help shape the questions we ask of the phenomenon.”39
From this incredibly abbreviated overview of the study of racial violence in recent
years, a number of trends should already be evident. The first is the breadth of the
existing scholarship. From panoramic explorations of Reconstruction to grassroots
investigations of Klan activities and lynchings in a single county, historians have
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identified, and analyzed the effects of, racial violence as a transformative force in nearly
every corner of the postbellum South. And yet, nearly all of these studies remain
interested in the spectacular—the lynch mobs, the Klan, the White Leagues, the riotous
mobs, and the political assassinations that marred the South in the decades after the Civil
War. A third, related inclination is the tendency to prioritize either the violent actions or
the perpetrators. Most lynching studies, for instance, dissect the lynch mobs, the violent
murders, and the related cultural ephemera and ask how average white Southerners found
themselves co-conspirators in these paroxysms of malevolence. Similarly, the Klan, the
White Leagues, and other white vigilantes are castigated as the terrorists they were, but
always with the caveat that they were trying to recreate a political, gender, social,
economic order that falls under the rubric of “white supremacy.” The glaring weakness
of this approach, quite obviously, is that victims are forever silenced because they were
murdered, unable to speak for themselves. Even within lynching studies, far and away
the most commonly studied form of racial violence, where historians have employed
quantitative methodology since the 1930s to sort, count, and categorize nearly every
aspect of mob violence, scant attention has been paid to the individual African American
men and women who white Southerners murdered with such alacrity. Writing in 2015,
Amy Kate Baily and Stewart E. Tolnay referred to this vacuum as the “gaping hole in the
scholarship on southern lynching.”40
One Dead Freedman contributes to the existing scholarship on racial violence by
directly addressing these two voids: a failure to examine “everyday” violence because of
a fixation on the extraordinary; and, the lack of appreciation for the experience of black
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victims. In short, this dissertation is the first comprehensive study of mundane racial
violence in the aftermath of emancipation and the effect that said violence had on the
individuals, families, and communities that were embarking on the process of becoming
national citizens and full-fledged members of American society. While respectful of the
power—both symbolic and real—of extraordinary violence, I argue that most black
Southerners never had a direct experience with these manifestations of racial violence;
rather, it was far more common for African Americans to endure violence in their daily
lives, at the hands of employers, landlords, former masters, and vengeful neighbors. This
violence, which one historian has dubbed “continued sporadic, almost casual violence,”
was closely connected to local institutions and petty jealousies, and it emerged whenever
black Southerners sought to assert the rights they believed they had rightfully earned.41
From black students to laborers to upwardly-mobile African-American families, the
process of establishing autonomy at the grassroots level was wracked by violence and
terrorism that seriously circumscribed the lives that black Southerners were beginning to
build in the infancy of widespread black freedom.
I insist on including both actualized and potential violence in my characterization
of everyday violence for several reasons. Most importantly, I believe that everyday racial
violence in the postbellum South was as psychologically damaging as it was physically.
At the most basic level the use of violence is an act of power. Whether one uses verbal
threats and abuse to harm one’s psyche, or utilizes a whip or a pistol in order to damage
one’s physical body, the result can be equally as detrimental to an individual victim or
community. More specific to the postbellum South was the ubiquitous nature of
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everyday racial violence in the era. In short, a threat that may appear hollow and
superfluous in another setting was often deadly serious in the post-emancipation South.
Violence cannot be understood apart from its context. An order to leave town or await
one’s fate at the hands of a local posse, for example, may read like a scene from a
spaghetti Western, but in the postwar South such threats carried very real consequences
and a great deal of personal consternation and psychological terror for black Southerners.
Finally, it should be noted that the designation of everyday racial violence is not meant to
demarcate a boundary between public and private violence whereby everyday violence
only occurred in private space. White Southerners often committed acts of everyday
violence in public places, such as an assault on a city street, where both black and white
witnesses were present.42
Shifting our attention away from grisly, macabre scenes and onto the experience
of black victims emphasizes that the real story of racial violence in the post-emancipation
South was not one of how many lynchings occurred in a given region, but the individual
and collective response of African Americans to that violence, and its influence on
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individual lives within the black community.43 More broadly, prioritizing the perspective
of African American victims creates an opportunity to explore how the lived experience
with violence permeated into individual black perceptions of race, racial status, and the
standing of the freedmen in American society.
To do this, I employ an approach explicated in Thomas C. Holt’s “Marking: Race,
Race-Making, and the Writing of History.” Holt argues that racial beliefs are formulated
by individuals through the experiences they have on the “everyday” level and,
subsequently, how they relate those experiences to larger cultural and social structures.
Going one step further, Holt’s understanding of the everyday was heavily influenced by
the sociologist Henri LeFebvre’s Critique of Everyday Life. LeFebvre noted that the
“macro” and “micro” level of human existence are “interactive and mutually constituted,
and neither take causal priority over the other.” According to Holt:
Power can only be realized at the level of everyday [“micro”] practice,
and it is dependent—ultimately and inherently—on the reproduction of the
relations, idioms, and the world-view that are its means of action. In
short, the everyday is where macro-level phenomena—politics,
economics, ideologies—are lived.
In methodological terms, this simply means that a narrow focus on everyday minutiae is
as unhelpful as a broad abstraction that purports to speak only from a global perspective.
The latter approach creates “atrophied, lifeless, [and] passionless depictions” of human
existence and the struggle for self-realization, while the former isolates “micro-level
phenomena…[and] renders human behavior simply unknowable.”44 Simply put, by
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examining the actions and words of black Southerners at the grassroots level, we can
uncover how working-class African Americans interpreted their economic, social, and
political status and see how the supposed benefits of American citizenship clashed with
the reality of everyday racial violence.
Highlighting the ordeals of victims also forces us to look to the testimony that
black victims left behind and to think about the experience of Reconstruction in different
ways. One Dead Freedman does pay close attention to the broad contours of federal
policy and national developments in the postwar South, but it also juxtaposes, against this
sweeping panorama, the lived experiences of individual freedpeople. Furthermore, this
dissertation demands that daily life in the postbellum South be understood in light of its
mundane trivialities, with all of the incumbent human foibles, and not simply as legacy of
the nation’s promises and failures. From this perspective, we glimpse individual black
Southerners testifying about racial violence as they attempt to come to terms with the
meaning of emancipation and black citizenship in a national context, but we also witness
how simple actions such as going to school or laboring in a turpentine factory came to be
deeply complicated by the experience with such violence. By focusing on black
testimony, moreover, it is evident that African Americans connected their lived reality
with these larger political and cultural happenings that were transforming postbellum
America. Developments such as “emancipation” and black “citizenship” might mean the
freedom to vote for one black Southerner, but another freedperson might connect these
changes to promptly receiving pay for their work.45 In short, while the national story of
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Reconstruction may indeed be a tragedy, not all black Southerners perceived of
themselves as a tragic hero, destined to fail, however bravely, for the sins of the
American past. Far from it: they were too busy trying to live.
For all of its promise, the use of black testimony to uncover everyday racial
violence does have some limitations. The first is its relative scarcity after the withdrawal
of the Freedmen’s Bureau from the South in early 1869. From the Civil War through the
end of 1868, thousands of letters, complaints, affidavits, and other written documents
were produced daily by African Americans, the vast majority of which are preserved in
the National Archives. When the Bureau closed, working class blacks lost this vital
connection to the federal government.46 In many cities black newspapers continued to
thrive, and a number of Congressional investigations allowed the freedmen to testify
about the Klan, property they had lost, and assorted other developments, but by and large
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the dictates of white supremacy and white terror. For an examination of the importance of testimony in the
formation of black resistance to white supremacy through World War I, see Williams, They Left Great
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the intensive documentation of the lives of average black folks was cut short when the
Union government abandoned the Bureau. Another problem arises from the manner in
which the documents were created. Most often, freedmen who complained about illtreatment did so orally at the local Bureau office while a clerk or agent either recorded
their testimony in full (affidavits) or summarized it as part of the tri-monthly reports that
field officials sent to state headquarters every ten days. While there are certainly plenty
of first-hand documents written by black Southerners in the collections of the Bureau, the
bulk have at least one layer of interpretation between the testifier and the reader. In some
instances, this issue is compounded by circumstance: for instance, black men often made
complaints on behalf of other family members, while at other times the only extant
testimony is a summary of the original made by a government clerk in a Bureau office.47
Despite the concerns with these sources, their potential to reveal the influence of racial
violence on the daily lives of black Southerners means that the benefits far outweigh the
risks.
The utilization of the Freedmen’s Bureau collections within One Dead Freedman
also allows me to address another crucial question of Reconstruction historiography:
what, exactly, was the role of the federal government—and white Northerners—in the
South? Was the Union really concerned with extending civil rights and protections to
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blacks, or, did private interest, greed, and a desire to return to the prewar status quo
animate the Radicals? Even the most perfunctory reading of Bureau records would
quickly disabuse a twenty-first century audience of the notion that white Republicans
believed in racial equality, but it would also demonstrate that most field agents served in
return for a pittance compared to the terror they endured. If officials were, at times,
patronizing and paternalistic, they also firmly believed that they had a duty to protect the
freedpeople as best they could from white vigilantes and enforce federal law. The
ground-level approach undertaken here does separate the process of governing from party
intentions and the formation of national policy, but such was the messiness of applying a
system of values to the unpredictable political world in which postbellum Americans
found themselves.
Ultimately, I argue that the federal government, and more specifically its agents in
the field, were critically important in providing black Southerners access to the formal
means of citizenship whereby the freedmen might seek protection, formalize labor
contracts and land deeds, and establish autonomous schools, among numerous other
activities. That certain federal officials were blatantly racist, that Union soldiers often
badgered and assaulted individual blacks, and that many officials did put their own
material interests above the condition of the freedmen, does not overrule the basic reality
that the Union, largely through the Freedmen’s Bureau, sought to resist an avalanche of
white terror and foster an environment in which the freedmen might prosper. The fact
that the Bureau was shut down says much more about the commitment of white
Southerners to daily terrorism, the normalization and acceptance of racial violence by
white Americans, and the reality that a sustained military occupation would have been
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required to transform the South, than it does about a failure of commitment on the part of
the Bureau or individual Bureau agents.
Although racial violence did not adhere to geographic boundaries, for the
purposes of clarity and consistency One Dead Freedman takes as its focus the states of
Louisiana and Kentucky. For its role in both the national story of Reconstruction and the
high-profile conflicts between Democrats and Republicans in the postbellum era,
historians of racial violence have paid a great deal of attention to the Pelican State.48
Perhaps more than any other Southern state, postwar Louisiana has earned a reputation as
a particularly brutal place for African Americans, an ignominious distinction which is
hardly diminished by an examination of everyday racial violence. As a regional hub of
violent resistance to Reconstruction, furthermore, Louisiana has come to be seen, both
academically and popularly, as symbolic of the Deep South and staunch white supremacy
from the Civil War through the Civil Rights Movement. While it would be irresponsible
and historically inaccurate to disavow the widespread reality of racial violence in
postbellum Louisiana, the prevailing interpretation and focus on extraordinary violence
does tend to limit our broader understanding of white terrorism within the entire South.
Simply put, this view creates false a dichotomy between the Deep South as a site of grisly
race riots and heinous lynchings and the Upper South as a place of benign, polite racism
where blacks were oppressed but not systematically terrorized and murdered.49
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This distinction, perpetuated for over a century, crumbles when confronted by the
historical record preserved by the Freedmen’s Bureau. Although less in number than the
African Americans who lived in Louisiana, black Kentuckians endured racial violence
every bit as brutal and sustained as the freedpeople in the Deep South. Thus, while local
conditions often influenced how individual black Southerners endured racial violence,
One Dead Freedman argues that in the realm of everyday racial violence there were far
more similarities than differences—and it stresses the common experiences that
freedpeople had across geographical divisions.
In addition to highlighting the parallels between the Lower and Border South, an
examination of Kentucky and Louisiana also makes it possible to investigate how a
number of other variables influenced the black experience with everyday racial violence.
In political terms, the Republican Party established a beachhead in Louisiana during the
Civil War and maintained an active organization throughout Reconstruction. In contrast,
white Conservatives had returned to power in Kentucky by late 1865, and even the
enfranchisement of black Kentuckians in 1870 could do little to inhibit the Democratic
dominance of the Bluegrass State for the duration of Reconstruction.50
In regards to geography, Kentucky and Louisiana also allow us to glimpse how
white Southerners utilized racial violence differently in urban and rural settings. Along
with Freedmen’s Bureau offices in cities such as New Orleans and Louisville, black
newspapers also provided regular coverage of conditions facing the freedmen in the
South’s emergent cities. While much of the existing historiography on racial violence,
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specifically the Klan and other nightriding groups, has tended to separate the rural
Southern countryside from the towns and cities that dotted the landscape, my analysis of
the grassroots of racial violence foregrounds continuity between urban and rural locations
and emphasizes that white terrorists applied pressure equally in both the backcountry and
the streets of the cities such as New Orleans and Louisville.51
One Dead Freedman is organized both thematically and chronologically, and it
examines everyday racial violence in five distinct “spaces”: military enlistment; the
workplace; the household; schools; and voting stations. I have paid close attention to
what each of these spaces meant to black Southerners in the first years of emancipation,
and then dug into what forms or types of violence were used by white Southerners to curb
the contours of black citizenship during Reconstruction. I have also emphasized that the
violence that black Southerners experienced in these settings had different meanings and
implications precisely because of the venue in which it was experienced. The first
chapter examines the enlistment of black troops in the Union armies. Military service
provided African American men with newfound geographic mobility through their
participation in the Union war effort. In turn, the emancipation of soldiers and their
families created the potential for immediate social mobility for black men, women, and
children, especially those who were able to flee into Union refugee camps. In response,
white Southerners turned to forms of violence specifically aimed at limiting the physical
movement of soldiers’ families. In succession, former slave owners whipped the
freedpeople to mark them as slaves and deny their emancipated status, confined them to
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restrict their rights to move about freely, and, finally, forcibly expelled large numbers of
African Americans to mock their demands for freedom by forcing movement as a means
to inducing downward mobility among the freed populace.
Chapter Two places the creation of a system of free labor at the forefront of the
revolutionary changes that occurred during Reconstruction. With the destruction of
slavery, black Southerners envisioned a form of free labor that prioritized personal
control, self-sufficiency, and economic autonomy. White employers, however, were
loath to relinquish the labor control that they had exercised under slavery. In turn, whites
assaulted workers who sought other jobs, whipped and expelled laborers who demanded
payment of their wages, and even threatened other whites who might potentially
employer their former slaves. At its core, such violence aimed to undercut freedom in the
workplace and cement black dependency on white employers who hoped to control all
economic power in the South.
The third chapter turns its focus to the establishment of independent black homes.
Autonomous households became symbolic of black freedom and provided spaces where
black families could redefine the meaning of “home” and articulate notions of black
masculinity and femininity in the wake of emancipation. Recognizing the importance of
the home space to black families, white terrorists assaulted these households both to
police local racial boundaries and deny that black men and women had any claims to
traditional notions of masculinity and femininity. By forcing men to tear down their own
creations, literally emasculating them, and sexually assaulting women in their own
homes, violating both their persons and their claims to protection in their households,
white Southerners attempted to limit and impede true black autonomy.
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Chapter Four examines the establishment of schools for the freedmen. School
houses provided African Americans a tangible link to the future through the promise to
improve and elevate black children through education. Black Southerners placed such an
emphasis on racial advancement by means of education, in fact, that the school house and
other spaces of learning came to be seen as essential to freedom. White Southerners,
however, interpreted the freedmen’s schools as a route to social and political equality
and, eventually, integration. As a result, white Southerners threatened and assaulted both
students and teachers in an effort to eliminate the means of learning. In turn, white
terrorists resorted to demolishing the educational infrastructure: school houses, school
books, writing utensils, and more. All told, such violence aimed at controlling whose
vision of the future would come to reality in the postbellum South. Despite high levels of
violence, however, it was impossible to physically stifle the desire of African Americans
to educate their children because learning processes transcended space and could persist
well beyond the school house.
The fifth and final chapter looks into the everyday violence of electoral politics.
Although politics in the postbellum South was a broad and multi-faceted process, this
chapter focuses on voting because it was the political action that gave African Americans
the most direct link to the democratic process. With enfranchisement, black Southerners
viewed the vote as a crucial instrument to be utilized in creating an equitable, biracial
republic. For their part, white Southerners completely rejected the notion that blacks had
any legitimate right to participate in the political sphere. Whites turned to widespread
voter intimidation and harassment throughout election cycles, and outright assault and
murder at polling places on election days. Viewed as a whole, this political violence
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aimed to remove black voters from the electorate and ensure that the South would be
controlled by white votes.
All of this, of course, would hardly have been lost on the average black
Southerners who lived through the turbulent years of Reconstruction—many of whom are
mentioned by name in the outrage registers compiled by the Freedmen’s Bureau, and
many of whom are not. The common explanation that African Americans had been
outraged by “parties unknown” would have been farcical were it not for the tragic
consequences and lack of justice that such a characterization produced. The
hermeneutics of interpreting extremely personal, everyday racial violence as anonymous
and indefinable did, however, fit neatly into white suppositions that Southern violence
was somehow an inevitable outcome of a black-and-white conflict where race trumped
everything else. From this perspective, inexplicable racial terrorism could be assimilated
into mainstream American history as part of the ongoing resolution of the Civil War and
all of its incumbent arguments and controversies. Removing faces and names from
perpetrators and victims, furthermore, removed the need for immediate and precipitating
explanations. This was the long predicted war of the races, an all-encompassing rubric
that made peculiarity an unnecessary complication. Writing from Vernon, Louisiana, in
late May 1868, William Bishop, the Assistant Sub-Assistant Commissioner for Jackson
Parish, reported that “a freedman was shot and killed on Friday 29th Inst in the woods
about (4) miles from Vernon.” Yet again, little other information could be gathered, and
the murder entered the outrage register as “one freedman” killed by “parties unknown.”52
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Stationed in Shreveport, Louisiana, in 1867 and 1868, Thomas F. Monroe
reported on the eve of the 1868 presidential election that whites were patrolling
neighboring parishes in order to intimidate black voters and punish any African
Americans who had supposedly taken part in the murder of two white men. In the
aftermath, at least one hundred black men and women were ruthlessly hunted down and
killed. Almost as an afterthought, Monroe concluded his tri-monthly report of October
16, 1868, by noting that the “body of a freedman was found floating in Red River” two
days prior. “A Coroner’s Jury was held, Monroe continued, “who failed to ascertain the
party or cause of death, The [sic] body being so badly decomposed that no marks could
be discovered.”53 Shocking as this seems, black bodies had been washing up on river
banks in Louisiana, and across the South, for decades by the era of Reconstruction—and
they would continue to do so for decades more. With nothing else to go on, the clerk in
the Freedman’s Bureau headquarters in New Orleans made the choice to include the
probable homicide victim in the same register entry for the freedman Robert Gray who
had also been murdered near Shreveport on the same day. He was given no name, and
only four words: “Dead body of freedman.”54
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Chapter 1 – “Their women and children were driven from their homes…”: The
Everyday Violence of Military Service

By the end of March 1865, Patsey Leach had had enough. In an affidavit sworn
out in Jessamine County, Kentucky, on the twenty-fifth day of the month, Leach testified
that she had been in the process of becoming a free woman for nearly six months as a
result of her husband’s enlistment in Company D of the 5th United States Colored
Cavalry.1 During that time, however, her former owner had repeatedly subjected her to
brutal physical and psychological assaults that involved, among other things, recurrent
whippings and continual threats against her life. According to Leach, these beatings
intensified “sometime in the fall of 1864” when she had supposedly “belonged to Warren
Wiley of Woodford County Ky.” and her husband, Julius, “belonged to Sarah Martin [of]
Scott County Ky.” Although Leach had initially been unaware of the rationale behind the
increased severity of the treatment she received from Wiley, everything became clear
with the advantage of hindsight. Julius “had only been about a month in the service when
he was killed…at the Salt Works Va.,” Leach claimed, and “I was living with aforesaid
Wiley when he [Julius] died. He knew of my husbands enlisting before I did but never
said any thing to me about it. From that time he treated me more cruelly than ever
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whipping me frequently without any cause and insulting me on every occasion.”2 Indeed,
by the end of her ordeal, Patsey Leach would understand better than most just how
violent emancipation could become.
From Leach’s description of events, it was apparent that Wiley took it upon
himself to terrorize his former slave as a result of his anger over Julius’ enlistment and
the potential emancipation of the enslaved that would come with a Union victory in the
Civil War. In Leach’s words, about three weeks after her husband joined the army, “a
Company of Colored Soldiers passed our house and I was there in the garden and looked
at them as they passed.” For a white man who saw his world and the entire antebellum
social order on the brink of collapse, such actions prompted little but bitterness and
vitriol. Warren Wiley, after all, had interacted with enslaved African Americans his
entire life, and he viewed them as subordinate and inferior beings. Witnessing a column
of black men proudly marching through his hometown wearing Union blue and waving
the American flag, on the other hand, was rather startling.3 According to Leach, “My
master had been watching me” as the troops passed, “and when the soldiers had gone I
went into the kitchen.” “My master followed me,” she continued, “and Knocked me to
the floor saying as he did so, ‘You have been looking at them darned Nigger Soldiers.’”
What Leach had thought as the men streamed by was irrelevant. If Wiley dared not take
his anger out on the men carrying Springfield rifles, he did not have to look very far to
find a target much closer to home whose very presence rendered unmistakably clear the
2
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potential of black freedom. “When I recovered my senses,” Leach testified, Wiley “beat
me with a cowhide.”4
While the mere appearance of black soldiers in Woodford County had sent Wiley
into paroxysms of violence, the news that Julius Leach had been killed in action sparked
even more malevolence within the slaveholder. “When my husband was Killed,” Leach
continued, “my master whipped me severely saying my husband had gone into the army
to fight against white folks and he my master would let me know that I was foolish to let
my husband go.” From this point forward, Wiley’s actions deteriorated even further:
[Wiley threatened] he would “take it out of my back,” he would “Kill me
by piecemeal” and he hoped “that the last one of the nigger soldiers would
be Killed” He whipped me twice after that using similar expressions. The
last whipping he gave me he took me into the kitchen tied my hands tore
all my clothes off until I was entirely naked, bent me down, placed my
head between his Knees, then whipped me most unmercifully….The
marks are still visible on my back.
In Leach’s mind, the brutal treatment that she received stemmed directly from Julius’s
decision to join the Union Army. “On this and other occasions,” she concluded, “my
master whipped me for no other cause than my husband having enlisted. When he had
whipped me he said ‘never mind God dam you when I am done with you tomorrow you
never will live no more.’” In the end, Leach claimed that she had little alternative but to
flee to Union forces, as “I knew he would carry out his threats.” In late March, therefore,
Leach carried her youngest child with her to Lexington, leaving four other children at
Wiley’s mercy: “I want to get them but I dare not go near my master knowing he would
whip me again.”5

4
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As harrowing as Leach’s experience was, there was little unique about it. Across
the South, the families of black men who enlisted in the Union armies were tortured,
harassed, and assaulted by white Southerners, largely slaveholders and their cronies, who
used violence to punish African Americans who exercised personal autonomy and struck
their own blows against the institution of slavery within the federal ranks. If historians
have constructed an entire industry based upon answering exactly when and how the
Civil War became a fight to end slavery, Americans living through the carnage provided
us with more blunt assessments. For many interested—and often apoplectic—observers,
it was the recruitment of black soldiers into the Union fold that signaled the end of
antebellum slavery.6 In the United States Congress, Representative William H.
Wadsworth of Maysville, Kentucky, charged in February 1864 that administration
policies threatened to revolutionize life in the South. “If they…arm the negro,”
Wadsworth cautioned, “they are logically bound to recognize his freedom and equality.”
Other Kentuckians agreed. Francis Dallam Peter predicted from Lexington in 1863 that
blacks would not fight and that equipping them as soldiers would be a waste of time, but,
nonetheless, events of the day proceeded out of his control: “I am afraid…that the
negroes have got arms in their hands and…many notions of freedom in their heads.” In
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Henderson, Kentucky, an enslaved man named Sam confirmed Peter’s fears when he
joined the army in August 1864. Sam “concluded to get his freedom from the future ills
of life,” his former owner noted, “by leaving home and joining the Negro troops.”7 For
some African Americans it was the opportunity of a lifetime; for whites, such events
foreshadowed the coming racial apocalypse.8
The connection that Sam’s former owner made between “freedom” and “leaving”
was instructive, as it was a link that millions of black and white Southerners recognized
throughout the course of the Civil War. This chapter contends that military service
provided African Americans, especially men, with new-found literal, geographic mobility
through their participation in the Union war effort. In turn, the emancipation of black
soldiers and their families created the potential for immediate physical and social
mobility for black men, women, and children, particularly those who were able to flee
into Union refugee camps and call on the federal government for protection and
assistance. To stem the loss of their human property, the slaveholders resorted to forms
of racial violence specifically aimed at limiting the physical movement of soldiers’
families. In succession, slave owners whipped the freedpeople to mark them as enslaved
and deny their emancipated status, confined and jailed them to restrict their rights to
move freely, and, finally, forcibly expelled large numbers of African Americans to mock
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black demands for freedom by throwing them out on the road or in the street, compelling
movement that would induce downward mobility.
Thus, while the forms of emancipatory violence resembled, in part, the experience
of the enslaved during the antebellum decades, it was nonetheless clear that racial
violence in the context of the Civil War carried new implications for offenders and
victims due to the potential intervention of the federal government on behalf of black
Southerners.9 The sheer number of black enlistments from Kentucky and Louisiana was
startling. All told, the Commonwealth recruited 23,703 African American troops for the
Union, more than any other state except the Pelican State, which sent 24,052 into the
fray.10 Accustomed to utilizing violence to coerce an enslaved population, white
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Southerners perpetrated a campaign of terror against the freedmen aimed at limiting and
restricting the new-found mobility that accompanied black military service.

It was hardly a given at the outset of the Civil War that the Union would
participate in the destruction of slavery. Ultimately, actions undertaken by black
Southerners to free themselves and journey into Union lines forced the federal
government to consider the position of the freedpeople during the war strategically and
develop policy accordingly. In early 1863, John Eaton, General Superintendent of
Contrabands in the Department of Tennessee, sent a questionnaire to the refugee camps
in his district that asked commanders to describe living conditions and the prospect of
black Southerners living in freedom. Of the twenty interrogatories, Eaton posed two
questions that specifically inquired as to the act of emancipation and potential service in
the Union Army. As to the former, in Eaton’s words: “What of the motives which
induced those under your care to change their relations to their master?” Although
responses varied, the commander at a camp in Corinth, Mississippi, offered a thoughtful
reply that spoke to both a yearning to be free and the loathing of slavery. “Can’t answer
short of 100 pages,” he began. “Bad treatment—hard times—lack of the comforts of
life—prospect of being driven South; the more intelligent, because they wished to be
free.”

From Memphis, Tennessee, the respondent answered with a single, eloquent

sentence: the “Universal desire to obtain their freedom.”11
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As was becoming increasingly obvious by spring 1863, moreover, the decision of
African Americans to seek their freedom by running to Union lines was forcing federal
policy to change in ways that would allow black men to join the Union ranks in order to
secure their freedom on the battlefield.12 In light of these developments, Eaton posed a
simple question: “What is your opinion of the possibility of arming the negro?” “I
believe in giving them their freedom by their swords,” an official from Holly Springs,
Tennessee, replied. “Policy and humanity say, Arm the negro….Let them fight in the
war for their own liberty.” From Memphis, the response was even more emphatic. “Yes,
arm him! It will do him worlds of good.” “These men will make good soldiers,” the
respondent continued. “Arm him!—for the rebels need enemies, & heaven knows the
blacks have reason to be that…”13 If many white soldiers still believed that the war was
being fought only to preserve the Union, nearly 200,000 black men would ultimately
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demand by their actions, by their very presence, that emancipation be considered as
well.14
Because the possibilities of military enlistment and emancipation followed closely
on the heels of—and at other times potentially ahead of—Union advances, slaveholders
faced the prospect of black mobilization at different times in different places. Whereas
white Kentuckians did not confront widespread African American recruitment until early
1864, in Louisiana the process began much earlier as the federal government encouraged
enslaved peoples to flee into Union lines through military communications and a series of
executive and legislative directives that included the First and Second Confiscation Acts,
the Militia Act, and the Emancipation Proclamation.15 George Johnson was one of the
African American men who joined the war effort at an early stage, enlisting in the 2nd
Louisiana Regiment Native Guard Infantry, which formed in New Orleans in October
1862. His sacrifice did not go unnoticed by Confederate sympathizers in the Crescent
City. According to an unnamed, white Unionist who wrote to Major General Nathaniel
P. Banks in April 1863, Johnson’s wife, Arana, had been kidnapped from their family
home at No. 90 Circus Street in late March by “four whitemen, pretending to be acting
under authority of Capt. Sawyer, Provost Marshal of St. Bernard [Parish].” Apparently,
several local planters believed that Johnson’s wife knew the whereabouts of a number of
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African Americans who had fled from their owner’s plantations, and they tortured her in
the hope of extracting information. As the men assaulted Johnson, they made repeated
comments that denigrated Yankee and “Nigger” soldiers, and demanded that Johnson
“give up her Ration certificate, which they called, ‘Damn Yankee documents.’”16 To
compound matters, Union officers reported that several white Southerners appeared to
have developed an alliance among themselves whereby women, such as Arana Johnson,
and black children were transported to isolated plantations as part of the larger effort to
harass and terrorize the black men in the Union ranks.
According to Colonel Charles W. Drew of the 4th Louisiana Regiment Native
Guard Infantry, a number of local planters had established one such racket in St. Bernard
Parish by early 1863. “Nearly every day,” Drew claimed, “the wife of a soldier is
spirited away…to that Parish.” Drew had heard of one enslaved women who had been
sent by her owner from New Orleans to St. Bernard Parish where she had been whipped
“very badly,” and similar accounts of abuses against the relatives of soldiers poured in
daily. The daughter of one of the men, Drew continued, was reported to have been “kept
in the stocks a long time and then given one hundred & fifty lashes.” Drew’s message,
written to the provost marshal general, was subsequently forwarded to Captain Silas W.
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Sawyer, the provost marshal of St. Bernard Parish, with the instructions to “cause the
persons charged to be arrested and if guilty to be severely punished.” Finally, the provost
marshal general directed Sawyer to secure Arana Johnson’s return to New Orleans.17 It
would be another two months before Union officials could accomplish the task.
Much of the difficulty involved in returning Arana Johnson and her children to
New Orleans—and her husband—stemmed from the fact that area planters had created a
carceral labor system to move enslaved peoples to areas were they could more easily be
controlled during the war. Drew’s letter hinted at this reality, but the subsequent
investigation revealed that planters and local police had conspired to arrest any
“fugitives” in the vicinity and send them to work on a plantation in St. Bernard Parish.
According to Lieutenant George H. Hanks, who traveled through the parish in April
1863, “I learned in conversation that certain members of the police of this Parish have
unauthorizedly arrested Negro’es, and having subjected them to the lash, have thus
coerced them into submitting to be hired out to the planters.” On one plantation, Hanks
questioned a “large gang” of blacks working on a levee “and found that none of them
belonged in the Parish, nearly every one was arrested and brought there, and all but one
desired to return home, some of them are nearly naked and all are locked up in a brick
building every night without blankets and only boards to lie on.” By the middle of May,
the officers had finally worked through the maze of obstructionism and white resistance,
and Hanks ordered a local planter to “Deliver to Geo Johnson U.S. Soldier his wife Arian
[sic] Johnson and her three children.”18
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From the violence directed against women like Patsey Leach and Arana Johnson,
we can begin to make several observations regarding the everyday racial violence of
emancipation and Union enlistment. First, it is important to note that the perpetrators and
witnesses of such violence perceived the assaults, kidnappings, and beatings directed
against African American women and children as symbolic attacks on the black men who
had joined the Union armies. This is hardly surprising. After all, white Southerners who
resided in both the Confederacy and the Union-controlled border states directly conflated
military service with personal freedom—and, by extension, the freedom of their family
members and all black Southerners.19 When white Kentuckians and Louisianans
protested the potential unlimited recruitment of black men during the Civil War, they did
so on the basis that African Americans were inferior and would not make good soldiers;
but, there was always an unspoken anxiety about providing the enslaved with the chance
to prove their worth on the battlefield.
Few white Southerners expressed this tension more succinctly than Howell Cobb
did in his January 1865 letter that spoke to the possibility of the enslaved being drafted
into the Confederate armies: “If slaves will make good soldiers our whole theory of
slavery is wrong but they wont make soldiers.”20 Try as he—and many other white
Southerners might—to reassure himself of the racial inferiority of the enslaved, Cobb
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understood that black men serving in the military could only lead to the practical end of
slavery. And so white Southerners in Kentucky and Louisiana raged against the
enlistment of free blacks and the enslaved in both the Union and Confederate armies,
clinging to the hope that what had begun as a war to preserve the institution of slavery
might yet end with the tottering structure still intact.21
Yet, for all the bluster and hot air that white Southerners expended, they were
unable to staunch the tide of black enlistment. As the enslaved fled to Union lines, and as
the Lincoln administration’s policies steadily evolved to embrace a war for emancipation,
slaveholders felt themselves losing their grip more and more nearly every day.
Accustomed as they were to controlling the bodies of enslaved men, these whites
confronted a new reality in which they were no longer able to dictate the racial
boundaries that divided the antebellum South. Even more than that, it was now apparent
that African American men were playing an active role in the prosecution of a war that
seemed destined to destroy American slavery forever. Thus, when slaveholders such as
Warren Wiley viciously assaulted Patsey Leach, Wiley envisioned his actions as striking
a blow against Julius Leach’s masculinity, his patriarchal rights, and his ability to protect
his immediate family.22 Such violence was highly symbolic, and for white slaveholders it
alleviated the despair that came from watching their designs for mastery crumble before
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their eyes. In some ways, it was sadly predictable that Wiley assaulted Leach after the
column of black soldiers marched through Woodford County. Upset at the prospect of
black masculinity on display, Wiley viciously attacked Leach because she represented the
promises of freedom and equality that came with African American men in uniform.23
Enlistment also carried other another important connotation for black and white
men; namely, the literal arming with guns of African American soldiers. White
Southerners, in fact, often complained most vociferously against the fact that black troops
had been given weapons and that these soldiers were able to carry them into their private
lives at the conclusion of the war. Like enlistment itself, gun ownership conveyed
masculine rights that many white Southerners identified as a prerogative that should be
denied to the enslaved and, in turn, the freedpeople. In the early years of Reconstruction,
white Southerners championed the disarmament of individual black veterans as a means
to better return the freedpeople to their control and limit black mobility, but such
practices would have been much more difficult to enact against columns of black troops
during the war.24 In other words, it was out of the question for Wiley to unleash his anger
on the black soldiers directly, both because they carried rifles and because the Union
armies would not brook unprovoked assaults on its members by supposedly loyal
citizens. Unable to strike Julius Leach or other black soldiers, Wiley substituted Patsey
Leach, and whipped her unmercifully in a vain attempt to prove that he, and other
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slaveholders, could still control black bodies and families as white Southerners had for
over two centuries.25
If slaveholders saw their attacks on black women and children as an assault
against black masculinity and patriarchy as represented by military service, the
repercussions for individual victims were nonetheless as much physical as they were
symbolic. That white Southerners interpreted the bodies of women and children as
proxies for black men, in other words, did not reduce the corporeal and psychological
trauma that victims such as Leach and Johnson associated with the vicious beatings. This
violence against the wives and families of Union soldiers was reminiscent of thrashings
that slaveholders had administered for centuries, but it was also decidedly different in the
emancipatory context of African American enlistment. The difference, quite simply, was
brought about by wartime realities and the gradual realization of the federal government
that slavery must forever be abolished in America as one result of the great conflict.26
As white Southerners in myriad places and situations began to come to terms with
this actuality, the impending presence of federal action, spurred on by millions of
decisions made by the enslaved to seek freedom, ripped asunder the dichotomy of the
master-slave relationship that had done much to characterize the racial violence of
slavery. When slaveholders such as Warren Wiley whipped and abused enslaved people
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such as Patsey Leach in the antebellum period, it was violence meant to reinforce the
legal, social, and cultural power that the master class held over the enslaved. By utilizing
physical force against enslaved peoples, slave owners were doing more than attempting
to control that individual’s actions and make them, however impossible it might have
been in practice, an extension of the master’s will whereby more work would be done
more efficiently. Such violence, rather, was meant to demarcate a societal group that
could be assaulted—nearly at will by anyone not in that group—because they were
unfree and had no claims to the legal protections of citizenship. Violence, in other words,
marked the enslaved, both physically and symbolically, as undeserving and unfit.27
The prospect of enlistment and emancipation drastically altered these antebellum
social dynamics. When the Union began accepting African American troops, black
soldiers set in place a clear distinction between master and slave that both the enslaved
and the master class immediately recognized as fundamental: by serving in the army,
black Southerners had earned the right, as potential citizens, to be protected by the
national government. Whether or not that protection manifested itself in practical terms
was an entirely different question, but both victim and perpetrator understood the
violence of emancipation in this changed environment. This realization was why Wiley
berated black troops as he assaulted Patsey Leach, mocking the notion that these men,
and by extension the federal government, could provide physical safety to Leach and
other individuals still held in bondage.
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Enslaved peoples were also keenly aware of the transformative possibilities of
federal intervention on their behalf, and black men and women based their claims to
freedom and protection on their standing with the national government. Fanny Nelson
was one such individual. Living in Louisville, Kentucky, in April 1867, Nelson swore
out an affidavit against her former owner, George Elder, in which she claimed that Elder
had kept her locked up at night after her emancipation and also destroyed a large amount
of her personal property after she escaped from his residence. According to Nelson, her
“husband was among the first of the colored men who enlisted in the army. That it was
several months after her husband enlisted before she ascertained the fact that by orders of
General Palmer she was free, she being the wife of a soldier.” Once she informed Elder
that she was now free and must be paid wages or allowed to leave, “Mrs Elder said upon
this, that it was time enough to talk about this when Abe Lincoln said so.”28
That the direct victims of emancipatory violence were largely black women and
children led to several important developments. First, during the closing months and
years of the Civil War much of this violence occurred on plantations and farms that were
privately controlled and beyond the reach of Union forces. While hundreds of thousands
of African Americans were able to reach Union lines and achieve their freedom before
the end of the war, others were not as fortunate.29 As with other types of racial violence
in this era, therefore, it is highly likely that black Southerners reported only a tiny
percentage of these outrages to agents of the federal government, or other allies, because
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they were unable to find someone to whom they could testify. When complaints were
recorded, they were often made several months—or even years—after the fact, making it
much harder for victims to achieve redress or to bring offenders to some semblance of
justice.
As many of the affidavits cited here suggest, this was often the case with the
testimony provided directly by formerly enslaved women who spoke to the violence they
endured after fleeing into Union refugee camps. The issue of timing was often logistical,
but it was also due to personal and familial pressures that may have made it more difficult
for black women to leave the plantations and farms where they were held in bondage.
More often than not, the specific concern involved whether or not to leave one’s children
behind when running to Union lines. The decision to potentially break up one’s family in
return for escaping from personal torture was a choice where both outcomes were
devastating, and it is evident that many enslaved women remained with their families
through severe punishment and torture. It was only after these women became convinced
that they would be killed that they made the decision to run to federal lines and seek
personal safety and the assistance of the army in retrieving their children.30
On the other hand, the grievances that were filed immediately with Union forces
or the auspices of the Freedmen’s Bureau were largely made by black soldiers who
complained to their superior officers. While this meant that more outrages were reported,
it added several layers of interpretation between the victim’s original complaint and the
historical record: first, from the black woman or child to their husband or father; and,
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second, from an individual black soldier to an officer or clerk—almost always a white
man—who recorded and forwarded the complaint. Despite these limitations, thousands
of black Southerners were able to testify to agents of the federal government about the
treatment they endured during the transition from captivity to freedom, an experience that
was both transformative and incredibly violent.
The most common forms of emancipatory violence were partially derivative of
the tactics slaveholders had practiced for centuries, but white Southerners also developed
new methods of torture in the altered context of potential black freedom that specifically
aimed to limit black mobility. From available accounts, it is clear that slaveholders most
often whipped and beat black women when those women stood to gain freedom from
their husband’s enlistment. Slaveholders had traditionally relied on these forms of
violence to coerce the enslaved, but in light of emancipation these old practices carried
new significance. The practice of whipping newly freed black Southerners served to
reinforce white beliefs that free African Americans could be physically controlled the
same as enslaved blacks: whipping effectively marked someone’s body as enslaved.31
Throughout Reconstruction, in fact, black Southerners often vehemently objected to the
white practice of whipping on the grounds that such practices were reminiscent of
slavery.32 Former slaveholders understood the connotations that whipping carried, and
they liberally applied the practice to signify to black men and women that their freedom
would be contested at every turn. During the Civil War, therefore, whipping became
more than simply a means to control black physical mobility: it became a symbolic action
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that denied the freedmen social mobility through its close association with the violence of
slavery.
The vignettes of Patsey Leach and Arana Johnson that open this chapter revealed
how whippings and beatings severely limited their freedom of movement, and countless
other women reported similar experiences. In Lexington, Kentucky, during June 1865,
Mary Wilson testified that she had been abducted from her home twice over the course of
one week and carried from the city to the residence of her former owner, William Adams,
where she was whipped and beaten with a “leathern buggy trace.” The physical return of
Wilson to the site of her enslavement was striking, and it was a clear indication that her
former owner did not respect the mobility provided Wilson by means of her
emancipation. As Wilson described the first assault, which occurred on May 31, it was
clear that Adams and the men who kidnapped her were attempting to recreate the scenes
of torture that dotted the Southern landscape under slavery. After the men had stripped
Wilson of her clothes and tied her to “a rafter or beam” in a Slaughter house, they
commenced thrashing her under Adams’ direction: “the said beating and bruising was
done in pursuance of instructions from her former master who himself inflicted several
stripes upon her naked body.” A week later, on June 6, the same men returned and again
forced Wilson back to Adams’ farm where they “did tie her as aforesaid in a slaughter
house and beat and bruised her person by inflicting blows upon her naked body with a
leathern buggy trace.” While physically suggestive of the whippings that enslaved
people had suffered, Adams clearly hoped to impress a new message that went beyond
punishment for disregarding the master’s will: the former slaveholder had violently
assaulted Wilson to demonstrate that she was not truly free to move and live where she
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desired and, by tying her up in a slaughter house, implied that she was more suited to be
treated like an animal than a citizen.33
From Wilson’s testimony, however, it is obvious that the freedwoman rejected
Adams’ claim that he had the right to control her body and her physical movements by
violence. In fact, she began her affidavit with a rather blunt and courageous statement of
her new condition: “The affiant Mary Wilson of the County of Fayette State of Kentucky
being first duly sworn states that she is the lawful wife of Lewis Wilson 119 U.S.C.I. and
that under the laws of Congress she is entitled to her freedom.” Quite clearly, Wilson
recognized that her husband’s wartime service and national political developments had
permanently altered her position in American society and opened up new social and
political pathways that had previously been closed. The treatment that she received from
Adams existed under the slave regime simply because Wilson had no recourse; but
Wilson was no longer a slave, and she demanded the protections associated with freedom
and citizenship that were afforded by her husband’s military service. Furthermore,
Wilson confirmed that her complaints “were laid before the Military Authorities in the
City of Lexington Ky. on the same day of the said first beating and bruising and that up
to this time [June 17] she has been unable to have any redress for the said wrongs and
outrages inflicted upon her body as aforesaid.” In short, Wilson charged that Lewis
Wilson’s service and her emancipation entitled her, and their family, to more than
theoretical claims to freedom and security—and she asserted that the second beating was
a direct consequence of the failure of Union forces in Lexington to investigate her
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complaint. Aware that her rights had been trampled on, Wilson undertook another
journey and traveled to Camp Nelson, Kentucky, where she further pressed her claim that
the federal government had the duty to protect her as a free woman.34
Clarissa Burdett was another freedwoman who complained to federal authorities
at Camp Nelson in early 1865 that her former owner had brutally whipped her as a result
of her husband’s enlistment and the black man’s decision to leave his home in support of
the Union cause. In an affidavit sworn out on March 27, Burdett described a series of
assaults since her husband, Elijah Burdett, had joined the army. “I and my children
belonged to Smith Alford Garrard County Ky.,” Burdett testified. “When my husband
enlisted my master beat me over the head with an axe handle saying as he did so that he
beat me for letting Ely Burdett go off.”35 Quite clearly, Smith Alford resented Elijah
Burdett’s freedom of movement, and, lacking the ability to control the soldier’s person,
Smith beat Clarissa Burdett in her husband’s stead.
The incident that had caused Clarissa Burdett to flee to Camp Nelson, however,
had occurred just a week earlier after Burdett’s “niece who lived with me went to Camp
Nelson. This made my master very angry.” The consequences of black military service
for Smith Alford, suddenly, had become even more complex: not only had he lost Elijah
Burdett to the Union ranks, but the refugee camp at Camp Nelson now provided black
women and children with a destination to which they might run and seek federal
protection. If Burdett could not get the girl to return the next day, Alford threatened, “he
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would give me two hundred lashes.” When Burdett’s niece did not return, the
slaveholder made good on his threats:
On Wednesday last March 22” he said that he had not time to beat on me on
Tuesday but now he had time and he would give it to me. He then tied my hands
threw the rope over a joist stripped me entirely naked and gave me about three
hundred lashes. I cried out. He then caught me by the throat and almost choked
me then continued to lash me…
Despite the brutality of the assault, Alford’s malevolence was not diminished. “After he
whipped me on Wednesday last,” Burdett continued, “he said he would give me until
next morning to bring the girl back, and if I did not get her back by that time he would
give me as much more. I knew that I would be whipped so I ran away.” Leaving her
children behind, Burdett made the lonely journey to Camp Nelson and implored the
federal officials to protect her from a vindictive master and secure her family’s
freedom.36
Like Mary Wilson, Burdett identified herself as a soldier’s wife at the beginning
of her testimony, stating unequivocally her right to freedom and protection. “I am a
married woman and have four children,” Burdett attested. “My husband Elijah Burdett is
a soldier in the 12” U.S.C.H. Arty.” Going further, Burdett also directly associated the
Union encampment at Camp Nelson with the prospect of emancipation, and her master’s
actions with slavery and the Confederacy. According to Burdett, Alford repeatedly
threatened the enslaved that they would be punished if they attempted to visit Camp
Nelson, and “My master frequently said that he would be jailed before one of his niggers
would go to Camp.” To Burdett, Alford’s words reinforced the link between the Union
army, the federal government, black mobility, and emancipation—and, conversely, the
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relationship between the Confederate push for independence and the continued
confinement and enslavement of African Americans. In fact, Alford had gone so far as to
take Burdett and several family members into Confederate states during the war in order
to better secure his human property. Here was the calculus of black mobility and
freedom employed in reverse: by taking these enslaved peoples further from the auspices
of Union power, Alford would make it nearly impossible for them to achieve their
personal independence with their feet. “My master was a very cruel man and strongly
sympathizes with the rebels,” Burdett testified. “He went with the Rebel General Bragg
when the latter retreated from the State.”37 When Alford left Kentucky, “He took me and
my children to Beans Station [Tennessee] and send the parents and two sisters of my
niece to Knoxville were he sold them.” Back in the Commonwealth by early 1865,
Alford’s resentment of federal power continued unabated, and he whipped Burdett
viciously as a result of the emancipation of several family members.38
That both Mary Wilson and Clarissa Burdett swore out their affidavits at Camp
Nelson speaks clearly to the crucial role of the federal government in helping the
enslaved free themselves, and hints at the complexity of wartime emancipation. Camp
Nelson, originally established as a Union supply depot in 1863, became a refugee camp
during the latter stages of the Civil War as many of the roughly 10,000 African American
soldiers that were recruited and trained at the encampment often brought their families
with them in order to escape vindictive former masters and the likely ill-treatment that
37
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women and children would receive if left behind on plantations and farms. In addition,
many blacks, such as Clarissa Burdett and her niece, were able to travel to Camp Nelson
on their own to seek Union assistance in their efforts to achieve freedom. Simply put, the
Union presence at Camp Nelson became a lifeline that thousands of black Kentuckians
latched onto to forever change the relationship between themselves and their former
owners.39
If the Union helped make emancipation possible, however, it was nonetheless a
chaotic and uneven process. Several thousand former slaves who had escaped into Union
lines and labeled “contrabands” of war were forced to build Camp Nelson, for instance,
and it would not be until the summer of 1864 that Kentucky enlisted large numbers of
African American soldiers. As a loyal border state, furthermore, Kentucky’s enslaved
population was not subject to the Emancipation Proclamation, and slave owners
continued to exercise as much control as they could maintain over the enslaved until the
ratification of the Thirteenth Amendment in December 1865.40
It is important, however, to make a distinction between the overall thrust of
federal policy throughout the war, and individual actions or episodes in which the Union
helped to reinforce the structure of the slave regime to the obvious detriment of the
enslaved who sought military assistance. In Kentucky and the Union parishes around
New Orleans, army officials were at pains, especially in the early years of the war, to
accept as contrabands only the enslaved property of disloyal planters. The efforts of the
39
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enslaved to free themselves meant that it was impossible to rigidly enforce such a policy,
but in some crucial instances the Union turned its back on the freedmen. In May 1862,
for instance, General Benjamin Butler excluded from Union lines in Louisiana all the
“fugitives” who were not employed by the military, “leaving them subject to the ordinary
laws of the community.” In the Department of the Gulf, throughout the summer of 1862,
in fact, all of the runaways who could not be employed were excluded from Union lines.
The cost for the enslaved was enormous: “hundreds of escapees were returned to bondage
by Butler’s policy.”41
In Kentucky, civilian officials were more likely to be involved in returning
runaways to slavery through traditional channels that had been established throughout the
antebellum period, but the Union was undoubtedly aware of such efforts. In January
1863, the Chief of Police in Louisville wrote to the Provost Marshal of the city and
informed the federal officer how runaways were arrested and jailed in order to secure
their return: “In every instance the owner is written to, immediately. This course has
very generally been persued [sic] and many have been returned to their owners by this
plan.” Lincoln’s decision to issue the Emancipation Proclamation on January 1, 1863,
however, had caused the Chief of Police some consternation. There “being quite a
number [of enslaved persons] turned loose recently,” he concluded, “I thought it
advisable to get your opinion as to the disposition to be made of them hereafter.”42
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Although the reality of black enlistment and the extension of freedom to soldiers’
families drastically altered the calculus of returning a refugee to slavery as the war
progressed, individual acts of violence were committed by Union soldiers. Writing in
October 1865, an anonymous black soldier from Kentucky charged that his regiment’s
officers were stealing money from the African American troops and cheating them out of
furloughs and rations instead of educating them. According to the soldier, the white
officers were “taken our rations and Selling them and are Keeping the money. i think it is
mighty hard for us to Stand that after just coming from under bondage,” he continued,
“there are men that has never had the chance to learn anything [and] they will give them
change for a one dollar for a fifty dollar in Stead of teaching them better.” Clearly
connecting the white officer’s conduct with that of the slaveholders, this anonymous
soldier also resented that Union officials would not allow the black troops to visit with
their wives in camp. They “are not allowed to come in camp,” he concluded, “and we are
not allowed to go and see them they are drumed of[f] and the officer Says go you damed
bitches.”43
On other occasions Union soldiers even attacked black children. Late in the war,
the principal from a freedmen’s school in Houma, Louisiana, complained to E.W.
Wheelock that her pupils were physically assaulted on their way to and from school. If
“it was by Rebels I would not say anything about it,” the administrator lamented, “But it
is by the Union pickets.” When the children passed by the troops in order to get to the
school, “dogs are set after them and they tear all the children’s clothes.”44 For this
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educator and her students, like the anonymous soldier, such actions were incompatible
with the image of the Union as an army of liberation.
These larger political developments and individual incidents of violence
notwithstanding, the Union, in general, served as a crucial ally in the wartime process of
emancipation. As hundreds of thousands of black Southerners realized, the mobility that
they latched onto through military service was twofold. For black men, especially, their
participation in the Union armies gave them a great deal of literal, geographic freedom
that allowed them to remove themselves from the confines of the plantation or the
watchful eye of their former masters. Black women and children were also able to flee
into refugee camps and the Union lines throughout the war. Perhaps just as important as
corporeal movement, however, was the social mobility that military service provided
black soldiers and their families. Just as service in the Union army tied physical
movement to black liberation, changing federal policy linked an individual’s evolving
personal status with newly won rights that the Union was bound to protect. It was no
mere coincidence that women such as Clarissa Burdett and Mary Wilson specifically
testified that they were the wives of Union soldiers. It was this relationship, after all, that
connected the two black women to the Union and permanently elevated them out of the
realm of slavery and into freedom—or at least something approaching it. As the war
progressed, and the social and political definition of the freedpeople’s place in America
became clearer, the transformation from enslaved person to contraband to refugee to
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freedman represented a meteoric rise up the social ladder.45 Such mobility, at least for
black Americans in the nineteenth century, was unprecedented.
Still, movement towards liberation was often uneven and convoluted. In
Louisiana, for instance, the Union army established contraband camps and aided in the
development of a plantation-lease system, but they also began recruiting African
American men in some portions of the state during the spring of 1863—over a year
before enlistments began in earnest in Kentucky. Consider the case of northeastern
Louisiana in the summer and spring of 1863 as the Army of the Tennessee advanced
down the Mississippi River. In many instances, of course, white slaveholders simply
removed their human property from the immediate vicinity and traveled into central
Louisiana or locations further afoot to avoid losing their slaves. Still, thousands of black
Louisianans were able to force the Union’s hand by fleeing into military lines. Federal
officials, in return, established “contraband camps” in order to feed and clothe these
individuals. Unable to indefinitely supply the contraband camps, and since Grant and his
army were preparing to leave and march on Vicksburg, officers returned the freedmen to
area plantations that had been leased to white Northerners by the federal government
where the formerly enslaved were required to work for wages and provide for
themselves.46 It would not be long, however, before many of the newly enlisted men
would prove their valor on the field of battle at Milliken’s Bend, Louisiana, on June 7,
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1863.47 Across the South, these situations repeated themselves countless times in
different detail, but the presence of the federal government through the Union Army was
of paramount importance to the physical and social mobility of the enslaved who sought
their freedom.48
In addition to whipping, another common form of emancipatory violence that
directly limited black mobility was the locking-up, or chaining of, African American
bodies. As enslaved peoples continued to seek their freedom during the closing years of
the war and into the early postbellum period, slaveholders turned to forcibly restraining
their human property in a desperate attempt to prevent their emancipation. On the one
hand, this particular type of violence was another carryover from the days of slavery, as
slaveholders often tortured the enslaved with chains and other devices—and national
legislation concerning the ability of slave owners to return individuals who had escaped
had played an integral role in the sectional crisis that led to the Civil War.49
Still, it was not common for slaveholders physically to incarcerate or chain the
enslaved every night; rather, the racialized nature of American slavery, whereby white
people assumed that any black person was enslaved, created a carceral landscape that
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rendered individual locks somewhat unnecessary.50 The prospect of emancipation and
the recruitment of black soldiers completely shattered these assumptions, however, and
slaveholders were confronted with the reality of dwindling slave populations as
thousands of individuals simply walked away from plantations and secured their freedom
with their feet.51 To ensure that the wives and families of black soldiers would not flee to
Union installations such as Camp Nelson, slave owners found it obligatory to restrain
these black Southerners under lock-and-key or risk losing them forever. For these
African Americans so treated, the implications of these new actions were enormous:
before the war, centuries of social, cultural, political, and legal tradition had bound the
enslaved to the master class and individual owners; with emancipation, African
Americans might free themselves by springing a single lock.
Fanny Nelson, mentioned briefly above, claimed that she had been locked-up by
her former mistress, Mrs. George W. Elder, in the city of Louisville when Nelson first
learned that she had been emancipated through her husband’s enlistment in the Union
army. According to Nelson, “she continued to live at the house of Mr Elder until Mrs
Elder commenced locking her up of nights to keep her from leaving.” Unwilling to
submit to such treatment, Nelson “ran from the house the first good chance she got.” As
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a result of her illegal incarceration, however, “when she did leave (it was in the early part
of the night) it was impossible to take her clothes with her except a very few.”52
Frances Johnson, “the wife of Nathan Johnson a soldier in Company F. 116th
U.S.C. Infty.,” lodged a complaint in March 1865 for similar treatment in Fayette
County, Kentucky. In her affidavit, Johnson alleged that the “day after my husband
enlisted [in May 1864] my master knew it and said that he (my husband) and all the
‘niggers’ did mighty wrong in joining the Army.” Although Johnson continued to live on
the plantation, a particularly brutal assault in early March 1865 convinced her to flee with
her children. Several miles away from her destination in Lexington, however, her former
owner’s son-in-law, Theophilus Bracey, accosted Johnson and her children and forced
them to return to the plantation at gunpoint. “I tried to find some chance of running away
but Bracy was watching me,” Johnson testified. “He took my eldest child (about seven
years of age) and kept her as an Hostage. I found I could not get away from Bracey’s
with my children, and determined to get away myself hoping by this means to obtain
possession of them afterwards.” After two nights of being held captive, Johnson escaped
into some nearby woods, and subsequently reached Lexington and the confines of Camp
Nelson. Still, her children remained with Bracey: “I am anxious to have them but I am
afraid to go near them knowing that Bracey would not let me have them and fearing lest
he would carry out his threat to shoot me.”53
As these two cases illustrate, the act of chaining or locking up a freedwoman at
night often resulted in the violent separation of young boys and girls from their mothers.
Although individual black women might be able to flee to places such as Camp Nelson, it
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was often impossible for them to take their children along. 54 It is evident that the
decision to flee from captivity and leave one’s kids behind was a choice made only out of
necessity by enslaved women in the wartime South. That African American women
would leave behind children, and on many occasions several children, speaks to the
difficulties that confronted black movement throughout the Civil War.
In some areas of Louisiana, Union advances meant that the enslaved population of
an entire plantation might travel to refugee camps, but circumstances were different in
Kentucky where loyal slaveholders were largely undisturbed by federal troops. Fanny
Nelson’s affidavit clearly demonstrated her desire to bring her children with her to Camp
Nelson, but they had been apprehended by white men and returned to her master’s
plantation during their attempt to leave. Although she did not elaborate, it is likely that
traveling with several children had slowed her progress and exposed the group to capture.
Other concerns such as finding food and avoiding whites who might stop any African
American, especially an entire family, who appeared “suspicious” and demand to know
their business were also paramount. Nelson further stated that after they had been
captured the first time, her children were physically kept from her, quite literally held
hostage, so as to prevent her from running away. In the end, Nelson ultimately decided
to make the trek to Camp Nelson on her own because she believed that the Union might
be able to secure the release of her children. Many enslaved women made the same
decision that Nelson did, but many others did not, choosing to remain on farms and
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plantations and endure whatever violence might come their way. These were the
impossible choices that unmitigated racial violence forced on African American
women.55
Nelson and Johnson were hardly exceptional, of course, as many African
American women were forced to petition federal officials in order to retrieve sons and
daughters who were held as slaves after they should have been emancipated. In July
1865, Captain Alex D. Baille reported from Port Hudson, Louisiana, that he had “sent an
order to a Mrs. Slaughter of Jackson” and demanded that she “show cause for retaining a
colrd girl about 12 years of age from her mother (the mother being able to look after and
support the child).” According to Baille, Slaughter became irate when she received the
order. She “refused to give the child up,” Baille continued, “driving her away from her
mother with blows and threatened her mother with violence, besides abusing the
authorities which issued said order.”56
As late as October 1865, Captain James M. Fidler wrote to Brigadier General
John Palmer from Lebanon, Kentucky, and denounced area slaveholders who brazenly
flouted the law of March 1865 that freed the wives and children of black soldiers in the
Commonwealth. According to Fidler, he was nearly powerless to prevent the returning to
slavery and incarceration of entire African American families, and he could get no
assistance from the civil authorities. “The presence of [federal] troops is absolutely
necessary at this place,” Fidler warned, “to prevent masters from reclaiming to slavery
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many of the wives and children of Colored soldiers.” From Fidler’s testimony, moreover,
it was apparent that former slave owners were attempting to do more than physically
recoup their human property—they were retaliating against individuals who had achieved
their freedom by locking them in jail and threatening a return to slavery if they dared to
absent themselves from local plantations and farms. Fidler continued, “Masters threaten
to return all slaves absent from their homes to slavery.” These outrages amounted to
unjust arrests and forcible imprisonment, and few were spared: “Two colored children,
the children of freed-women and colored soldiers, were reclaimed yesterday. I have
attempted to stop these arrests, but can do nothing.”57
The incarceration of African Americans in local jails, of course, was slightly
different than one individual confining another in a cabin or room, if only for the reason
that jailing someone carries with it the implication that such action has been sanctioned
by a municipality or state.58 Still, at its core, the act of imprisonment was meant to deny
black Southerners the rights of personal mobility and freedom that came with
emancipation. Former slaveholders’ penchant for detaining black Southerners was so
strong, in fact, that at times local officials jailed returning black veterans intent on freeing
their families. In October 1865, Sergeant Thomas McDougal of “Co. “F” 107th
U.S.C.I….received a Furlough of thirty days…to visit his family in Ky.” “After reaching
Louisville Ky. Serg’t McDougal got an order from Gen’l Palmer,—in charge of the
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Freedmen’s Bureau of Kentucky,—to move his family to Louisville.” According to F.B.
Clark, a commanding officer in the regiment, McDougal’s wife, Hilary Johnson, was then
living in Larue County and retained by her former master, a local judge and “old rebel”
of some note. “Serg’t McDougal was arrested…soon after reaching Hodgensville,” Clark
continued, “his order taken from him and he lodged in the County jail, where he has been
confined since October 24th 1865, on account of trying to free his family from
bondage.”59 Although it was an altogether different prospect to incarcerate a returning
black soldier with direct orders from a Union officer than a freedwoman and her children,
white Southerners bent on deforming emancipation and preventing black mobility would
stop at little to achieve their ends.
White fears of black mobility and military enlistment in Kentucky also led to the
mass arrest and imprisonment of alleged runaways throughout the war years. In January
1863, Chase L. Stancliff, Louisville’s Chief of Police, bemoaned the fact that so many
unattached blacks were “found running at large in the City” that the “Jail has been full for
several months and the County Court has made no further provision for them.”60
According to a Unionist in the Commonwealth, the “runaways” had actually been
brought to Kentucky as servants by Confederate officers during the invasion of the state
in 1862. “When Bragg retreated,” however, “many of the slaves left, hoping to find
protection among the Union party. The would be rebels among us to make money
arrested them as runaways and put them in our Jails under state authority. The reward for
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each is large.”61 While it was unclear if the African American men intended to enlist in
the Union ranks, white Kentuckians would not take that chance.
While the civil authorities often claimed to be upholding the Fugitive Slave Act in
these instances, on other occasions freedpeople with freedom papers were arrested in
cities such as Louisville and simply sold to the highest bidder. In August 1865, Amy
Moore, a freedwoman from Alabama, testified that she had been liberated by Union
soldiers near Huntsville in the summer of 1862 and carried by the army to Nashville,
Tennessee. Once there, she, alongside her mother and sisters, was placed on a Union
transport bound for Cincinnati, Ohio. During a stop in Louisville, however, they “were
arrested by a man who Said he was a watchman and taken to the Slave pen on Second
Street Louisville Ky and kept there two or three days.” Shortly thereafter, another
watchman transported Amy’s family to Shepherdsville, Kentucky, “and kept us confined
several weeks when we were sold at auction by the Sherriff of Bullett County Ky.” in
April 1863. According to Moore, “she and her mother and Sisters” had “been held as
Slaves Since the above Sale and Still continue to be so held.” Like so many other black
Southerners, Amy Moore’s relationship with the federal government was complicated.
Although her family had been freed by the advance of Union armies, their subsequent
sale back into slavery had come about because of the military’s failure to escort them to
safety. Still, Moore recognized that the Union represented an important ally in her
family’s quest to obtain freedom. “I have the honor to…ask the assistance of the military
authorities in procuring my own and my mothers and Sisters Freedom Papers under the
Presidents Proclamation of Sept. 22nd 1862,” Moore directed. “We claim protection
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under that Proclamation from the fact of our living in one of the States mentioned in Said
Proclamation.”62
Try as they might, however, white Southerners ultimately found that they could
not truly reign in the black mobility that had been unleashed by African American
military service. The simple logistics of black wartime movement would have been
unfathomable under the slave regime. Black men had marched off, on their own volition,
to the Union lines—and then they had been recruited by the army and given guns that
they carried into battle. Black women and children, where possible, literally ran away
from their masters and into refugee camps to seek Union protection and assistance. At
other times, black men returned from the front lines to free their families from
recalcitrant whites, while black refugees from other Southern states poured into cities
such as Louisville where they were legally free.
The attempt by white Southerners to chain, confine, and jail the freedpeople
stemmed from a deep-seated fear of black mobility, but, at the same time, it was also a
reaction to just how transformational the experience in the military had been for large
swaths of the South’s black population. Witnessing supposedly “unattached,” free black
people moving along country roads and city streets was a complete reversal of
antebellum practice, and, to many, it was stunning evidence of the impending collapse of
the entire institution of slavery.63 If hundreds of thousands of black people were able to
walk, run, and roam free, how would whites know who was enslaved and who was not?
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It would have been absurd to believe that white Southerners could jail or detain every
mobile black Southerner during the Civil War, but that was exactly the conundrum
presented whites by black military service. Unable, in the end, to completely control
black movement through physical restraint, the slaveholders turned to a final form of
violence that intended to mock the very notion of black freedom.
If whipping, chaining, and jailing black Southerners recalled centuries of racial
violence committed under the slave regime, the third type of emancipatory violence that
emerged during the Civil War and its aftermath was something entirely new: evicting, or
driving away, potentially emancipated individuals and families. Whatever slave owners
might later claim, they forcibly expelled freedpeople from plantations, slave cabins, and
others homes as a means to threaten and torture black men in the Union ranks while
punishing the women and children who stayed behind. In certain areas of Louisiana and
other locations under federal control, African American soldiers consistently complained
to their superior officers that their loved ones were cast into the street or violently evicted
over the failure to pay rent—despite direct orders from Union officials that forbade such
practices. At other times, former slaveholders simply notified women and children that
they had been emancipated through their husband’s military service and that they would
have to leave the plantation or farm immediately and provide for themselves. If slave
owners hoped to retain plausible deniability, the reality of the situation was that African
American families were violently evicted, often cheated out of whatever property they
had managed to accrue during their enslavement, and left to die.64 At its core, this
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particular form of racial violence was meant to mock notions of black freedom and
liberty by initiating unwanted movement that would induce downward mobility. If things
went according to the slaveholders’ plan, individual freedmen would voluntarily return to
white control after realizing that freedom had also provided them the opportunity to fail.
Although African Americans would completely disprove white assumptions that
black people were incapable of living and thriving under freedom, forced evictions
during the Civil War and its immediate aftermath had serious consequences for the men,
women, and children who suddenly found themselves thus expelled. In some instances,
slaveholders simply refused to support or pay wages to the family members of black
soldiers, driving them away from their farms and into Union camps or depots. Writing in
August 1865 to complain that his men had not been paid for nearly a year, Colonel H.W.
Barry of the 8th U.S.C. Heavy Artillery declared that a “very large number of the men
have families now residing in Paducah Ky. dependent upon them for support.” The root
of the problem, Barry continued, stemmed from the fact that the soldiers, who were
formerly enslaved, had been recruited “at a time when the sentiment in Kentucky was
bitterly opposed to the arming of colored troops.” Rather than submit to the loss of their
human property or admit the right of black Kentuckians to join the Union war effort, area
slaveholders had forcibly evicted numerous families and left them to fend for themselves.

Because the black “family” was very fluid under the institution of slavery, Penningroth claims that the
enslaved developed kinship networks in which members could lay claim to the property accumulated by the
group. After emancipation, however, black families transitioned towards a more male-dominated
household and traditional American conceptions of property ownership. Still, the transition was hardly
smooth in the years following the Civil War. As Penningroth shows, the Federal Claims Commission,
tasked in the early 1870s to reimburse loyal Southerners who had their property requisitioned by the Union
armies, had some difficulty in adopting their preconceived notions of property ownership to the reality of
the kinship networks created by the enslaved. While the commission intended to deal with individual
males who could single-handedly lay claim to property, they had to integrate more traditional forms of
property ownership that could be vouched for by individuals in the community rather than legal contracts.
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“Their women and children were driven from their homes,” Barry wrote, “and followed
their husbands to the recruiting depot at Paducah Ky. and thereforth became dependent
upon the wages of the husband and the soldier to supply them with the necessaries of
life.”65 Having asked so much of the soldiers, Barry demanded that the federal
government fulfill its obligations and pay the men so that they might provide for their
families.
Countless individual soldiers related similar experiences whereby former masters
threatened and expelled women and children as a result of their enlistment. In an
affidavit sworn out during November 1864, Joseph Miller explained how he and his
family had come to Camp Nelson the previous month. “I was a slave of George Miller of
Lincoln County Ky.,” he began. “I have always resided in Kentucky and am now a
Soldier in the service of the United States. I belong to Company I 124 U.S.C. Inft now
Stationed at Camp Nelson Ky.” When Miller enlisted, however, he felt compelled to
bring his wife and children with him “because my master said that if I enlisted he would
not maintain them and I knew they would be abused by him when I left.”66 Other men in
the 124th U.S.C.T stationed at Camp Nelson reported analogous treatment from former
masters and detailed forced evictions across the state. “I am a soldier in the service of the
United States,” John Higgins claimed, and “I belong to Company ‘I’ 124 Regt. U.S.C.
Infty. When I [came] to Camp for the purpose of enlisting, my wife and two children
came with me. This was in the latter part of October 1864. My family had been driven
out of doors by their master Moses Robbins of Lincoln County Kentucky.”67 Likewise,
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John Burnside, “a soldier in Company K. 124 Regt. U.S.C.T.,” proclaimed that “I am a
married man. My wife and children belonged to William Royster of Garrard County
Ky.” According to Burnside:
William Royster told me that my wife had been trying to ruin him for the
last two years and…he would scatter them to the four winds of heaven.
This was said about the last of September 1864. In consequence of this
threat my family were in constant dread, and desired to find protection and
employment from the Government.
Facing the possible eviction and division of his family, Burnside brought them to
Camp.68
As Miller, Higgins, and Burnside made abundantly clear, they believed their
decisions to join the Union Army had placed their loved ones squarely in the crosshairs
of vengeful whites bent on violent retribution. The forced eviction and driving away of
black families from their homes had essentially made them homeless, and for these newly
enlisted soldiers the situation threw into stark relief the crucial role of the federal
government in mitigating the worst effects of this forced movement. It was also clear
that these men and other African Americans drew a distinction between the demand for
black mobility—evident in testimony that denounced the practices of chaining and
confinement—and the eviction of their families from their former homes. According to
the logic of the slaveholders, expulsion was exactly what bondsmen had been demanding
for decades: the formerly enslaved were now free to go and do as they pleased. Miller
and the other men refused to accept such contorted reasoning. Expulsion was not
emancipation; rather, it was the culmination of a process that had cheated black
Kentuckians out of their livelihoods for decades. Their families were to be thrown out on
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the street, with no material goods and almost no prospect for work in the neighborhood,
and left to starve. Miller did not want his wife to remain on the plantation, and he would
have rather taken care of his family than have been forced to rely on the Union for
support, but the reality of his situation made that impossible.
Thus, when making these claims on the Union force at Camp Nelson, none of the
three men asked that their wives and children be returned to the cabins and shacks they
had occupied while enslaved. They did, however, clearly articulate the notion that black
soldiers and the federal government had entered into a compact. By risking their lives for
the cause, African American soldiers called for the Union to secure an emancipation that
meant more than the freedom to be outraged by former slaveholders who now felt even
less inclined than before—if only because masters had not wanted to destroy their capital
investments—to restrain from physically assaulting and maiming the freedpeople. For
soldiers like Miller, Higgins, Burnside, and tens of thousands more, this realization was
revolutionary. Here, quite simply, were the seeds that blossomed into later demands for
the extension of basic civil and human rights.69
The Union, however, did not always measure up to the standards that black
soldiers demanded. For Joseph Miller and his family, the federal government’s failure
would mean nearly unimaginable tragedy. Having come to Camp Nelson with his family
in the middle of October 1864, Miller “was told by the Lieut. in command to take my
family into a tent within the limits of the Camp. My wife and family occupied this tent
by the express permission of the aforementioned Officer,” he continued, “and never
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received any notice to leave until Tuesday November 22.” That evening, a mounted
guard informed Miller’s wife that she and her children had been ordered to leave the
camp and that they would have to do so immediately. Miller’s testimony is worth
quoting at length:
The morning was bitter cold. It was freezing hard. I was certain that it would kill
my sick child to take him out in the cold. I told the man in charge of the guard
that it would be the death of my boy. I told him that my wife and children had no
place to go and I told him that I was a soldier of the United States. He told me
that it did not make any difference. he had orders to take all out of camp. He told
my wife and family that if they did not get up into the wagon which he had he
would shoot the last one of them. On being thus threatened my wife and children
went into the wagon My wife carried her sick child in her arms. When they left
the tent the wind was blowing hard and cold and having had to leave much of our
clothing when we left our master, my wife with her little one was poorly clad. I
followed them as far as the lines.
On the night of November 23, Miller went searching for his family in the nearby town of
Nicholasville, where he found them in a black meeting house. “I found my wife and
children shivering with cold and famished with hunger,” he concluded. “They had not
received a morsel of food during the whole day. My boy was dead…. I left my family in
the Meeting house—where they still remain.” Although the order to expel the families of
black soldiers from Camp Nelson would be rescinded on November 29, the damage had
already been done. Of the 400 African Americans that had been forced to leave, only
about 250 returned, and John G. Fee claimed that 102 of those later died as a direct result
of exposure to the elements. Of those 102, three were Joseph Miller’s children, and one
was his wife. They all died at Camp Nelson between December 17, 1864, and January 2,
1865. Miller himself would perish on the sixth of January.70
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While the November 1864 expulsions at Camp Nelson represented the Union at
its worst, white planters continued to forcibly evict black families across the South, and
into the postwar months, as long as black men remained in the ranks of the Union armies.
Throughout Louisiana, former slaveholders demanded that the families of African
American troops pay exorbitant monthly rents, and subsequently evicted them when they
could not. In August 1865, Lieutenant Hugh P. Beach, an officer in the 10th U.S.C.
Artillery stationed at Fort St. Phillip, Louisiana, wrote to Thomas W. Conway and
complained that his men’s families were outraged on a daily basis by returning
Confederates. “One of the most frequent complaints brought to me,” Beach began, “is
the mistreatment of Soldiers wives, and in Some cases their ejectment for non-payment of
rent by returned rebels.” In addition to the inhumanity of such treatment, Beach argued
that it was “contrary to Genl. Orders. No. 99. Hd Qrs. Dept. of the Gulf. June 30th, 1865,
which declares that the families of Soldiers in the Service of the Gov’t. either on land or
water, Shall not be ejected for rent past due, and no collections of rent forced until further
orders.” Still, it was one thing to give an order—and another to enforce it.71
In Beach’s estimation, the only entity that could successfully interpose itself to
mediate relations between the freedmen and returned Rebels was the federal government
through the Freedmen’s Bureau. Even then, the Union officer entertained no illusions
that white Southerners would happily accede to Bureau demands to stop the forced
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removals of black families. The Rebels “do not intend to manifest the ‘good faith’ for
which Genl. Howard hopes,” Beach continued, “but intend to take Such a course with the
colored people as will oblige the interference of the agents of your Bureau.” Specifically,
Beach called Conway’s attention to “a Mr. John Humphrey, who I am told is a returned
rebel officer now living on Roseland Plantation, St. Charles Parish.” According to one of
the soldiers in Beach’s regiment, Humphrey had “made innumerable threats and at least
one attempt to put out the family of one of my Soldiers.—for non-payment of rent.” “I
gave the man a furlough and he got home Just in time to find a Provost Guard at his
house for the purpose of ousting his wife and children.” Given the conditions in
Louisiana, however, such treatment was fairly ordinary, and Beach reckoned that
“persecution is the order of the day amongst these returned rebels, against the colored
race in general, and Soldiers families in particular.”72
The mobility forced onto many black families through these evictions was
especially hard on black women who were isolated from their spouses. Tellingly, it was
also much easier for a former slaveholder to forcibly remove a soldiers’ family while the
enlisted man was away from home. Writing from Roseland Plantation in July 1865,
Emily Waters reported to her husband, an enlisted man in the 10th U.S.C. Artillery, that
she found herself “in a great deal of trouble” and faced the prospect of losing her home.
According to Waters, John Humphrey threatened that he “is going to turn us all out on
the Levee unless we pay him (8.00) Eight Dollars a month for house rent.” It was an
extortionate figure, and Waters claimed that she would be entirely incapable of raising
the sum in spite of her best efforts. “I get all the work I can,” she explained, “and am
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doing the best I can to get along, but if they turn me out I dont know what I shall do.”
Still, Waters evinced no desire to remain under Humphrey’s thumb, and she believed that
if her husband could obtain a furlough he might return and procure their family a stable
residence. “Now I have no money of any account and I am not able to get enough to pay
so much rent,” she warned her husband, “and I want you to get a furlough as soon as you
can and come home and find a place for us to live in.”73 For Waters, the downward
mobility associated with eviction would place both herself and her children in grave
danger, but the potential return of her husband, if only for a short time, offered the family
a legitimate chance to establish itself in the area.
In other instances, white Southerners also destroyed the property of black
families during the eviction process. In an April 1867 affidavit, Fanny Nelson, another
freedwoman who gained her freedom through her husband’s enlistment, requested federal
aid in retrieving over $230 of property that had been stolen from her. According to
Nelson, she owned large amounts of clothing, a bed, a bureau, six chairs, one rocking
chair, and five irons in addition to several aprons, parasols, and an ironing board.
Importantly, Nelson delved into the origin of these goods, narrating how her familial
connections and relationships had allowed her to accumulate such a vast assortment of
property.74 Some of the items “she had bought herself,” Nelson began, and “some were
given her by her husband but the larger portion was given her by her former mistress and
owner Mrs D.P. Faulds.” In Nelson’s estimation, these material items represented
decades of work, pain, struggle, and personal triumph—and they had been destroyed in a
matter of minutes by the Elders. In fact, Nelson’s husband had applied to the Freedmen’s
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Bureau in early 1866 for help in obtaining her property, but over a year had passed with
no resolution. To complicate matters, her former owner also swore out an affidavit in
April 1867 in which he claimed that Nelson had had no property when he purchased her,
and that he had never even known her to have a husband.75 Whatever the exact value of
Nelson’s property may have been, it was obvious that violence had again been marshaled
to force a freedwoman down the social ladder. The slave owner’s actions insured that
Nelson would have freedom, but nothing else.
If the complaints, letters, and affidavits that poured into federal camps and local
Freedmen’s Bureau offices by the thousands made anything clear, it was that military
enlistment and the potential of emancipation had brought about a great deal of black
mobility that white Southerners sought to restrict through racial terrorism. If whipping
and physically restraining newly emancipated individuals recalled the violence of
slavery, slaveholders also adopted new forms of terror and forcibly evicted freedpeople
who were, for all intents and purposes, left to die by whites who would rather see them
dead than free. And yet, after all of this, the slaveholders continued to surprise federal
officials with their intransigence and unwillingness to allow black people to move freely
throughout the postbellum South. Writing from Opelousas, Louisiana, in August 1865,
Captain Julius S. Clarke reported a scheme by local civil officials whereby black laborers
who traveled into town carrying signed passes from their employers were falsely arrested,
thrown into prison, and told they must pay an exorbitant fine in order to obtain their
release. In “case this cannot be done by them, then some planter is allowed to take them
out, pay the bills and take the Freedman to his (another) plantation” without a labor
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contract. What was this but slavery? According to Clarke, he had “already taken the
testimony” of one freedman “and can produce twenty other cases” of a similar nature. As
unholy as it was, Clarke confirmed that “this is the gospel truth.”76

By the beginning of October 1865, Colonel H.N. Frisbie, Commander of the Post
of Port Hudson, Louisiana, had had enough. From his vantage point, Frisbie could easily
witness the abuse that area planters meted out to the freedmen on a daily basis, the
cumulative effect of which was to make a mockery of the practical reality of
emancipation. To make matters worse, Thomas W. Conway, Assistant Commissioner of
the Freedmen’s Bureau in Louisiana, had recently directed Frisbie to treat returning black
soldiers the same way that the federal government did white veterans in the North. In
Frisbie’s estimation, such an edict rendered Conway and the entire Freedmen’s Bureau
nothing more than a pathetic sham. If “Colored Soldiers and their families are to be
treated like and expected to take care of themselves as white Soldiers and their families in
the north,” Frisbie charged, “then is your Bureau a useless incumbrance [sic] and the
sooner it is shut up and its agents sent home the better.” What might have been difficult
for Conway to realize while stationed in New Orleans, Frisbie explained, was that “the
colored Soldiers families and their friends are totally unlike in condition to the white
Soldiers families and their friends.” Emancipation, in other words, had not transpired in
a vacuum, and the common practice of evicting black families and driving them away
from their homes had created a volatile and dangerous situation. If “you allow planters to
turn off and shut up the cabins of these soldiers families before provisions are made for
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them elsewhere and especially months before any one else wants to hire them,” Frisbie
wrote, “then has your Bureau utterly failed in its functions contemplated in its
establishment.”77
At Port Hudson and Baton Rouge, specifically, Frisbie described the practice of
forced evictions as a tactic that white planters utilized in order to revenge themselves
against African American soldiers. The results were devastating. “It seems to me proper
to require Planters when they have persons on their place not wanted to request their
removal through the Bureau,” Frisbie cautioned. Left to their own devices, however, the
former slaveholders had expelled the freedmen “at their pleasure and keep their pigs
chickens and cooking utensils and leave them on the levee a week in a starving condition
[as] an injustice towards the families of these soldiers.” These practices were alarmingly
widespread. “It is the general purpose among the Planters to turn off very soon nearly all
those upon their places,” Frisbie continued, “and yet the complaints of cruelty and
injustice are so numerous that but few of them can be attended to and I hear the same
state of things extends elsewhere.”78
Here, on the levees near Port Hudson and Baton Rouge, was the furthest logical
extension of the racial violence that accompanied military service. As Frisbie noted, the
ex-slaveholders’ reasoning was unmistakably clear: unable completely to control black
soldiers and their families, the former planters had revenged themselves upon the
freedpeople by forcing onto the newly emancipated an allegedly free status that, the
whites hoped, would demonstrate to black women and children that they were better off
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when dependent upon their former masters.79 By giving up their freedom of movement
and accepting a subordinate status, in other words, the freedpeople might realize their
physical and material security under the ever-present gaze of whites. Although the Union
commander did not report any direct testimony from freedmen in the area, other evidence
cited in this chapter is suggestive. Despite being left for dead and nearing the point of
starvation on the levees, it is highly doubtful that this group of black Louisianans
internalized the message that their former masters intended. There would have likely
been no clamor among the freedmen to be taken back in by the slaveholders and simply
resume their old relationship. The old reality had been undone by the freedom of person
and mobility that military service and Union intervention had made possible. If anything,
in fact, Frisbie’s revelation that the freedmen complained of “cruel” and “unjust”
treatment was especially telling. According to the freedpeople, they had not been
mistreated as enslaved persons who must accept their punishment and return to their
master—they had been wronged as citizens who could rightly call on the federal
government, through the Freedmen’s Bureau, for succor and relief. This realization, no
matter how one interprets it, was nothing short of a personal, social, and political
revolution.
Such a marked transformation in black thinking did not occur overnight; rather, it
was a slow, painful process that evolved throughout the war as military service provided
hundreds of thousands of black Southerners the opportunity to accomplish their freedom
through personal mobility. Nothing about emancipation was easy, however, and white
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Southerners employed racial violence to hinder black freedom at every step of the way.
Martha Cooley, a widowed freedwoman who had made her way to Camp Nelson by early
1865, described the violent stages of her own emancipation and the decision to seek
federal assistance. “I am a widow woman,” Cooley swore in an affidavit, “my husband
Simon Cooley was a Soldier in the 5th U.S.C. Cavalry and was killed at the Salt Works
during Genl Burbridge’s last raid.”80 Still, Cooley had remained enslaved throughout the
winter of and early spring of 1865: “About three weeks ago I told my master [John Nave]
that I wanted to go to Camp Nelson.”81
Although she did not explicitly state it in her testimony, Cooley’s decision to
travel to the Union encampment coincided with the publication of federal orders that
emancipated the families of black troops in Kentucky, and it is nearly certain that both
the enslaved woman and the slaveholder were aware of the revolutionary changes afoot.
After Cooley had informed Nave of her intentions, however, Nave responded by
threatening that “I will give you Camp” and “immediately took a large hickory stick with
which he commenced beating me…breaking one of the bones of my left arm.”
Determined to leave, Cooley pressed on. “I told him I wanted my children,” she
continued. “He said I could neither have my children nor my clothes, My master beat me
for this request. I watched my chance and ran away.” Despite her successful escape,
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complete freedom remained just beyond her grasp: “I had to leave my children with my
master. I have been in Camp about two weeks and am very anxious to get my
children.”82
With just a few lines of testimony, Martha Cooley had outlined the broad contours
and shifts in the racial violence of enlistment and emancipation. The widowed wife of a
black soldier, Cooley was brutally assaulted when she initially informed her master of her
desire to free herself by going to Camp Nelson. Unwilling to allow Cooley to travel
freely, John Nave then commenced to hold Cooley’s children and possessions as hostages
in the vain attempt to convince the freedwoman of her permanent dependency. As in so
many other instances, however, this violence was insufficient to restrain Cooley forever,
and she subsequently fled to the auspices of the Union army. With federal support, she
might also reasonably expect to quickly regain her children. From Nave’s perspective,
the former slaveholder had done all that he could possibly do to retain the freedwoman.
He had broken her body, denied Cooley her children and earthly goods, and threatened
her on a daily basis that such treatment would continue if she persisted in her efforts to
leave. There was, quite literally, nothing else that Nave could do short of evicting Cooley
and throwing the freedwomen into the road. The problem with such a solution, however,
was obvious. That was precisely the resolution that Cooley, and millions of other black
Southerners, desired: personal freedom.
In this sense, therefore, the forced ejection of freedpeople from their cabins and
homes was both the ultimate expression of the racial violence of military enlistment and,
at the same time, an admission that such tactics had utterly failed to limit and restrict
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unfettered black mobility. After all, white Southerners had gone to such lengths of terror
and torture in order to keep their human property on the farm and under their control—
and now they were simply driving those individuals away who they could no longer
regulate. In November 1865, D.S. Hays, the Freedmen’s Bureau Superintendent at
Hopkinsville, Kentucky, wrote to General Clinton B. Fisk and reported that local planters
were driving away African American women before the end of the year because they did
not want the extra expense of providing winter clothing for the enslaved population. “I
have a few besides the wives of soldiers to Come into my hands for hire,” Hays wrote,
“such as have been turned off by their owners rather then to furnish them with their
Winter Clothings.” In Hay’s estimation, the situation would only get worse as the year
wore on: “before the 25th of December there will be many cases of that kind in our
County.”83 It was not a coincidence that it was largely the families of black soldiers that
had been driven away from their homes—it was the finale of years of targeted violence
that had, ultimately, failed to keep black Southerners in their place.
That black resistance and perseverance triumphed over unrestrained physical
force to secure emancipation and black mobility was incredibly important to African
Americans in the postbellum South. While some states would pass the infamous “Black
Codes” and white society, in general, attempted to hem African Americans into certain
jobs, neighborhoods, schools, and public accommodations in a continued effort to restrict
corporeal and social mobility, emancipation and physical freedom had been
accomplished forever. Without a doubt, this was one of the most significant legacies of
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black military service and the millions of decisions that individual African Americans
made to free themselves through their own exertions during the course of the Civil War.
The practical enactment of that legacy, however, was never guaranteed. As daily life
unfolded in the postbellum South, whites marshaled a staggering array of violent tactics
to limit black freedom wherever possible. The tripartite relationship amongst the
freedmen, former slaveholders, and the national government would require all three
parties to undergo dramatic psychological transformations during Reconstruction that
would shape the contours of life in the postbellum South. The willingness of the federal
government to intervene, decisive in the context of emancipation, would waver as
Reconstruction progressed. Although such hesitation would never reverse the finality of
African American emancipation, they could prove catastrophic for individual blacks.
The consequences of persistence, no matter the outcome, were often devastating.
Still, in the face of long odds, hope persisted. Writing to her husband, a Union
soldier, in July 1865, Jane Coward described the emotional dilemma and physical torture
that resulted from the daily struggle to reconcile her physical freedom with the constant
threat of racial violence. “Dear Husband,” she began, “i set my self down to write you a
few lines to let you know that Mr Reed [head of a neighboring black family] twoke to me
and my three children to live with him to live.” Upset by this arrangement, Coward’s
former owner, Frank Coward, and another white man named R.L. Moore “come hear to
day and beat me nearly to death.” One of Jane’s friends, Sarah Reed, confirmed the
brutality of the attack: “Coward beat hear nearly to death… and he said to jane that
before she should live with me he would killer de[ad] and all of the Reeds that was on top
of earth in less than one weak….R L more says that he will kill every woman that he
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knows that has got a husband in the army.” In both Jane Coward and Sarah Reed’s
estimation, there was little mystery as to what the ultimate effect of such violence would
be. As Reed poignantly wrote, “i think we will have to leve hear [Greensburg, Kentucky]
on the account of the rebels that is hear for if a man ever leaves his wife and children at
home by thar selves thay are abusded by some one of them.” “I have two children in the
union army and we have two children that was killed in the union army,” Reed continued,
“and i think that aught to have some peace at home when my husband leaves me at
home.” It was a simple request. With Jane’s body nearly broken, Reed revealed that her
spirit still had plenty of strength. During the violent encounter with Frank Coward and
R.L. Moore, Reed claimed that Moore had insulted her by taunting that “i was no better
than a negro rag and i think that i am just as good as he is.” In fact, she might have been
better: “i never treated nothing as he did [Jane] to day.”84 It was quite the statement of
her resolve and, alongside their decision to leave the site of their physical torture, a
testament to the social and personal mobility that military service had made possible.
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Chapter 2 — “So they may not fall into this rebel trap…”: Violence and Free Labor

In September 1866, Jacob Burgest returned to New Orleans with a report that
many African Americans across the post-emancipation South could relate to quite easily.
A former Union soldier who had served in the 68th Regiment U.S.C.T. Infantry, Burgest
had been in the Crescent City in the spring of 1866 when he became acquainted with
“Captain” J.G. Colvit, a runner for a plantation owner in Rapides Parish.1 After
negotiating contractual terms with Colvit, Burgest convinced a number of his comrades
to leave New Orleans and move to the plantation where they would work for
“Government rations, including sugar, coffee, blankets, cooking utensils, two suits of
clothing and whiskey daily besides the price fifteen dollars per month payable monthly.”
Before they had signed a labor contract, however, Colvit duped Burgest and the others
into boarding a boat bound for Rapides Parish on the premise that certain details had to
be finalized on deck. Once they arrived at the plantation with no further mention of the
contract, Colvit withheld pay, rations, and other supplies, fraudulently arrested and
imprisoned those laborers who sought the assistance of the local agents of the
Freedmen’s Bureau, and employed returned white Confederate soldiers as armed guards
in order to force the laborers to stay. Finally, when Burgest complained to Colvit that the
failure of the plantation owner to give the laborers a contract had convinced him to return
to his native Missouri, Colvit detained Burgest in Alexandria, Louisiana, where, Burgest
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explained, he was “seized by this man Colvit, and dragged, pistol in hand, before one
Kilpatrick, who sent me to jail, where I was confined many weeks, covered with vermin,
robbed of my clothes, and cheated out of my earnings.” While Burgest was in jail, Colvit
and his associates threatened him with harsh punishments while simultaneously claiming
they would be “light” on him if he consented to give false testimony against another
prisoner they hoped to make money off of—something that Burgest refused to do. In the
end, Burgest was finally freed after he found a local businessman willing to pay his
nearly $500 bail, as well as a number of other fees that Colvit apparently invented on the
spot.2
Burgest’s ordeal in Rapides Parish would have come as no surprise to black
Southerners living through the early years of Reconstruction. As thousands of African
Americans would make apparent through testimony provided to agents of the Freedmen’s
Bureau and other local and state officials, black workers were keenly aware that racial
violence limited and deformed the system of free labor that developed in the postbellum
South.3 The rationale behind such rampant terrorism is easy to understand. Work had
always been at the center of the master-slave relationship, and efforts by the freedmen
and their Republican allies to institute free labor in the South amounted to a complete
inversion of pre-war dynamics. If most whites at least begrudgingly accepted the finality
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of black freedom, far fewer would admit that African Americans should have unrestricted
access to their own labor—which they then might sell to the highest bidder.4
With the destruction of slavery, black Southerners envisioned a form of free labor
that prioritized personal control, self-sufficiency, and economic autonomy. This chapter
contends that white employers, however, were loath to relinquish the control of labor that
they had exercised under slavery. In turn, whites assaulted black workers who sought
other jobs, whipped and expelled laborers who demanded payment of their wages, and
even threatened other whites who might potentially employ their former slaves. At its
core, such violence aimed to undercut freedom in the workplace and cement black
dependency on white employers who sought to control all economic power in the
postbellum South. The establishment of free labor in the postwar South is often told as a
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story whereby whites exerted economic leverage, devised shady contracts, and
manipulated laws like apprenticeship in order to trap black people in a dependent state,
but these tactics were enforced, and given effectiveness, through unbridled racial
violence.

Emancipation forever altered every aspect of the freedmen’s lives, of course, but
few changes were more profound than the transformation from enslaved person to free
laborer. Beyond the personal freedom of the formerly enslaved, the recasting of four
million individuals from unprotected, unpaid laborers to American citizens with
contractual rights was probably the most far-reaching transformation in the postbellum
South. Whatever else being enslaved had meant, American slavery had been
fundamentally concerned with the theft of African American labor and its subsequent
utilization by the master class to create material wealth. Slaveholders often talked of the
enslaved as their “hands,” imagining them as physical extensions of their own bodies that
they could control.5 Freedom forever severed both the physical and imagined
connections of the master-slave relationship, and black Southerners eagerly announced
their desire to work and enjoy for themselves the benefits of their own labor. As
vociferous as these proclamations were, the cold reality for far too many freedmen fell
well short of expectations. For better or worse, work often dictates the seasons and
cycles of one’s life. As hundreds of thousands of black Southerners embraced the
promises of free labor in the aftermath of the Civil War, they were confronted by white
violence at every turn. Everyday violence in the postbellum South was both shockingly
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brutal and grindingly mundane, and it would accompany the aborted development of free
labor through Reconstruction and beyond.
The chasm between black expectations of what free labor meant and white desires
to maintain economic control of black bodies would lead to innumerable acts of racial
violence in the years following the Civil War. From threats and whippings of those
reluctant to follow an employer’s every wish, all the way to the murder of those who
attempted to take their labor elsewhere, black Southerners knew they walked a razor’s
edge between life and death when they exerted the right to control their own work.
Ultimately, white Southerners resorted to such tactics in an effort to both recreate the
master-slave dynamic within the employer-employee relationship, and prevent the
anticipated apocalypse that would result from unlimited black movement and freedom of
choice.
For their part, African Americans were well aware of white accusations that
emancipation would lead to little but black idleness and vagrancy. Such thoughts
undoubtedly struck many former slaves—the people who had worked for centuries as the
master class led lives of indolence—as absurd, but nonetheless blacks repeatedly stressed
their desire to labor in early Reconstruction. The First Colored Convention of Kentucky,
convened at Lexington on March 22, 1866, was representative of a number of black
meetings that gathered in the postwar era to demand civil equality, political rights, and
the ability to control their own labor.6 The delegates spoke directly to these
aforementioned white allegations when they proclaimed that “FREEDOM does not mean
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idleness, nor exemption from labor.” “We realize and accept the fact, that, we have no
wealth save horny hands, no skill but what untaught nature gives us; that we must work,”
the convention continued, “…to secure by manly endeavor in all honorable industrial
pursuits, wealth with all its material blessings.”7 In rhetoric that attempted to rebut
charges of black idleness that had festered for decades among white Kentuckians, the
convention delegates honored traditional American ideals such as individualism and hard
work that stood at the center of free labor ideology.8 In the free labor model, the ability
to control one’s own labor was absolutely essential to the exercise of other civil and
political rights that together comprised the fruits of American citizenship.9 Having just
emerged from under the lash of centuries of unrequited toil, African Americans were
eager to embrace the gospel of free labor.
While black Southerners expressed their acceptance of the ideology of free labor,
many questions remained regarding its practical implementation. African Americans
especially resented the efforts of whites that attempted to dictate when, where, and to
whom they should sell their labor. These practices, which even well-meaning Bureau
officials often engaged in, were resisted because of the priority that black Southerners
placed on the ability to control their own labor.10 On March 17, 1865, a “mass meeting
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of the colored Citizens of New-Orleans” passed a series of resolutions that denounced
federal coercion of black laborers as little more than “disguised bondage” that “does not
practically differ from slavery, except by the interdiction from selling and whipping to
death.” At the heart of their complaints were federal policies that pushed black
Louisianans to sign labor contracts with their former masters and limited black mobility
in the search for employment. According to the assembly, there was no “practical liberty
for the laborers, without the right of contracting freely, and voluntarily, on the terms of
labor.” Any infringement of this right, the meeting proclaimed, was tantamount to
slavery: “the right of the employee to freely agree and contract, according to his best
judgment, with his employer, for the term of labor, is the unquestionable attribute of
every freeman.” Finally, as friends of “freedom, equal rights, and liberty,” the
resolutions concluded by entering “our protest against every restriction put on the
traveling facilities on account of color.” Such treatment at the hands of the Union, the
delegates took as evidence that the federal government simply intended to recreate the
labor dynamics that had existed under the slave regime. 11
For federal officials, it was difficult to reconcile the ideology of free labor echoed
by black conventions with conditions on the ground in the South. In response to the
resolutions of the New Orleans mass meeting, Major General S.A. Hurlbut excoriated the
“Free Colored People of New Orleans, free by the Old Laws of the State, and some at
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least of them in the old system themselves slave holders” for their mendacity. “If,”
Hurlbut began, “instead of assembling in Mass meetings and wasting your time in high
sounding Resolutions you would devote Yourselves to assisting in the physical and moral
improvement of the Freedmen you would do some practical good.” The representatives
hardly spoke for the “Emancipated Freedmen of Louisiana,” Hurlbut continued, “You are
striving for social equality, they for personal freedom.” After outlining several important
ways in which freedom for black Louisianans differed from slavery, Hurlbut argued that
white attitudes and prejudices would not allow for the unsupervised operation of free
labor:
You know further perfectly well that without some supervision on the part
of the United States these Freedmen would be cheated of their labor,
induced into contracts that would ruin them and even if fair contracts were
made would be uncertain as to their fulfilment. You know this because
you have seen it, because you have reported it, because you ask for the
assistance of Military officers to remedy it.
As for unlimited mobility, Hurlbut deemed it impractical and potentially disastrous. The
freedmen could not “be allowed to lie around and do nothing, because then they become
paupers and thieves and fall upon the Government for support.” His own prejudice
shining through quite clearly, Hurlbut concluded that a compromised system of free labor
was all that could be hoped for. It was simply not practical, the General opined, to
correct two centuries of abuse in “a day or a year.”12
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It was amid such an atmosphere of uncertainty that African Americans negotiated
the development of free labor in the South. Whether labor contracts were signed
willingly or at gunpoint—and many times simply ignored or never completed—the rise
of free labor in the aftermath of the Civil War was accompanied at nearly every step by
violence. Burgest’s testimony, which he composed and submitted to the editors of the
New Orleans Tribune, reveals some of the ways that such systematic violence influenced
daily life. Colvit and his associates relied on physical force when necessary, but equally
as pernicious were the threats, intimidations, and malicious manipulations of the judicial
system that effectively deprived Burgest of his legal, political, and economic rights. As
singular events, the tactics utilized by Colvit and others of his ilk may seem rather
pedestrian, but the accumulated force of these daily iniquities allowed whites from across
the state to bully and coerce African Americans with near impunity.13 Even the most
vigilant Freedmen’s Bureau agents, after all, could only investigate and prosecute the
most heinous outrages in their sub-districts.14 While Burgest hoped to extricate himself
from the situation by returning to his former home in Missouri, the overwhelming
majority of field laborers had little hope of escaping from the trap into which they had
fallen.
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And yet, even as rampant racial violence sharply influenced the development of
free labor in the postbellum South, African Americans did not simply concede defeat and
accept that white Southerners would unilaterally shape the employee-employer
relationship. Burgest’s words are particularly insightful because they suggest ways in
which black Southerners reacted, and responded, to violent employers. By nearly any
accounting, Burgest and his fellow workers were patient and committed in their efforts to
secure a labor contract sanctioned by the Freedmen’s Bureau. Once they became
convinced that their efforts would only result in “promises” and not a legitimate contract,
a number of the laborers complained to the local Bureau agent—an effort that ultimately
got them arrested by Colvit. Still others on the plantation went on strike when Colvit
employed returned Confederates to keep them at their tasks, and some of the workers
confiscated the Rebels’ rifles and prevented the former soldiers from taking individual
laborers off of the plantation “as it was thought they were to be killed in a clandestine
manner.” Personally, Burgest appealed to Colvit and the plantation owner for a redress
of his grievances, found local allies willing to pay his extortionate bail, and finally turned
to an African American newspaper in New Orleans in order to publicize the treatment he
had received among the city’s black community and to “obtain help to prosecute his case
in the courts of the United States.”15
Although Burgest may have had more resources than the average plantation
laborer, black Southerners, as a group, were hardly defenseless, especially when they
could rally federal support to their side. Burgest’s decision to appeal to the black
community of New Orleans through the Tribune, the city’s most prominent black
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newspaper, was important, and it speaks to the centrality of the act of testifying in the
creation of a sense of a larger black community, with shared interests, in the immediate
aftermath of the Civil War.16 Burgest’s rationale was twofold, and evinces the desire
both to warn other black laborers in New Orleans and improve his own situation.
Furthermore, Burgest also clearly identified the federal government as a crucial ally in
the effort to secure justice for himself and other black workers through his intention to
prosecute his claim in federal court. It was through the Union presence, Burgest
believed, that he would be able to successfully confront Colvit. As with racial violence
in other spaces of the postbellum South, the federal government, largely through the
Freedmen’s Bureau, was critically important in mitigating the worst excesses of
workplace violence. As Hurlbut’s rejoinder to the group of free blacks in New Orleans—
quoted above—reveals, however, the relationship between the freedmen and the Bureau
was fraught with some uncertainty in regards to the development of free labor. A large
part of this ambiguity can be attributed to Union directives that the freedmen must labor
and not become dependents on the state. Thus, more than in other spaces, the Bureau
was willing to live with the growing pains of progress, even if that meant that many
laborers would be subject to violence and abuse.
Even with the recourse that African Americans might obtain, therefore, it is
undeniable that racial violence closely impacted the labor relationship between black and
white Southerners—and nearly always in a way that undercut African American’s desire
to control their own labor. To this end, Burgest’s words offer startling insight into how
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workplace violence influenced his understanding of the entire post-emancipation South.
The mere existence of the complaint indicates that Burgest understood that he had been
wronged and believed that he had rights as an American citizen that the state and white
Louisianans were bound to respect. “The laws of Rapides Parish are administered wholly
in the interests of the white man,” Burgest declared, “and the colored people have no
justice whatever but are mostly worse off [than] when in slavery, by the general
combination to rob and oppress him.” Whatever Republican paeans to free labor
ideology might suggest, Burgest implied, conditions on the ground in Louisiana were
anything but promising.17
Going further, Burgest’s testimony also permits us to witness how he interpreted
his experience with labor violence in the context of emancipation and his relationship
with the national government. Burgest identified his connection to the United States
through his affiliation with the Union Army, perhaps revealing the belief that he deserved
protection in return for the sacrifice he had made for his country. While Burgest had
demonstrated his loyalty to the United States, he ridiculed the plantation owner who had
“saved his property by hoisting the French flag over it” and declared that Colvit’s
participation in the war amounted to “burning the sugar house, gin, and other property of
the present Governor Wells and hunting Union refugees with dogs.” For this, “he was
dubbed ‘Captain’ and now openly boasts of these deeds in behalf of the Confederacy as
things to be proud of and ought to be remembered by his neighbors.”18 The connections
that Burgest drew between Colvit’s ties to the Confederacy and his post-war alacrity for
forced labor are quite revealing of the former Union soldier’s state of mind. The Union
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might have won the war, but ex-Confederates were employing startling amounts of
violence to win the peace and limit opportunities for black laborers.
Burgest’s decision to publish his ordeal in the New Orleans Tribune, the first
black daily newspaper in America, was also part of his plan to reveal just how
“benevolent” Southern planters were, and to counsel other African Americans against a
similar fate. Burgest’s admonitions thus speak to a broader, coordinated effort among
black Southerners to work together in order to obtain whatever protections they could.19
“I warn all colored men not to go” to Rapides Parish, Burgest cautioned, “and especially
not to hire out to this…Capt. Colvit, unless they want to be cheated out of all they earn
and vilely abused without redress.” Burgest further reported several other examples of
Colvit’s and the plantation owner’s perfidy, but he also related how area blacks had
counteracted such enduring Rebel sympathy. When it was suggested that local whites
assemble a “Vigilance Committee” to drive out all of those who supported the Union,
Burgest remarked that someone mused that it was “not safe to molest five hundred
Springfield rifle-muskets, with each a hundred rounds in the hands of soldiers of
Vicksburg [trained] under Grant and Sheridan for five years.” Burgest then concluded
with a plaintive request that evinced a nuanced understanding of the developments of
early Reconstruction:
Messrs. Editors, I hope you will publish these grievances of mine first to show the
feelings of the reconstructed Confederates, secondly, to warn other colored men
so they may not fall into this rebel trap, and thirdly, to perhaps enable me to find
means to prosecute my claims and bring these offenders to the justice of the
United States law, as declared in the new Civil Rights Bill.
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With that, he signed off, “for freedom protected by law.”20 His tone both cautious and
optimistic, Burgest embraced the possibilities of free labor ideology even as he
articulated an understanding of exactly how far such a vision was from reality in the
postbellum South. Countless African Americans would pay the ultimate price in the
effort to will such a republic into being.

The genesis of workplace violence was the long-held belief of white Southerners
that African Americans were unfit for freedom, and that blacks must be treated as
slaves—with all the requisite brutality—or they simply would not work. Such principles
were cornerstones of both antebellum politics and the Confederacy, and they continued to
shape white attitudes far into the postbellum years.21 Phrased in a slightly different
manner, white employers alleged that black laborers would have to be coerced and
controlled if they were to perform any work at all. Slavery might be over, but white
Southerners interpreted the transformed landscape of postwar America as a revolutionary
place where the subordinate status of African Americans needed to be firmly reinforced
in order for white employers to extract labor from recalcitrant employees. At best,
sympathetic white Southerners, and the vast majority of federal officials, believed that it
would require a great deal of time for black workers to acclimate themselves to the
personal responsibilities of free labor.22 These allegations ran directly against black
demands that workers be allowed to independently negotiate contracts and move about
freely in order to maximize the return on their labor. Even more important than
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remunerative differences, however, was the centrality of personal, bodily control to black
laborers. For African Americans in the postbellum South, quite simply, the ability to
retain a sense of individual autonomy in the workplace was paramount.
Assigned to Bureau offices in Shreveport, Louisiana, in the summer of 1865,
Lieutenant W.B. Stickney reported that local planters were determined to retain coercive
power over the freedmen they employed. “The change in the system of labor incident to
the occupation of the country by our armies,” Stickney bluntly declared, had “caused
considerable anxiety on the part of the planter.” Hundreds of planters had already visited
his office “to ascertain what was to be the policy of the government in regard to the
negro, and to acquaint me with his incapacity to take care of himself, of his indolence,
stupidity, his thievish disposition…[and the] impossibility of cultivating the country
without some means of ‘controlling’ the persons of laborers.” The root of the problem
stemmed from the fact that “there seems to be no definite comprehension of the change
produced by a four years war, and they cannot look upon the colored man as free man.”
Furthermore, the planters loudly proclaimed that the United States had no power to
emancipate their slaves “and, basing their actions upon these ideas, they not only desire
to have a guard placed upon their plantations to compel the negro to work, but still persist
in having the right to exercise the same authority over the persons of the Freedmen as in
former times.” For certain planters, old habits proved particularly difficult to break.
According to Stickney, nearly a dozen freedmen had complained to him that their
employers had outraged their person in an attempt to force the laborers to work.23 While
the assaults that the black men and women described were similar to those that they had
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endured under slavery, these individuals demanded that their emancipation and elevation
to the status of free laborer should provide them the opportunity to control their own
destiny in the workplace.
In countless locations throughout the South, Bureau officials reported similar
situations in which white employers sought to control their black employees through
violence. Colonel A. Watson Webber reported in September 1865 that white planters in
Franklin Parish, Louisiana, were treating the freedmen “fully as bad, if not worse, than in
slave times.” “The tying up of women by the thumbs,” Webber continued, “and the cruel
punishment of all classes and ages of colored people is indulged in to the heart’s content
of these enlightened and humane whites.” White employers were particularly prone to
violence: “To them there seems to be no recourse, when a servant errs—except to the
shot-gun or the lash.” As evidence further of white intransigence, Webber enclosed a
portion of a labor contract that E.W. Reitzell forced his employees to sign:
For the services of the within-named freed woman of color, E.W. Reitzell
binds himself to feed, clothe, house and furnish medical attention to her
for the time above specified [August 1, 1865 to January 1, 1866]. The
consideration paid on the part of the employer will be of the same quality
and quantity as were furnished the employee while she was the SLAVE of
the employer.24
Although few planters, at least in writing, were as blatant in their intentions to coerce
black laborers the same as they had the enslaved, the contract that Reitzell offered his
employees was representative of the broader effort among whites to unilaterally dictate
the terms of the labor relationship.
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For some white employers, the need to manipulate and coerce their former slaves
became a violent obsession. In an affidavit sworn out in September 1865, Minerva Banks
claimed that “since Christmas 1863 I have made Tennessee my home and since
my…[son] Charles enlisted as a soldier I have regarded myself as free & have been so
informed and believe it to be true.” During the middle of June 1865, however, Banks
contracted to work for Mr. W.H. Martin of Cadiz, Kentucky, for “seven Dollars & 50
cents per month.” She had been at work only a few days, however, before her former
owner tracked her down:
Edward Sommers my former master…came to Mrs Martin’s with Dr
Russell who brought a gun & threatened to shoot me if I offered to resist
or run, Sommers at first being hid. Sommers then came up with a large
whip & accosted me saying he was afraid he would have to die before
seeing me as he wanted to live to give me one good thrashing— Sommers
then took me off from the house about ½ mile into the woods. He then
took the bridle rein from his buggy & hung me up by the neck for some
time & then took me down & compelled me by force to strip naked & then
tied my hands to a limb of the tree so that my feet but just touched the
ground. then cut limbs from the trees with which he scourged me for a
long time whipping me from my head to my feet…
The physical assault was brutal, but Sommers also went to great lengths to demonstrate
that he could still control Banks like he once had as her master by treating her like an
animal, forcing her to remove her clothes in his presence, and whipping her mercilessly.
Banks’ new employer, meanwhile, had sat idly by as Sommers assaulted her, and Martin
then permitted Banks to work “until about Sept 1st when he informed that he would not
pay me any thing as he was obliged to pay my wages to Mr Sommers.”25
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Although the assault that Minerva Banks endured was extreme, the violence that
Sommers inflicted on her body was similar in form and function to that utilized by other
former slaveholders who sought to intimidate their black employees in the immediate
aftermath of emancipation. As African Americans and federal officials noted, employers
resorted to old tortures and old instruments to undercut the contractual nature of free
labor. Under contractual labor agreements, however, these practices carried new
meanings. If a slaveholder might have turned to the lash to speed production, among
other reasons, an employer did so in order to demonstrate that newly formed employeremployee partnerships did not equate to black autonomy in the work space. The profuse
application of these traditional forms of violence, therefore, should not be understood as
an attempt to systematically reestablish slavery as much as a direct repudiation of the idea
of the labor contract—one of the foundational components of free labor. Such a
distinction was important to the freedpeople. Whereas federal officials often employed
language that referenced a return to slave-like conditions, black workers normally
phrased their complaints to emphasize how employer violence violated the contractual
rights they possessed as free laborers.26 To this end, Banks’ testimony never spoke to a
potential return to slavery; rather, as a free woman who prioritized personal control, she
attested to her ability to negotiate contracts for three jobs during 1865 from three
different employers. The violent assault she endured could not make her a slave again—
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but it could limit her independence in the workplace and deprive her of the $7.50 per
month for which she had bargained.27
While white employers turned to racial violence, in general, to coerce and control
black laborers, specific components of the free labor system were particularly rife with
confrontation. The moment—and space—most fraught with violence was the
culmination of the labor contract, when African American workers were due their wages.
The tangible and contractual exchange of currency or goods must have been a jarring
experience for whites accustomed to dictate on their own terms when compensation
would be allowed to their former slaves. For black laborers, the moment of remuneration
was a powerful reminder that gainful employment provided African American workers
with a degree of economic autonomy that they had never before possessed. After all, it
had been relatively common for enslaved persons to perform wage labor before the Civil
War, both for their owners and as bodies hired by other whites.28 Payments for extra
labor on Sundays or compensation provided to a slaveholder for the services of his
human property, however, were drastically different than the situation that confronted
white employers in the postbellum South. Not only were whites forced to negotiate with
black employees over the terms of their labor contracts, employers also faced the very
real possibility that they would lose their black workers if wages were not paid on time or
when African Americans laborers believed they were due. In the postbellum South, even
simple transactions such as the payment of laborers for services performed—the
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foundational bedrock on which capitalism and the ideology of free labor was built—were
fraught with physical and psychological consequences for all involved.
At the insistence of white farmers and federal officials, it was common practice
for freedpeople engaged in agricultural work to sign twelve-month labor contracts near
the beginning of the calendar year.29 Given the cyclical nature of such work, it was also
routine for employers to delay payment until particular crops were harvested. In some
cases laborers might receive a small portion of their agreed upon salary quarterly or
monthly, but final settlement nearly universally came at harvest time or the end of the
year. Employers sometimes paid in cash, but it was also normal for black workers to
receive a portion of the crop. The practice of signing lengthy contracts, therefore, was
despised by the freedmen because it bound them to an employer for an extended period
of time and normally carried the expectation that only a fraction of one’s wages would be
paid throughout the year. As one Bureau official noted, “All freedmen object to being
only paid half of their wages at the end of the month or quarter.”30 If a black laborer
failed to complete their contract through negligence or because they did not meet the
white farmer’s expectations, it was nearly impossible to collect wages for the services
they had performed throughout the year without the intervention of the Freedmen’s
Bureau. The expectation of white planters, clearly, was that black workers would remain
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dependent on their employer throughout the entirety of the contract because most of their
remuneration was held until the contract’s completion.
White planters often took advantage of this situation and violently exercised their
supposed authority in the labor relationship by discharging or evicting freedmen for
minimal transgressions a short time before payment of wages was due. Thomas Williams
complained of such treatment from Point Coupee Parish, Louisiana, in April 1866.
According to Williams, he and several other freedmen had worked for Madame F. Riche
and her son-in-law, Louis Cavalier, since May 1865 under the agreement that the laborers
would receive half the crop each season, “the laborers to find themselves in everything.”
By April 1866, however, Williams had yet to receive any of the crop and Cavalier
abruptly evicted him for missing two days of work to attend the funeral of an “old
acquaintance” in Baton Rouge.31 As Williams testified, both Riche and Cavalier had
sought to dictate the freedmen’s movement and physically retain him on the plantation
even when he was not engaged in contractual labor. The subsequent eviction of the
freedman for travelling to Baton Rouge, plainly, was a clear statement that the white
property owners believed that they would unilaterally decide the working conditions
under which the freedmen must labor.
Although Thomas Williams’ complaint to the Freedmen’s Bureau ultimately
forced Cavalier to release the share of the crop that Williams was due, not every
freedmen was able to successfully press their claims against their employer. George
Robinson testified in September 1865 that his employer threatened to kill the freedman if
he did not leave the farm where he had worked for nearly six months. According to
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Robinson’s affidavit, he and a group of freedmen had worked for Joseph Wade since
April to bring in a crop of corn before Wade brusquely “told us that we had done no work
worth paying for and that we had got to leave the place, and that he was not agoing to pay
us.” Wade threatened that “he would give me three days to leave the place, and if I came
back he would shoot me—that he would put Forty (40) Buck Shot in the top of my
head.”32 Unlike Thomas Williams, Robinson was unable to gather his portion of the crop
from Joseph Wade, his eviction compounded by the fact that he had worked for nearly
half of the year without receiving anything for his efforts.
The practice of driving away black workers before paying them was an integral
part of white efforts to destabilize the workplace for African Americans and make them
more dependent on individual employers. Although this may appear counterintuitive, it
is clear that evictions were not intended to simply sever the labor relationship, an action
that would have allowed a black worker to freely seek new employment. Rather, white
employers drove away black employees in an attempt to discipline workers who they
believed were becoming too difficult to control. Because most freedmen desperately
needed their yearly wages, white employers believed that they would sacrifice personal
autonomy for the security of remuneration. In other words, no other employer would pay
black workers the wages they had supposedly lost except the one that had driven them
away—if, that is, the worker returned and assented to the white employer’s demands.
Lieutenant L.S. Butler, Assistant Superintendent at the Bureau office in Alexandria,
Louisiana, reported on this phenomenon in July 1865. According to Butler, some
planters wanted “to send nearly all of them [black workers] away” when their crops were
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“laid by,” and only retain their services when it was necessary for more labor to be
performed. These same planters had also conspired so as to prevent anyone else in the
vicinity from hiring these workers. “An anonymous letter was brought to my attention
the other day,” Butler explained, “warning parties against hireing [sic] these people;
threatening destruction of their property if they do.”33 These seasonal evictions, quite
clearly, did not align with the aspirations of black laborers in Alexandria who sought to
determine when and where they would sell their labor. To reestablish black dependence
on themselves, therefore, white employers turned to threats of violence.
Although agricultural workers often had a difficult time obtaining their fair share
of the season’s crop, or were more likely to face the prospect of seasonal eviction, they
were hardly the only group of black laborers who were threatened and assaulted by white
employers who simply refused to pay black employees for work they had performed.
Such practices were so widespread in Kentucky that the vast majority of the cases heard
at the Louisville Freedmen’s Court—a military court operated by the Bureau—dealt with
non-payment of wages. Often, black employees reported verbal and physical abuse in
addition to the withholding of earnings that were contractually and legally theirs.
Thomas Chase testified in July 1866 that he had worked for James Hablin of Jefferson
County for six months when, without warning, Hablin “commenced cursing and abusing”
Chase and “threatened to shoot him” before ordering Chase to leave his residence. When
Chase asked to be paid for the work he had done, Hablin “picked up something from the
ground and struck him with it on the side of the face a very severe blow.” Chase
concluded that he had worked from January 1 until June 28 under a written contract—and
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that Hablin had not paid him any money.34 While Hablin had hoped to violently
overwhelm Chase, the freedmen continued to pursue his claim through the Freedmen’s
Court and asserted that the white employer was legally bound to respect his contractual
rights within the workplace.
Even when white employers were willing to pay African American laborers on
time, they were likely to respond violently to any overt expressions of black autonomy
within the work space. George Carr recounted in September 1866 that he had chopped
wood and planted corn for Robert Porter of Jefferson County and earned $20, of which he
had been paid ten. Shortly thereafter, Carr secured work with Levin Dorsey, at which
time Porter threatened that he would “bury [Carr] in the woods” if Carr demanded the
remainder of his wages. Although Porter had apparently been satisfied with the work that
Carr had performed, the freedman’s decision to exercise personal mobility within the
workplace and seek a new opportunity for himself had revealed to the white employer
that Carr was quite independent and determined to chart his own future. Realizing that he
had lost control of his employee, Porter decided that discharging Carr without paying the
freedman the remainder of his wages was not enough—he threatened that he would
murder Carr for having the temerity to decide his own future. While Carr’s new
employer protected him for the time being, once Dorsey left the county, Porter alleged
that Carr owed him $60 and that he must report to the neighborhood of Middletown to
pay the fine. Disoriented, Carr went to the Freedmen’s Court and confessed that he was
“afraid to go to Middletown for fear he will be whipped and ill used, or perhaps killed.”
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Like many other freedmen, Carr felt vulnerable and alone—and sure in the knowledge
that his former white employer would kill him in the attempt to reassert his sense of
control in the work space.35
Given the aversion of many whites to promptly paying African American
workers, it is unsurprising that black mobility and competition from other prospective
employers further infuriated the men and women accustomed to exercising control of
black bodies in the economic sphere. For the freedmen and freedwomen emerging from
years of bondage, the opportunity to sell one’s labor to the highest or preferred bidder
was a fundamental transformation of their position in American society.36 Such freedom
of their person and liberty of movement represented a stark break with the past, and the
freedmen latched onto the chance to seek new employment as part of the effort to retain
independence in the workplace. While many freedmen left jobs in order to seek work
under other employers, true economic autonomy also meant that black men and women
had the right to choose when they did not want to work.37 For white employers, these
two possibilities—the freedmen leaving their employ to find new work, or simply
choosing to not work—were unacceptable because they provided black laborers with an
unheard of degree of autonomy in the workplace. If the former represented a direct
repudiation of a white employer’s ability to dictate the terms of labor, white Southerners
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interpreted the latter as vagrancy and idleness, two claims that were levelled nearly
exclusively against African Americans in the postbellum South.38
Individual employers were more likely to utilize violence to prevent individual
employees from exercising self-determination in the workplace, but in some instances
white vitriol became so intense that groups of white terrorists refused to allow anyone to
employ the freedmen except their former masters. In April 1866, Brigadier General John
Ely wrote to Captain H.S. Brown and described the “the fiendish outrages committed by
white people, who are in many cases banded together under the cognomen of
‘Regulators’ ‘Nigger Killers’ &c operating” in the counties surrounding Lexington,
Kentucky. As matters stood at the moment, local whites refused to hire black workers
because the “self styled regulators” threatened the persons and property of any white
citizen that might assist in the material elevation of black laborers. Ely reported that the
presence of Union troops in the city and in other towns throughout neighboring counties
evoked “a marked change for the better in the sentiments of the people toward the
Bureau,” but rural areas of the state were nearly lawless and at the mercy of marauding
whites. “These scoundrels are generally returned rebel soldiers of the lowest grade of
white humanity,” Ely noted, “working at no respectable employment, the graduates of the
corner groceries and grog dens of their regions.”39 Quite content to remain idle
themselves, these white brigands resorted to violence to prevent black laborers from
moving about freely to seek remunerative work.
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This rampant terrorism in the counties surrounding Lexington had effectively
stifled black efforts to seek the better employment opportunities, and even some local
whites reported that the potential for violence had convinced employers that freely hiring
black laborers was too risky. According to Ely, local blacks were more than willing to
work, and “were it not for the terrorism incited by lawless bands heretofore mentioned
there would be no difficulty in finding good homes and competent employment for every
freedman” in the district. Many of the “well disposed white people who reside at places
remote from the stations where troops are posted are afraid to employ black men,” Ely
concluded.40 For the group of violent whites, the only employment that was acceptable
for local freedmen was agricultural work under the direct supervision of their former
masters. Although black workers often resisted these positions because of the lingering
sense of subordination and dependence that former slaveholders attempted to insert into
the labor relationship, in this particular situation the reality of widespread racial violence
severely limited their options.
While not every employer was as brutally violent as the white gangs who John
Ely denounced, it was entirely possible to create a false sense of black dependence in the
work space through more subtle means. Mary Ellen Gardner, a freedwoman living in
Henry County, Kentucky, testified in August 1866 that she had worked faithfully under
contract for Lucy Ann McGruder, her former owner, since the time of her emancipation
“by the Proclamation of the President.” In spite of her efforts, Gardner complained that
McGruder “would always so manage that she [Gardner] had not had a chance to go to
church for more than a year.” By late summer 1866 Gardner had had enough. Leaving
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another woman “to take care of the house,” Gardner traveled four miles to “an
association meeting and returned in afternoon of [the] same day.” Upon Gardner’s
return, however, Lucy McGruder turned violent. First, she threatened that Gardner’s
children would have to be apprenticed due to the freedwoman’s impudence “and then
they could make her stay at home.” Gardner protested, but she was swiftly denounced by
McGruder’s son who “then called her a Damned yellow bitch and said to her you think
you are free but I’ll show you whether you are or not.”41 Here was the crux of the
confrontation: Gardner firmly believed that her status as a free person entitled her to
control her own time as long as she fulfilled the obligations of her labor contract. Unable
to attend church because of how McGruder manipulated her schedule, Gardner made the
unilateral decision to have another African American woman cover her shift. It was a
simple solution that employees utilize every day. For McGruder, however, whether or
not anyone took “care of the house” was beside the point: she intended to dictate when
and where Gardner labored. The freedwoman must be made dependent in the workplace
and shown, McGruder’s son thundered, that she was “not” free after all.
In order to effect the pseudo-dependent state on Gardner that McGruder and her
son desired, the white employers realized that something more tangible than verbal
intimidation would be required. According to Gardner, McGruder’s son “then went in
the house” after threatening the freedwoman and “got a cowhide and came out and
whipped her with it giving her about twenty stripes some of them leaving the marks on
her flesh.”42 In this instance, McGruder employed violence especially reminiscent of
slavery, and the language he used directly likened whipping Gardner to demonstrating
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that she was dependent and not truly free. In whipping Gardner, furthermore, the white
man marked her body with scars in the same way that slaveholders had for generations.
Citing her status as a free laborer, however, Gardner rejected the notion that McGruder’s
violence would compel her to admit that she did not possess the right to determine her
own future within the work space. Once she had determined that her only option was to
flee and take her children with her, therefore, Gardner promptly left. To remain
employed under her former mistress, she realized, would mean forever remaining in a
labor relationship where her employer viewed Gardner as a cog to be controlled and
dominated. She did not know where she would find a home for herself and children—
only that she could no longer live under Lucy McGruder’s thumb and enjoy the rights to
contractual labor that she had won through emancipation. Leveraging her new status
even further, Gardner sought to retrieve her wages through the auspices of the
Freedmen’s Court.43 The freedwoman, it was clear, would remain dependent no longer.
In their refusal to allow black laborers to determine their own economic
prospects, pay wages when contractually obligated, and accept black mobility and
economic competition from other employers, white Southerners sought to erect a system
of free labor premised on perpetual black dependence that trapped workers in low-paying
jobs with limited potential for economic improvement. It was in the face of this
intransigent mindset that African American workers emerged from slavery, determined to
control their own fate—and their own bodies—in the workplace while prioritizing
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personal choice and economic autonomy. Although they resorted to other machinations
throughout Reconstruction, whites regularly sought to cement the freedmen’s supposed
reliance on their employers through violence. The level of such terrorism was staggering.
Stationed in Opelousas, Louisiana, in the summer of 1869, Captain Frank M. Cone of the
Twenty-Fifth Colored Infantry regiment could hardly fathom the hatred that local whites
evinced towards the freedmen. Planters and other businessmen would rather exterminate
local African Americans than treat them as free men and citizens, Cone concluded, and
the civil government could do nothing to protect black workers. “I can place my hands
upon four men in this town today, who are reeking with the blood of deliberate murder of
loyal men,” Cone began, “yet the law is blind to their foul offences.” The “record of the
parish is a lawless one,” Cone wrote on July 29, and whites continued to abuse blacks at
will. The rampant, everyday violence had done little but breed “belligerent animosity”
between whites and blacks, and Cone concluded that there was little hope the area would
experience “honest industry” in the near future.44 It was an apt supposition. All of the
violence that white employers had mustered, after all, had done little but breed
disillusionment and push black laborers to demand even more fervently that their rights
be respected.

Workplace violence was an issue that confronted African Americans in nearly
every setting across the postbellum South, but there were important differences in how
workers in different geographic settings experienced such violence. In the aftermath of
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the Civil War, the vast majority of black men remained in agricultural employment—
either as laborers or independent farmers. Often isolated in the Southern countryside,
black farmers dealt with violent whites, artificially deflated wages, and the psychological
remnants of slavery that former masters lorded over their new employees to artificially
stimulate black dependence. On countless occasions, vengeful white Southerners simply
evicted black landowners who they could no longer control. An assault on a group of
black farmers residing in Franklin County, Kentucky, in April 1872 was typical. Late
one evening, a group of fifteen white men administered a beating to the freedmen and
ordered them to vacate their land. The following morning, the men left their homes and
moved to Frankfort in search of safety and security.45 Living in the cities and towns
scattered across the South did not always provide black workers with complete physical
safety, but remote farms and plantations were even more susceptible to potentially violent
whites due to the absence of federal troops and possible witnesses. In rural areas black
women often worked alongside their husbands, brothers, and fathers in the fields, but
they were also able to obtain jobs as domestic servants within white households. The
notion that life inside the antebellum plantation mansion was peaceful has long since
been shattered, and African American women found themselves subject to everyday
forms of violence at the hands of white women as well as men.46
The urban environment, at least in theory, provided relief to workers because of
the increased number of employment opportunities, the potential mobility of black
laborers, and the support that burgeoning black communities could offer, but large
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numbers of African American men and women remained vulnerable in low-paying jobs
and at the mercy of often despotic employers. Although quite a few blacks were able to
prosper through ingenuity and hard work in the postbellum South, the truth remained that
economic opportunities were limited in urban locations due to racial prejudice and the
willingness of white Southerners to resort to shocking levels of violence to maintain
social and economic control of black workers.47 Although black business owners might
hope to escape some of the hardships confronting black laborers, these individuals were
often targeted precisely because of their apparent success. As symbols of African
American achievement, prosperous blacks were particularly troublesome to whites who
were intent on manipulating black workers to their own advantage. The harassment and
imprisonment of William H. Bryant in August 1865 was simply “ANOTHER
OUTRAGE,” the New Orleans Tribune declared. According to Bryant, he stopped a
group of white children from assaulting a black child in front of his business. For his
actions, Bryant “was arrested and taken before R.H. Slough; he refused to take my
evidence ‘or my brothers’ or any of my witnesses, as they were ‘niggers.’” Still, Bryant
refused to back down. “I went to the Commissioner of Freedmen, and he went to the
Mayor,” he concluded. “The Mayor found out that he had a man of nerve to deal
with…and as soon as the Military Court is organized, I intend to have justice if it costs
me all I am worth.”48 At least in some cases, as Bryant’s experience made evident, the
resources available in the urban environment afforded black Southerners the opportunity
to achieve redress when they had been violently wronged.
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Troubling as such attacks on independent, African American businessmen were,
the reality for most black Southerners was that they would remain agricultural laborers
for their entire lives. Residing largely in rural locations, black farm workers were often
unable to leverage the rights they possessed as free laborers without tangible assistance
from the Freedmen’s Bureau. From the intensity of reports filtering into New Orleans
from rural Louisiana, it was apparent that white planters were perpetrating a reign of
terror in their attempts to manipulate the freed labor force. “We continue to receive the
most afflicting intelligence from our country parishes,” an August 1865 editorial in the
New Orleans Tribune exclaimed. “Freedmen are wantonly killed by planters. No
practical freedom is secured yet.”49 On July 3, 1866, Captain M.L Norton reported from
near Baton Rouge that a white man named Lewis J. Kelly had shot and killed a freedman
named Pannum Ramsey that he employed on his farm after a brief labor dispute. Kelly
claimed that Ramsey had walked menacingly towards him while carrying a hoe, at which
point Kelly “went in to the house, got his shot gun and shot Ramsey dead, Kelly being
about 12 ft. from him when he shot.” The white farmer immediately went to the Justice
of the Peace, and “was tried and acquitted on account of accusable homicide. Several
freed people who saw [the] occurrence were not examined. Kelly left his house,” Norton
explained, “and has not returned home.”50 Although physical assaults and beatings were
more common than murder, Kelly’s violent response to Ramsey’s brazenness revealed
clearly how planters responded to even the slightest hint that their dominance in the work
place might be questioned.
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Kelly’s quick acquittal by local civil authorities revealed another reality for rural
workers: without federal or military courts, virtually no violent white perpetrators could
be brought to justice. While black workers in the rural South prioritized personal choice
and self-determination in their labor relationships, there were, nonetheless, fewer
consequences for white employers who resorted to violence in the attempt to assert their
control over their employees. In the summer of 1866, Captain Napoleon B. Blanton
detailed the vicious assault that J.W. Cook administered to Alfred Ward in Bienville
Parish. Ward, a freedman employed by Cook, “was ordered to strip himself to be
whipped” after failing to meet his employer’s expectations. “Refusing, [Ward] was
beaten with a spoke of a wheel until he did so. When whipped received about 400 lashes
with a buggy strap.” Blanton confirmed that the wounds and gashes Ward received were
still evident over a month after the assault. Seemingly unconcerned with the
consequences of his actions, Cook appeared before Blanton at the local Bureau office and
claimed that he “did all the whipping and would take all the responsibility.” It almost
went without saying, but Blanton reported nonetheless that Cook had been allowed to go
free: “No action was taken by [the] Civil Authorities.”51 As James Ward and countless
other freedmen discovered, it was difficult to secure self-determination without a venue
in which workers could leverage their status as free laborers and force recalcitrant
employers to abide by legally-signed contracts.
A number of factors worked together to create such high levels of everyday
violence in rural areas. First, the nature of agricultural work in the postbellum South
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closely mimicked the work that had been done by enslaved peoples before the war.52 The
fact that most African Americans remained in the same geographic area after
emancipation meant that white employers had previous contact with many of their
workers as slaves, and it was rather predictable that white Southerners would fall back on
old habits during labor disputes. On the other hand, the extent of workplace violence also
evinced the deep-seated fears among white employers that black employees would take
complete control of their persons and refuse to willingly labor for white farmers and
planters. The former slaveholders went to great lengths to convince blacks that land in
the South was not to be equally divided, and countless white farmers expressed the fear
that without willing, cheap laborers their business model was unsustainable.53 Still other
fears centered on the belief that conflict between blacks and whites would ultimately end
in a race war with the complete extermination of one group. When white Southerners
discussed this possibility, their language was often apocalyptic.54 The final dynamic at
work in the rural South, simply put, was opportunity. There were more freedmen in the
Southern backcountry, and there were less federal agents to enforce the protective
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legislation that trickled out of Congress. Rural violence, the freedmen claimed, never
stopped.
Thornton Burriss ably testified to the obsession with mastery that still animated
rural planters after emancipation. A resident of Oldham County, Kentucky, Burriss
traveled to Louisville in August 1866 to swear out an affidavit against his former
employer, Walter Mayo. According to Burriss, “about the middle of last February he
hired himself [to Mayo]…to work for the balance of the year 1866 for seventy five
dollars.” At the same time, Mayo also hired Burriss’ nephew, Peter Fontaine, a young
man who had been enslaved by the Mayo family. The year had apparently passed with
little incident until the end of August, when Mayo became angry with Burriss’ nephew
and he “beat & whipped the boy Peter with the stock of an oxe whip. The next day he
commenced whipping Peter again and he Thornton spoke to him and said Mr. Mayo dont
whip that boy so much.” In response, Mayo threatened Burriss and then struck the
freedman “3 or 4” times with the same whip. Although Burriss managed to escape for a
few seconds, Walter’s brother, Robert C. Mayo, quickly appeared on the scene and
“struck him with the same stick on the head and knocked him down and struck him
several times while he was down.” At last, Burriss made his escape, but he feared to
return, “as he was terrified at being informed that Mayo had told the other servants that
he would shoot him Thornton if he ever saw him on his place.”55 Although it was unclear
as to why Mayo had begun assaulting Fontaine, it was evident that the former slave
owner escalated the situation when Burriss intervened to assert the newfound autonomy
that he and his nephew enjoyed as free laborers.
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Black women and young girls were also commonly exposed to violent white
employers in the rural South. After the Civil War, many African American men hoped to
remove their wives and daughters from the fields to reduce the risk that they would come
into contact with violent whites who sought to eradicate black independence in the
workplace, but it was not always possible to do so.56 At the Freedmen’s Court in
Louisville, James Board testified during the summer of 1866 that his daughter, Emily,
was “forced to work against her wish and without contract” on the farm of either James
Cone or George W. Smith in Meade County. Board had already contacted the
Superintendent of the Freedmen’s Bureau in Louisville who had written to both Cone and
Smith, but “no answer can be had from either of them.” He would have simply traveled
to Meade County and retrieved his daughter, Board further claimed, but he “believes and
fears that he would endanger his life were he to attempt to go and see her.” Without the
assistance of the military court, Board doubted that he would be able to reclaim his
fifteen year-old daughter from the men who had owned her as a slave and now refused to
relinquish the young woman to her father.57 The litany of violent crimes that Cone and
Smith should have been charged with—from kidnapping and false imprisonment to
threats against James Board’s life—were the same machinations that white employers
turned to time and again in order to challenge black autonomy in the workplace and
establish that African Americans would be unable to control their own economic future.
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If Burriss’ and Board’s affidavits revealed anything, however, it was that black
workers completely rejected the violent logic of the slaveholders. While Mayo, Cone,
and Smith perpetrated a series of crimes aimed at reducing two families to complete
dependence, the reality of emancipation and the elevation of African Americans to the
status of free laborers had effected a fundamental transformation in postbellum life. It
would have been nearly impossible for Burriss or Board to undertake the journey from
the Kentucky countryside to Louisville under the institution of slavery—but the dictates
of that regime no longer held sway. In the failed effort to resuscitate planter prerogatives,
white employers purposefully utilized violence to destroy the free labor system and create
something closer to slavery. The threat that white employers would “show you that you
are not free” should be understood literally, and not simply as a rhetorical flourish meant
to intimidate.58 These efforts, it is clear, fell well short of their intended aim. Still, the
difficulty that black workers had in confronting such violence should not be
underestimated. For both Burriss and Board, there was little hope that either man could
achieve redress through local authorities, and both were forced to travel to the
Freedmen’s Court in Louisville, a military tribunal that had limited enforcement powers
in many rural areas of the Commonwealth. If they had not been able to trek to the Queen
City, it is likely their testimony would have never been recorded. It is nearly certain that
the vast majority of rural laborers who endured violence suffered in anonymity for this
very reason. Thus, even as African Americans adopted an interpretation of free labor
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premised on self-determination and control of their own persons, the reality of rural
violence made the realization of that vision distressingly difficult.59
In contrast to rural labor violence, urban workplace violence occurred in new
geographical, and demographical, settings that had been created through the process of
emancipation.60 Black Southerners who relocated to cities such as Louisville and New
Orleans began to gather in new communities and to work at jobs that were physically
separate from their domiciles. The main exception to this development were the
domestic servants who worked in white homes while also renting rooms, but this was a
vastly different arrangement in which servants expected privacy and could legitimately
complain of offensive treatment. During Reconstruction, especially in its early years, the
presence of federal troops and the proximity of the Freedmen’s Bureau also provided
another layer of protection that was often lacking for rural laborers. It was one thing to
walk down the street to the local Bureau office, but quite another to undertake a
dangerous journey across the state, and through unknown locations, under the nearly
constant threat of physical violence.
Within the new geography of the urban South, black workers still had to
overcome a great deal in order to become economically independent. The expanded
opportunities of the urban environment were hardly unlimited, after all, and white
employers were hardly reticent to resort to violence when they felt they needed to reassert
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their power over the labor relationship. Frank Fields, an African American teen
employed at a boarding house in Louisville, testified in April 1867 that his employer’s
family repeatedly assaulted him for accidents and minor mistakes. Although only fifteen
years old, Fields claimed that “he has not heard from his Father or Mother for five years”
and that he had contracted with William Woollett “at $1.00 per week.” “He had had no
difficulty at the house,” Fields continued, “and intended to remain…but a daughter of Mr.
Woollett Mrs. Mary Woollett beat him over the head with a broom stick” for allowing a
door to slam while carrying chairs from the parlor to the dining room. Such treatment
was unacceptable to Fields, and he made the unilateral decision to demand his wages
from the seven weeks he had worked and begin the search for new employment. After
his employer refused his requests over the course of several days, Fields took his case to
the Freedmen’s Court. For their part, the Woollett family claimed that Fields had broken
some glasses in the kitchen, but they settled with Fields to pay the balance that he was
due at the insistence of the court.61 Not every incident of urban workplace violence
reached a similar conclusion, but due to their proximity to Bureau offices and the
trappings of federal power, it was sometimes possible for urban workers to leverage their
claims to workplace independence to their personal and material advantage.62
Fields’ experience in Louisville highlights another important aspect of urban life
for the freedmen: physical and social mobility. The young man could hardly claim to be
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wealthy, and, apparently, he had lost touch with familial connections that might have
provided economic support after he left his job at the Woollett’s boarding house. Still,
such hurdles were not as irreparably damaging as they might have been in the rural
South. Fields, like many other African Americans, took advantage of the opportunity to
move about freely in the urban setting and to seek employment where he could influence
his own work experience and his body would be respected. It was also common for
urban laborers to terminate labor relationships when white employers refused to promptly
pay their wages—something that was uncommon in the rural South due to the timing of
yearly labor contracts and clauses that withheld a large percentage of one’s payment until
the contract had been completed. In this sense, an urban employer often retained less
leverage over an individual African American, both because of the comparative
availability of other employment opportunities and the realization that workers risked
losing smaller amounts of money if an employer could not be forced to pay.63
If laborers were unwilling to change jobs and prosecute employers in court to
assert their economic independence, however, it was unlikely that workers would have
received remuneration. In Louisville, Washington Dennis brought complaints to the
Freedmen’s Court in early 1867 that charged two employers with the violation of a labor
contract, dismissal without cause, and refusal to pay wages. The details from the case
demonstrate the lengths that black workers often had to go to in order to force whites to
respect their rights within the employer-employee relationship. On April 15, Dennis
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testified that three months earlier “he whitewashed the outside of the dwelling house and
kitchen of Peter Flannery on the Portland Rail Road for five dollars, as per contract.”
Despite Dennis’ frequent requests for payment, Flannery wholly refused to pay anything.
After a further three months of evasion, Flannery’s wife finally appeared at court and
promised to pay Dennis what he was due. On the same day as his first complaint, Dennis
also swore out an affidavit against S.M. Jefferson in which he claimed that he was owed
“$1.75…for laying pavement and carrying bricks” at Jefferson’s home on Market Street.”
At this court’s insistence, Jefferson appeared on May and settled the case for one dollar
and fifty cents.”64 It had taken Dennis six months to claim seven dollars. It was a
testament both to Dennis’ determination to be treated as a free, independent laborer, and
the reality of white employers’ efforts to retain their own sense of economic power.
The distinctions drawn here between rural and urban workplace violence,
although important in understanding how white employers attempted to coerce and
control African American laborers, were often difficult for individual black victims to
discern. If extracting payment from violent employers remained the most common trial
facing urban laborers, more extreme forms of racial violence proliferated as well. On
November 3, 1868, for instance, James Mason and James Johnson, two African American
shop owners living in Orleans Parish, Left Bank, reported that their business had been
broken open, its contents destroyed, and shots fired into the premises. Neither Mason nor
Johnson could identify their assailants, but the assault was devastating. They estimated
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their losses to be $350, at the least.65 White employers, it was evident, brutalized their
employees in both cities and the countryside, and although meticulous Bureau agents
reported thousands of outrages committed against black workers, only so much could be
done without more troops and tangible support from civil officials. Workplace violence,
of course, could not force African American laborers to internalize the sense of
dependence that white employers hoped to instill, but it could create a reality where the
physical and psychological costs of remaining independent were so extraordinary that it
might have seemed easier to simply accede to white demands. That black laborers did
not take this route more often was clear proof of just how important economic autonomy
and self-control were to African American conceptions of freedom.

From the grassroots, tens of thousands of black Southerners flooded Bureau
offices with complaints of violent white employers—the sheer volume of which was a
vibrant testimony to the belief that African American workers had won the right to define
for themselves the nature of the employer-employee relationship.66 Local and regional
publications also extolled the close connection between free labor and personal
autonomy. “The mode of labor on the plantations and the practical liberty of the
freedmen are so intimately connected together,” the New Orleans Tribune editorialized in
January 1865, “that each question must be considered in its bearing on the other.” For
any appreciable transformation, radical changes were desperately needed:
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So long as the freedmen will remain under the control of the former
planters and overseers, who had charge of them at the time that slavery
existed…there will be no means of extending to the laborers the benefit of
a true and practical liberty.
In the last few days of 1867, the Tribune continued to rail against planters and exConfederates who claimed to have the freedmen’s best interest at heart. To “keep a man
in the hardest bondage,” the newspaper thundered, “to whip him, to put him in the stocks,
to torture him, to undertake a gigantic war in order to better deprive him of his liberty and
shorten his chains,” were hardly the actions of a “tried friend.”67 They were, rather,
tangible proof of a consuming desire among white Southerners to maintain their
economic stranglehold on the black population. African Americans simply would not
work under freedom, whites had convinced themselves, and employers meted out
violence in an attempt to bend their employees to their will.
As the editors of the Tribune made clear in their commentary on the progress of
Reconstruction, however, black workers were keenly aware that white employers had
perpetrated an incessant campaign of racial terror aimed at forcing laborers into a
subservient and dependent position in the workplace. Commentators on the ground
reached similar conclusions. Frank Barclay, a free man of color living in New Orleans,
wrote to Major General Nathaniel P. Banks in early 1863 and described the resistance of
the former slaveholders to the introduction of free labor. “The rich planters, as far as I
could see,” Barclay began, “are those who seem to me to be the most strongly opposed to
any proposition which would purport to take away from them even a particle of their
former authority.”68 The near compulsive need for mastery that had animated the
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slaveholders died hard—if it ever really did at all—during Reconstruction, and white
employers guarded their “authority” with violence so as not to allow their workers a
chance to best them under any circumstance.
By the conclusion of the Civil War, Bureau agents reported they had seen little
change. In July 1865, Alex D. Baille reported from Port Hudson, Louisiana, that
freedmen constantly visited his office to complain that planters refused to recognize their
rights and pay honest wages. “The planters (many of them) do not recognize the rights of
the negro in any way.” The planters, it seemed, were unable to grasp the new realities
that emancipation had wrought:
Barrow…called and admitted that though he had poorly fed, not clothed or
paid his negroes for four years, yet because he could not get full work out
of Eight sick women, with children at the breach, laid them all down in a
row and gave each twenty five lashes with a drivers whip. He thought it
was all right, and understood from orders he had seen, that he had a right
to do so.69
Lieutenant L.S. Butler, the Bureau Assistant Superintendent at Alexandria, Louisiana,
discovered similar attitudes among white employers. Some of the planters “talk and act
as though they were determined to get their [the freedmen’s] labor for nothing,” Butler
commenced, “believing that they will ‘yet have them back as slaves.’”70 It was an
implacable position that was entirely untenable in the face of black determination to
establish self-sufficiency in the workplace.
Few incidents revealed the persistence of white aspirations for mastery in the
economic realm more clearly than the conflict between Nathan Hodges and James
Keener. In November 1868, Hodges, a freedman living in Claiborne Parish, Louisiana,
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claimed that Keener, his former employer, had driven Hodges from his land, taken his
crop, and threatened that he would “not be permitted to return unless he submits to a
punishment of 100 lashes.”71 Such a punishment would have been brutal and extended,
but it was clear that Keener believed that this whipping would inflict more than physical
pain on Hodges. Although the white employer had forcibly evicted Hodges for some
unspecified transgression, Keener was willing to repair the employer-employee
relationship and restore his wages if Hodges returned and admitted his subservience and
dependence by agreeing to be whipped one hundred times. For James Keener, quite
clearly, the ability to control free laborers like they were enslaved was of the utmost
importance in crafting a dependent labor force. To freedmen like Nathan Hodges,
however, submitting to violent punishment was entirely inconsistent with their
interpretation of free labor.
Given the constant struggle between white employers and black employees that
African Americans reported, it was little wonder that the New Orleans Tribune felt
compelled to illuminate its readers on the nature of “free labor” in the South. Comparing
the transition from servitude to freedom with monarchical succession—“The king is
dead; long live the king”—the Tribune exclaimed that the custom of slavery had simply
been “retained under a different form.” “The dynasty of slavery is still existing,” the
editors wrote, we “want a new reform before republican freedom takes the place of
monarchical servitude.” Their main complaint was that governmental regulations meant
to mitigate disagreements between planters and laborers grossly infringed on the
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freedmen’s contractual rights. The “free laborer” of Louisiana, they claimed, had to
request a pass from a federal official, often denied, that permitted them to seek
employment at a specific plantation, but even then only at wages that were capped by the
government—first rate “hands” earning $10 per month. Their mobility thus restricted
and true liberty denied, the editors concluded that for the freedmen “there is there—in
that ‘free labor’ system—an unmistakable remnant of slavery.”72
On New Year’s Eve 1867, as the freedmen prepared to make contracts for the
coming year, the Tribune opined that the planters and their friends “did not wish to see
slavery abolished as a whole; they wanted to save some part of that system, and they
opposed to the last that liberty be given to the laborer.” From that reluctance “sprung
forth a bastard regime, which is not slavery with its shames and miseries, but which is not
the civilized regime of freedom of labor.” The editors continued: “The great object of
our planters in upholding the contract system is not simply to hold the laborer in their
grasp; it is also to monopolize all the good hands among themselves.”73 In their efforts
achieve that level of control, white employers threatened violence against any workers
that might challenge white authority. In July 1865, the Louisville Union Press clamored
that African American workers were becoming acquainted with the vengeance of
returned rebels who threatened “that they will all be reduced to bondage again so soon as
armed national authority shall have been removed.” As a consequence, the freedmen
were driven from the plantations where they worked, in the process breaking the labor
contracts that they had signed. According to the Louisville Democrat, the exConfederates were simply engaged in “sloughing the negro population.” Furthermore,
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the newspaper exclaimed that “niggers won’t work except in slavery,” and “that
emancipation renders imminent and next to inevitable a war of the races.”74 A race war
was certainly not “inevitable,” of course, but some sort of conflict surely was. With
white employers bent on coercing free laborers like they were enslaved, and black
workers unwaveringly committed to establishing economic autonomy, there was little
common ground on which employers and employees might meet.
When Jacob Burgest returned to New Orleans in September 1866 and recounted
his travails in Rapides Parish to the editors of the New Orleans Tribune, he did so with
the hope that his experience might better prepare black laborers to navigate the violent
workplaces of the postbellum South. As Burgest—and many others—had already
discovered, white employers sought to manipulate and leverage black employees into
dependent labor relationships that made black mobility and economic advancement
nearly impossible. While shady labor contracts and questionable practices such as
apprenticeship were an integral part of these efforts, the commitment of African
American laborers to securing a form of free labor premised on personal control and selfsufficiency severely undercut white aspirations to continued dominance in the workplace.
It must have been a shocking revelation for J.G. Colvit when Burgest simply announced
his desire to leave Rapides Parish and return to his home state of Missouri, and it would
have been an even greater shock when Burgest requested that the Freedmen’s Bureau
intervene on his behalf to remove the former Union soldier from his unenviable
predicament. It was a reality that countless other white employers would face throughout
Reconstruction and beyond as black laborers asserted, time and time again, that they
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would do everything in their power to control their economic destiny—no matter the
violence, no matter the cost.
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Chapter 3 — “If you do attempt to bild this house agane…”: Violence and the
African American Home

On February 22, 1866, John Moltimore Howser traveled from Spencer County to
the Freedmen’s Court in Louisville, Kentucky, to swear out an affidavit. At 32 years of
age, Howser had been a free man for just under two months, having been emancipated on
Christmas Day, 1865, by the Thirteenth Amendment. His former owner, also named
John Howser, sent a letter with the freedman affirming that he “had been a faithful
servant” and that “he was entirely honest and considered so by both white and black.” In
return for these years of service, John Moltimore Howser confirmed that his former
master “offered me to work under him for wages, or to lease to me a piece of land as I
might prefer. I decided to lease some land from him.” All told, Howser acquired twenty
acres of land that he was to clear and have as his own, rent free, for three years. “I at
once started to labor on this land & to build a house for my self & family.” In a matter of
weeks Howser had built everything “up to the roof.” Alas, amidst the promise of early
Reconstruction in Kentucky, Howser would soon find its peril. Returning early one
morning to finish his new home, Howser discovered that during the night it had been torn
down and set on fire. The construction was in ruins. As Howser bluntly put it, “I found
it burnt to ashes.”1
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Although devastated by the destruction of his creation, Howser was not entirely
surprised. As he reported to the Freedmen’s Court, a number of neighboring white men
had been outspoken against his presence in the area as a free man. “Jack Creighton &
Henry Martin…talked in the neighborhood against allowing me to settle there,” Howser
swore, and “Creighton came to me and said he had no objections to myself but he did not
want my house so near to him.”2 Another white man, identified by Howser by the last
name of Calloway, stated “to my late master Mr. Howser, that my house should not be
built there as he did not fancy nigger quarters so close to him.” The aforementioned
Creighton and Martin, along with one William Brown, finally decided to start a petition
“to see who in the neighborhood would agree to throwing my house down.” Vocal in
their threats, Creighton and his accomplices became eerily silent after Howser’s home
had been destroyed. “One Mr. Rhodes, living close by,” Howser commented, “told me
he had seen it on fire between midnight & morning…[but] I could learn nothing about
who had done it, only that said Jack Creighton often declared that he would not allow a
nigger’s house so close to his.”3
Not easily cowed by such terrorism, Howser decided to try again. “I at once
started to rebuild my house,” he reported. “I had got so far as to have it roofed in, and
part Chinked.” The local white terrorists struck yet again. For the second time in a few
weeks, Howser’s home was burnt to the ground. A local white man named Alick Brown
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immediately fell under suspicion, and Howser testified to the Court that two friendly
whites had confided in him that Brown “had offered to pull my house down for $5.”
Still, Howser could prove little. The same Mr. Rhodes who had witnessed Howser’s
home in flames the first time confirmed only that he “had seen no one about, but he
thought he heard some one run away from the burning house.” The only evidence left
behind was an ominous warning that the marauders tacked to a stump near the burnt
house:
molt you god damd black soun of abich if you do attempt to bild this hous
agane you will be shot through your god damd hart and the first god
damd man ses any thing aganst it will be served the same way or adamd
site worse
However resolute Howser might have been, he was no fool. “I did not attempt to build a
house the third time,” he stated to the court. “I was compelled to leave the place. I was
afraid to attempt to make a living there after such treatment. I had plenty white friends
there—but they were averse to help me as they were afraid they might get hurt
themselves.” 4
As Howser’s travails illustrate, racial violence directed against the African
American home was fundamentally different from the violence of military enlistment or
the workplace. In the latter two spaces, white Southerners resorted to violence to limit
black mobility and undercut the ability of black workers to control their own labor.
Black homes, however, were targeted because they represented black autonomy and selfreliance that leveled social distinctions between whites and blacks. This chapter contends
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that independent households became symbolic of black freedom and provided spaces
where black families could redefine the meaning of “home” and articulate notions of
black masculinity and femininity in the wake of emancipation. Recognizing the
importance of the home to black families, white terrorists assaulted these households both
to police local racial boundaries and to deny that black men and women had any claims to
traditional notions of masculinity and femininity. By forcing black men to tear down
their own creations, literally emasculating them, and sexually assaulting black women in
their own homes, violating both their persons and their claims to protection in their
households, white Southerners pressed the claim that only white people could
legitimately lay claim to the sanctity, and protection, afforded men and women within the
household space.

The “home” and the “household” were concepts undergoing rapid transition in
African American society during the early years of freedom. Under the slave regime,
families often transcended the structural home, as most could not live together in the
same physical space.5 With emancipation, families were able to unite under a single roof.
For these black Southerners, the home served as a physical construction that signified
their corporeal freedom, but it was also an important place where gender roles could be
defined and black men might lay claim to the status and rights that came with being the
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head of the household.6 In a very real sense, the creation of autonomous black homes
should be seen as an effort on the part of the freedmen to claim the right to have their
family and their household coexist in the same space. Phrased in a slightly different
manner, the household and the home place were both tangible and symbolic
representations of black freedom. The nails, boards, bricks, beds, and other assorted
goods that comprised the physical structure bestowed status on individuals and families,
and served as a repository of other material goods and personal belongings that were
associated with freedom and independence.7 If even the sturdiest edifice cannot repel
every intruder, for blacks, as for other Americans, the household still signified a
supposedly safe space removed from the evils of the outside world where one’s family
might find peace and security. The physical and psychological separation from the
conditions of slavery, therefore, both came to be represented in the African American
household.
If most black Southerners aspired to home ownership, many fell well short of
achieving such status. On the plantations, free agricultural laborers often rented cabins
and rooms from their former masters. Domestic servants in urban locations also found
that their wages would only permit them to board in apartments or bedrooms with other
laborers. In some situations, individuals continued living in households with extended
kinship networks as had often been the case during slavery.8 If these physical dwellings
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were reminiscent of those occupied while enslaved, black Southerners nonetheless
imbued them with entirely different meanings after emancipation. Slaveholders had often
claimed the right to enter black homes with impunity, but white landlords were hardly
able to exercise the same level of control.9 As such, the freedmen viewed their rented
apartments and rooms as spaces that were their own and should serve as a means of
protection from the outside world. Much as more materially prosperous African
Americans were able to do in their single-family dwellings, then, renters collapsed the
corporeal and intangible aspects of family and household into a singular understanding of
the “home.”10 As obvious as this transition seems in hindsight, it would revolutionize
Southern society during the postbellum era.
For John Howser and countless other African Americans, therefore, home place
violence was devastating both physically and emotionally. Most striking in Howser’s
affidavit was the notion that the destruction of his house had obliterated his conception of
where his home truly was. Having lived his entire life in Spencer County—something
that Howser specifically made note of before the Court—it had seemed a foregone
conclusion that his life as a free man would continue amongst the people and places he
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had known his entire life. Although Howser did not admit it to the Court, it is safe to
assume that nearly every person he knew lived in his home county. The attachment to
one’s home is often difficult to describe, yet it is undeniable that Howser’s words drip
with the emotions of a man who has just had everything recognizable about his life
shattered in front of his eyes.
Perhaps even worse than the burning of his house and the threat against his life
was the fact that Howser believed that his “friends” were entirely incapable of helping
him because of the danger to their own lives. If the individuals whom Howser knew and
trusted—his world, in a very real sense—could not and would not help him, then who
would? Howser certainly felt alone as he struggled to survive the first weeks and months
of his freedom, and the violence he was forced to endure further alienated him from
anyone who might have otherwise offered assistance. His house in ruins, his family at
great risk, and his sense of belonging in the world destroyed, Howser trekked to the
Freedmen’s Bureau because he had nowhere else to turn. He had been “compelled” to
leave his home, he reported. He was “scared” and alone, and he had been promised death
if he returned to the place where he had lived every day of his life.
Across the postbellum South autonomous black households became targets of
racial violence. Linked to both freedom and independence, African American homes
were physical spaces where black men and women took control of their social and
economic future. Importantly, they were also sites that defined a new found sense of
self-sufficiency and sovereignty for black Southerners, as these households were
commonly established in places where whites had not traditionally controlled the
enslaved population. Much of the violence directed against black homes, therefore,
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aimed at regulating where black households were being constructed. Writing from
Bienville Parish in northwestern Louisiana in August 1866, Captain Napoleon Blanton
reported to his superiors in New Orleans that black homes in the area were outraged on a
nightly basis.11 In some cases this violence was random, but African Americans often
testified that they personally knew the white people who had attacked them.
In a series of statements that Blanton enclosed in his report, several freedmen
believed they could identify at least some of the men who had attacked the home of
Green Jones on the night of the thirteenth of August. Jones himself would not swear that
he knew all of his assailants, but he alleged that “Rob’t and John Carr were among them
almost certain they were….I can’t say whether Mr Reagers [Jones’ former master who
had leased him some land] had any hand in whipping us or not.” John Gordon, a
freedmen employed by Jones who had also been assaulted, was more leery of the former
slaveholder. According to Gordon, John Reager “was the cause and knew all about the
whipping of us.” Jones’ house was only three hundred yards from that of Reager,
Gordon claimed, who “could not help but hear us hollow for we were heard two miles.”12
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The “whipping” that both men described was brutal and extended. As Jones
testified, “I was waked up by some men shooting into my house. I jumped up and tried to
get away but they caught me and threatened to blow my brains out if I moved an inch.”
One freedman, Felix Dixon, managed to escape, but Jones, Gordon, and Henry Clay were
taken nearly twenty yards outside the home and whipped repeatedly. The white men
“whipped Gordon first,” Jones continued, “then they pulled my shirt over my head and
made me lay down on the ground two of them stood on my head and arms and they
whipped me with a leather strap fastened to a stick. they must have given me about 300
lashes the cut me up badly and kicked me in the face.” John Gordon’s statement was
very similar to Green’s. He too alleged that the attackers “gave me about 300 lashes” as
part of the sadistic beating. When they were finished, the white men made sure that the
freedmen knew why they had been targeted. “They said after they was done whipping
me,” Gordon reported, “to go back to my old master, and mind him and not leave home
without a pass, that we would be made slaves of again and that they would kill me if I
ever reported them to that d—d Yankee Captain at Sparta.”13
The local terrorists conveyed a related message to Jones, although he recalled
what they had said in slightly more detail:
When they were through they asked me if I could be obedient to every
little white child and would call every white man and woman Master and
Mistress and raise my hat to every white man I met and never leave home
without a pass. They then told me I had to sell my horses, that they would
not allow negroes to have horses. that must get into some white man’s
yard for protection. That they would not allow negroes to live off to
themselves. They said they would be round once a week.14
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Quite clearly, the beating that Jones and the other freedmen suffered was closely related
to their efforts to establish a degree of autonomy in their personal lives. As the white
men’s threats made apparent, the freedmen could expect protection if they returned and
lived under the watchful gaze of their former owners. That is, they would only be safe if
they agreed to voluntarily forego their claims to independence that their homes
represented. Even more than this, the white men’s actions challenged the notion of black
freedom by declaring that the adult freedmen must forsake their manhood and meekly
admit that small white children were their social superiors and purported masters.15
Anything that elevated Jones and his companions above the level of complete
dependence and subservience, in other words, would have to be abandoned if they wished
to live in peacefully in the area. Their message, such as it was, would have been
impossible to miss.
From the accounts of John Howser, Green Jones, and several other freedmen, we
can begin to make some evaluations regarding everyday racial violence and the African
American home. It is undeniable that black households were attacked because they were
both tangible and symbolic representations of African American independence. When
Jack Creighton torched John Howser’s home, he destroyed both the physical structure
and Howser’s sense of sanctuary in Spencer County. As the threats that Howser reported
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had made clear, the would-be white terrorists had no issues with Howser remaining in the
neighborhood as long as he lived under the supervision of his former master.
Establishing an independent household, however, would not be tolerated. Importantly,
the available testimony also reveals how violence against the home could precipitously
escalate from threats and verbal confrontations to forced eviction and, eventually,
murder. Howser watched this unfold over the course of several months, and Green Jones
and other freedmen in Bienville Parish testified that they had been warned that future
attacks would become progressively more violent if they did not give up the hope of
securing a home place that they could call their own.
The most frequent form of household violence was verbal or written threats. With
this approach, whites attempted to frighten blacks by promising that they would suffer
severe consequences if they did not vacate their land and homes. R.E. Johnston,
superintendent of the Lexington, Kentucky, branch of the Freedmen’s Bureau, reported in
late 1866 that it was extremely common for whites to threaten to drive the freedmen from
their homes. When verbal threats were not enough, Johnston noted that white
Kentuckians sometimes forcibly evicted blacks and claimed their property for
themselves. As an example, Johnston noted that Thornton Burke and William Dick, two
freedmen who had purchased land in Fayette County, were forced off their land in July
1866 by a “group of whites” who subsequently sold the property to whites in the area.16
In some instances, white men who allowed freedmen to rent land were also targeted. In
West Feliciana Parish, Louisiana, in January 1867, a freedmen presented a Bureau agent
with an ominous note that had been given to a local white planter:
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…Ben White Did you hear what happened to Joe Rider last year. if not I
let you know that his cribs & corn was burned & we threatened to hang
him. what for, because he was colonizing negroes. you sir are now at the
same thing…. if you do not ship them within ten days, we will burn every
building on your land & hang you & there you will hang until the buzzards
eat you….remember Sir & clean them out or you will be shiped for hell &
your family left houseless—
Such notices were becoming common, the freedmen reported, but other landowners had
not come forward because they feared for their lives and property.17
If verbal threats convinced African Americans to abandon their homes, Southern
whites often refrained from employing physical violence.18 For those African Americans
like Howser and Jones that refused to be cowed by what they hoped were empty
promises, however, whites rarely hesitated to use more deadly force. Typical was a
request Elijah Ash sent to the Freedmen’s Bureau in late 1866. A former Union soldier,
Ash had purchased five acres of land from his former owner and built a house where his
mother could reside comfortably. According to Ash, his white neighbor, John Carr, had
informed him that “Mac Hinkle son of old Hinkle” and a company of white men “were
going to burn the place down as soon as they got it all built up.” Surely, Ash pleaded,
there must be something the Bureau could do to protect him. 19 Reports of black men
called from their homes to receive whippings and beatings from whites were also
numerous. Near Lexington, R.E. Johnston reported in November 1866 that he had
received “six reports of Freedmen taken out of their houses and whipped and ordered to
leave the county.”20 If everything else failed, it was an all too common occurrence for
17
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recalcitrant whites to ultimately resort to murder.21 Understanding home invasions in the
context of this “continuum” of violence is crucial if we are to discover how deeply
embedded fears of household attacks were in daily life. The home, often a powerful
image of familial safety and sanctity, became yet another contested space for African
Americans in the postbellum South where violence lurked around every corner.22
Home place violence during Reconstruction was also alarmingly familiar. One of
the enduring myths of the post-Civil War era is that Southern racial violence was
commonly random terrorism that spun out of control. Such an interpretation has been
shaped by an emphasis on spectacle lynching and the politically-charged violence of the
Ku Klux Klan—and, then, explained as part of an all-encompassing effort to enforce
white racial supremacy.23 By far, however, most African American victims of home
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place racial violence in the postbellum South personally knew their attackers. John
Howser and Green Jones testified as to the identity of the white men who had assaulted
them, something that was extremely common. Consider also the experience of Mary
Wilson. According to an affidavit sworn out in June 1865, Wilson had been illegally and
forcibly removed from her home in Lexington, Kentucky, towards the end of the previous
month by two policemen who carried her to the home of her former master. Three miles
outside the city, down the Newtown Pike, the three white men tied Wilson to “a
Slaughter house…rafter or beam and with a leathern buggy trace [and] inflicted upon her
naked body a severe beating and bruising.” Six days later, the same men arrested her
without cause and confined Wilson to the city prison before again removing her to the
residence of her former master where she was stripped and beaten. In her affidavit,
sworn at Camp Nelson, Wilson had no trouble identifying her attackers: policemen
Downey and Mason, and her former owner, William Adams.24
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African American victims who were unafraid to point their finger at individual
whites who had attacked them often did so with the understanding that such an act could
put them at greater risk of white reprisal. The threat of randomized violence is certainly
debilitating, but it is decidedly different from the devastation of violence at the hands of
those one personally knows. Even more terrifying for blacks in the postbellum South
was the knowledge that obtaining justice for oneself was an incredibly difficult prospect
that only placed the victim in greater peril.25
In Mary Wilson’s affidavit sworn out in June 1865, she testified that she had
presented her story to the military authorities in Lexington on the same day, May 31, that
the policemen had committed the home invasion and administered the first beating. The
refusal of the authorities to act or provide any “redress for the said wrongs and outrages
inflicted upon her body” had led directly to the second assault—and, subsequently, to her
trip to Camp Nelson as part of Wilson’s ongoing effort to obtain justice. The repeated
physical attacks that Wilson endured, however, were only part of the story. In her
testimony, she specifically identified herself as the “lawful wife” of Lewis Wilson, at the
time serving in the 119th Regiment U.S.C.T. Under the laws of “Congress,” Wilson knew
that she and her family were “entitled to…freedom.” And yet, her former master
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remained able to violate the sanctity of her home, all the while refusing to free her son,
Richard, and return the boy to his mother’s possession. The nation’s armies had taken
her husband, and then neglected to act as his home and household was split asunder by
violence. For Mary Wilson and countless others, living with everyday violence in the
postbellum South meant living alongside people that you knew had assaulted, beaten, and
broken open your home—and being able to do very little about it.26
As part and parcel of a concerted assault on the sanctity of the black family, home
place violence had enormous implications in regards to conceptions of gender in the
postbellum South. When Southern whites attacked black households they emphatically
denied that black men had any patriarchal rights to protect their wives and families. The
domestic space was an important marker of freedom and self-reliance for Southerners,
and the intrusion into this protected sphere revealed a great deal about the “gendered
political culture” of the postbellum South.27 If white men drew their own prerogatives
from their place within the family structure, the violation of the black home symbolically,
and physically, stripped black men of the same aspirations. It was no coincidence that
freedmen were attacked in their homes and forcefully removed from them to be whipped
and beaten—and even killed—on a regular basis. Attacks on autonomous black homes
occurred nearly every day across the South, perpetrated by nightriders and other angry
whites, and they began nearly as soon as the war was over. The rationale behind such
assaults is not difficult to discern. On one hand, independent black households presented
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an urgent problem to white men because of the ways in which they revolutionized
antebellum social relations. A master had always had access to his slaves’ quarters, and
for most whites such social domination was hard to relinquish. On the other hand, the
penetrability of black homes reinforced perceived racial differences due to the continued
sanctity of the white household. Such distinctions were of deathly importance to
Southern whites attempting to adjust to the realities of the postbellum world.28
The forcible removal of black men from their homes was an exceptionally
common occurrence in the postbellum South, and it served as a potent reminder that
white men simply refused to acknowledge or accept the legitimacy of black manhood and
masculinity. Studies of Reconstruction often note the brutality of the Deep South, and
Louisiana in particular, but incidents of home place violence in Kentucky were markedly
similar to those in the cotton states. In April 1867, a report reached Bureau offices in
Louisville that noted that Henry Boone had made a complaint to the agent in Bardstown
in regards to an outrage committed on his person. According to Boone, he had been
called from his home one night during March “and shot at by two men.” The following
morning, Boone tracked the men to the home of a white neighbor named Barnes who
informed Boone that he knew who had attacked the freedman, but that he “would not tell
on them.”29 Often, the threat of eviction or removal was just as powerful as the act itself.
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In January of the same year, Abraham Riley claimed that three white men threatened him
on his return to his home in Oldham County that no “Damned Blue Coat Nigger should
live there, that either I or they must leave the place.” Riley continued, they “said that
none of Abe Lincoln’s free niggers could stay there and that I must go into a free state.”
That Kentucky was then a free state seems to not have troubled the three would-be
terrorists: “They said they would burn my house and drive my family away. I have not
left Legrange [in Oldham County], but am afraid these men will come and drive me
off.”30
Conditions in Louisiana were eerily similar. Bureau agent William Stokes
reported from Claiborne Parish in September 1868 that “there is a spirit of brutality and
terror reigning throughout the parish.” Freedmen in the area lived in constant danger,
Stokes claimed, and black homes and private land ownership had ceased to provide even
a modicum of protection for black men and their families. The removal of black men
from their homes and the unlawful eviction of entire families had become so common, in
fact, that Stokes estimated that freedmen were being driven out of the parish on a “daily”
basis. The result of such violence was that freedpeople were being forced to leave behind
the product of their labor for the year, and any other earthly belongings that they could
not carry with them as they fled in terror. These attacks were hardly carried out in secret
or by whites who tried to remain anonymous. According to Stokes, freedmen continually
complained to the civil authorities, but their requests were universally ignored. Instead of
doing their duty, the authorities simply informed the white men who had been
complained against. The consequences for area blacks were horrible: “Freedpeople are
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taken from their homes or stopped on the highway and then taken to the depth of some
wood and whipped or shot.” For blacks in Claiborne Parish, the home had ceased to be a
safe haven and a place of respite from the travails of the world. Whites in the area made
certain that the pressure on the freedmen was violent and constant. “The freedmen are
forced to leave the parish,” Stokes concluded, “or be in constant dread of being killed.”31
Removing black men from their homes was, ultimately, only one of a number of
ways in which whites used home place violence to emasculate African American men
throughout the postbellum period—but it was one of the most effective. In fact, forcing
black men to leave their homes and submit to physical violence should be seen as a
companion to violent actions whereby white men penetrated black homes. For black
victims, both of these forms of violence would have caused such consternation because
white terrorists forced African American men, by their actions, to participate in the ritual
of violence itself. Because black masculinity became tied to autonomous black
households, the inability to protect the home place thus became a major problem for
individual victims. When African American men were unable to keep white men from
forcing their way into the supposedly protected space of the black home, they became
spectators to the violation of the space on which their manhood centered. Being called to
leave their home and submit to a physical beating, or, more drastically, threatened to
leave the immediate vicinity in order to save one’s life, was even more startling and
enervating due to the onus that was placed on black men to move towards their own
demise. When men like John Howser or Abraham Riley left their homes behind in order
to protect themselves and their families, they quite literally walked away from the spaces
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that had helped to make them men. It would be misleading to suggest that African
American men internalized the gendered assumptions that white terrorism connoted, but
such violence was a persistent reminder that black autonomy and masculinity, which
emanated from the household, would be under constant threat.
Another common form of household violence was the appropriation of blacks’
firearms, especially those owned by returning veterans.32 Breaking into African
American homes to disarm black men, at its core, was incontrovertible proof to the
victims that they would not be allowed to protect the sanctity of their household. Thus,
depriving African American men of guns became a central tenet of the violent campaigns
that whites waged against independent black homes during Reconstruction. More than
most other personal objects, guns were symbolic of freedom and self-reliance. For
returning Union soldiers, gun ownership was also a tangible link to their experience in
the army and a constant reminder of the role they had played in the liberation of the
enslaved.33 When whites appropriated weapons, and even destroyed them in the presence
of their owner, it was a jarring reminder of the continuous assault against African
32
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American autonomy. More immediately important for many African Americans was the
realization that the loss of their rifle and pistols meant that they had lost one of the only
proven means of home defense in the postbellum South. It was not only the symbolic
power of guns that whites feared—for whenever blacks resisted white violence during
Reconstruction, loaded firearms nearly always played an important role. The efforts of
whites to disarm black men through attacks that centered on African American homes,
therefore, was consistent with other efforts to enervate African American men within
their own households.34
Disarmament further solidified these notions due to the close association between
gun ownership and masculinity.35 James Rice wrote to R.E. Johnston, superintendent of
the Lexington, Kentucky, branch of the Freedmen’s Bureau, in June 1866 to report that a
group of white men arrived in his neighborhood on the night of June 9 and demanded
entrance into the homes of the freedmen in order to seize “all the Yankee muskets” and
“such other firearms as they might find.” “In one case,” Rice continued, “they took an
Enfield rifle, the property of a returned soldier name Silas Crowder and broke it into
fragments portions of which I saw.”36 In March of the same year, Jacob Johnson swore
out an affidavit near Paducah, Kentucky, in which he claimed that “he was discharged
from the U.S. Service on the 25th day of Feb’y 1866 and returned to his home at
Columbus Ky on the 1st of March 1866 bringing with him his arms consisting of a U.S.
musket purchased by him from the Govt and a pistol.” Within a week, however, a man
named Morton who was serving as a justice of the peace demanded that Johnson must
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relinquish his weapons if he were to remain in the area. Johnson declined to surrender
his arms “until he had an opportunity to ascertain his rights in the premises,” but he noted
that the authorities required “all discharged col’d soldiers…to surrender their arms to the
civil officers at Columbus including the muskets purchased by them from the U.S.
Gov’t.”37
The disarmament of black men—and even more pointedly the practice of entering
the black household in order to confiscate potentially hidden weapons—stemmed from
deep-seated desires within whites to deny black masculinity, but it was also a response to
the consuming fear that whites held of armed African Americans. A group of Louisville
blacks, agitated by the treatment they received from local whites and the non-existent
protection of the civil authorities, angered whites when they began conducting military
drills during the summer of 1869 at a local church. To whites in the city, the most
disturbing element of this spectacle was the tendency of the blacks to brandish firearms.
The Cincinnati Commercial, always quick to comment on affairs across the Ohio River,
claimed, “Steps are being taken to ascertain whether their meetings are of a peaceful
character, or warlike character. If the latter, they will be dispersed.”38 In Louisiana, the
sight of armed blacks travelling openly in Caddo and Bossier parishes in August 1868
was met with such alarm by white citizens and the local sheriff that the Bureau agent,
Thomas Monroe, reported to superiors in New Orleans that he feared a full scale race riot
would erupt. According to Monroe, white citizens complained that armed freedmen
dared to use “threatening language” and even claimed that the freedmen would dictate
what laws were observed in the parish. For white Southerners, this was a nightmare
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come to life—and striking evidence that their world could turn upside-down if they
relented for even a moment. For whites in the postbellum South, the act of everyday
violence was urgent work.39
The cumulative effect of the violation of the African American home,
disarmament, and white refusal to accept any signs of martial manhood from blacks is
difficult to discern without examining the nature and structure of such violence on the
everyday level.40 Events in Opelousas, Louisiana, in 1868 and 1869 illustrate this quite
clearly. Undoubtedly, the singular moment of violence in the small town in St. Landry
Parish that has drawn the most historical attention was the Opelousas Massacre.41 On the
day of September 28, 1868, members of the Knights of the White Camelia confronted a
group of black and white Republicans in the town—both sides were armed and feared
that the simmering political tensions in the area would turn catastrophically violent. They
were right. By the end of the frenzy, which lasted several days, the level of violence was
astounding. Although estimates vary, some historians place the number of victims at
around 150 or more, the vast majority of whom were black. For whites living in St.
Landry Parish and bordering areas, the presence of armed blacks was certain evidence
that the long anticipated war of the races had now commenced. The slaughter of
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September 28 was an important cog in white efforts to dominate and oppress blacks in
the parish, but it was only a part of the wave of terrorism that shaped black life in
postbellum Louisiana. This exceptional violence—often identified strictly as political
violence—was only the veneer that covered months and years of everyday violence that
debilitated blacks, and friendly whites, living in rural areas such as Opelousas and across
the state.42
Dispatched to Opelousas in early 1869, Captain Frank M. Cone of the TwentyFifth Colored Infantry regiment wrote to Captain George Baldey, stationed in New
Orleans, in May to relate conditions in the parish. According to Cone, his “efforts thus
far in eliciting information concerning the St. Landry riots [the Opelousas Massacre] and
other disturbances” had met with “insuperable” difficulties. “Many persons cognizant of
facts,” Cone continued, “are afraid to become informants, and not even the profoundest
assurance of confidence, secrecy, and protection will induce them to incur the perils that
overhang them.” The threats that Cone described were loosely political in nature, but
only in the sense that blacks and Unionist whites were universally considered to be
Republicans by white Democrats. Beyond this, the violence that Cone reported was
entirely disconnected from the demands of the electoral calendar. Instead, Cone noted
that “A formidable reign of terror has subdued the spirit of the people. Every true Union
man is possessed with a dread of ultimate danger of life, family, & property should he
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betray a thought or act of Republican fellowship.” Certainly, white terrorists in
Opelousas and across the South were active during an election cycle, but the threat of
daily violence and the violation of the haven of the home were just as effective at
suppressing black autonomy. “I have never seen in my continuous experience in
reconstruction duty,” Cone reported, “a class of people in whom manhood was so
completely crushed as among the loyalists here.”43
The presence of Union troops in the parish had brought a brief respite to the
violence, but Cone was unconvinced that he and his men had affected lasting peace.
Blacks and Unionist whites “live in hourly dread of our removal, when the vengeance of
their oppressors, rendered more keen by our visit, will vent its wrath upon them, only
more cruelly and mercilessly.” Once the army was withdrawn, Cone was certain, the old
patterns would begin to repeat themselves again with devastating consequences. “There
are many graves here which tell…stories of rapine and murder, yet the living witnesses of
their horrors, fathers, brothers, and sons, who meet me every day, dare not whisper a
word in conviction of the perpetrators” of the crimes. One resident of Opelousas offered
his terror as an excuse for not coming forward: “I can tell you many things, but if I am
known as your informant, I must quit my home and property and seek protection in your
camp for myself and family. I could live here no longer.” The danger was so evident,
Cone concluded, that black men universally refused his requests for meetings as they
were “afraid to incur the suspicions which would so readily attach to their visits to me.”44
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The language employed by Cone’s anonymous source reveals some of the
limitations historians face when trying to classify different “types” of racial violence. It
is worth reiterating that nearly every interpretation of events in Opelousas in 1868 and
1869 stresses the political nature of the violence. On the ground in Opelousas, however,
the perpetrators and the victims of such violence read the situation in an entirely different
manner. Returning to Cone’s witness, it was apparent that the political violence of
September 1868 had implications that carried far beyond contested electoral spaces.
Black and white Republicans proved themselves willing to meet armed Democrats in
open confrontation throughout Reconstruction, despite the often calamitous results and
lopsided casualty reports. Politics in nineteenth century America, after all, was often
seen as an inherently violent process through which a man could stake his claims to
manhood and the incumbent masculine rights that were associated with it.45 Hardly
shirking from the political fray, Cone’s witness instead based his wariness to come
forward on his inability to protect his home and family if local “rebels” identified him as
the informant.
In addition to the direct threat to loyal black and white households posed by the
aftershocks of political violence, Cone also stressed the lingering sense of helplessness
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and vulnerability that stemmed from the powerlessness of victims to prosecute violent
perpetrators for the crimes they had committed. Black men had literally had their
families and homes torn asunder by white terrorists—and every day they lived with the
knowledge that any action to right such wrongs would only be met with swift retribution
once the Union Army left the parish.46 For black families and communities carving out
an autonomous future in postbellum America, this was their reality. It is also a stark
reminder of the intensity and durability of racial violence in the post-Civil War South.
As black families developed household spaces and redefined what the “home” meant to
them, and as black men looked to the home place to define their sense of masculinity,
white terrorists recognized a target that folded both symbolic and tangible representations
of black autonomy into one physical space. Such violence was not always as ubiquitous
in every Southern locale as the Union force found in Opelousas, but black homes
everywhere were constantly at risk of being attacked. Under these conditions, black men
found it nearly impossible to lay claim to traditional notions of masculinity. In St.
Landry Parish, at least, black manhood, in Cone’s unforgettable phrasing, had been
“completely crushed.”

Ultimately, of course, violence against the black household intended to destroy
notions of black femininity as much as it did African American manhood. Black women
had been susceptible to sexual violence for centuries under the legal and cultural
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assumptions of slavery, and white attitudes were extremely resistant to change in the
postbellum period.47 In essence, sexual control was essential to racial control in the
minds of white men. While sexual assaults occurred in many settings across the postwar
South, attacks on and within black homes carried added meaning for both victim and
perpetrator. Perhaps most obviously, sexual violence within black homes recalled the
vulnerability of black women to the lusts of their white masters, particularly in the sense
that white men continued to claim that they had the ability to physically enter black
households whenever they desired. Just as slaveholders had violated black women in
slave quarters for centuries, white terrorists in the postbellum South mocked the belief in
black independence by physically placing themselves in the confines of autonomous
black homes. In this sense, the act of sexually assaulting or raping a black woman
became a way for white men to fulfill a demented fantasy: in essence, their world would
again resemble the one which they had lost only few short months and years before.48
They might, if for only a little while, reassert their own masculinity and patriarchal rights,
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all the while denying that black men had the ability to protect their families—and that
black women had any claims to femininity that had to be respected by white men.49
For black women in the postbellum South, the potential for sexual violence was
nearly everywhere. As with other forms of everyday violence, threats of sexual violence
and rape were more prevalent than physical assaults, but in the context of a home
invasion such threats could be terrifying and devastating. Consider the affidavit sworn
out by Mary Bryant in July 1867. According to Bryant, a freedwoman living in the river
town of Maysville, Kentucky, located about seventy-five miles northeast of Lexington, a
white man named Lewis Smith appeared at her home on the evening of July 1 and
“jumped into the door saying at the same time you damned old yellow bitch I will kill
you and have all the hide taken off your damned old yellow back.” Not content with
these threats, Smith continued his invective and suggested that he and other white men in
the area would return and gang rape Bryant : “I’ll get a parcel of fellows and come up
here tonight, and take evry damned one out of the room and fuck you.”50 Startling in its
vulgarity, Smith’s warning nonetheless conveyed a clear message. Alongside his
disregard for the black home and the ability of black men to defend it, Smith also asserted
his own right—and the right of other white men—to engage in sexual intercourse with
black women whenever he desired. Furthermore, Smith’s insistence that he would rape
Bryant suggests the perpetuation of an ideology of exuberant black female sexuality that
white men had developed during the antebellum period to justify their sexual relations
with female slaves. 51 While Bryant was obviously in very serious danger, she was not
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helpless. After Bryant had sworn out an affidavit to the Freedmen’s Bureau, C.J. True,
local commissioner in Maysville, wrote to John Ely to report that the Bureau court would
handle the matter since the civil authorities would do nothing.52
Across postbellum Kentucky, home invasions such as the one experienced by
Mary Bryant were more common than many historians recognize. In May 1866, David
Beeler testified that four white men broke into a home where he and several other
freedpeople were residing in Nelson County. One evening early in the month, Beeler
claimed, John Rhodes, Thomas Vickers, John Stewart, and one man he did not know
knocked on the door of his residence and proceeded to rob the freedmen at gunpoint. By
the time they were finished, Rhodes and the other men had taken all of the money they
found in the house, pistol-whipped Beeler five times, stolen a coat that belonged to a
freedwoman’s dead husband, and promised that “if I told anyone that they had been there
[they] would kill every one of them.” Before the men left, however, the “one of the party
whose name he does not know then asked Lizzie Talbot daughter of Mrs Talbot to go out
with him.” Terrified, Lizzie responded that she did not believe it was right for the man to
speak to her that way. He was undeterred: “He then told her to come upstairs with him,
she told him she could not do so. He then made her go upstairs.” Beeler’s affidavit did
not continue any further, but the indictment presented against the white men at the
Freedmen’s Court in Louisville contained only the charge of attempted rape. Without the
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identity of the perpetrator, however, the Commonwealth was unable to indict the man
who had forced Lizzie Talbot upstairs—with every intention of raping her.53
Sexual assaults were also common in Louisiana. Freedmen’s Bureau agents
reported that independent black homes were outraged and broken open on a regular basis,
and that African American women were often raped. Although the number of sexual
assaults reported by agents represented only a tiny percentage of the total number of
outrages that are documented in Bureau records, those that were discovered suggest that
sexual attacks were as prevalent in Reconstruction-era Louisiana as they were in other
Southern states. In May 1868, Bureau agent John White noted from St. Martin Parish
that a white man named McRae had been arrested for the attempted rape of Pamala
Castille, a freedwoman living in the area. Through the “negligence” of local authorities,
however, the man had escaped from civil custody with the assistance of members of the
Ku Klux Klan. In August of the same year, E.N. Bean sent a similar report to his
superior officers in New Orleans that related the trouble he was having bringing in
Judson Houston, a white man who had allegedly raped Martha Lagoe, a freedwoman
from Bienville Parish. The failure of the civil authorities to prosecute McRae and
Houston was not shocking given the general indifference of Southern whites to the
tribulations of African Americans in the era, but it is a stark reminder of the futility felt
by black victims who sought justice for themselves and their families from the pressure
of everyday violence.54
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Attacks on black women that were not explicitly sexual assaults or rape were
often laden with sexual undertones. In the very early stages of Reconstruction in New
Orleans, Arana Johnson, the wife of a former slave then serving in the 2nd Louisiana
Regiment Native Guards, was kidnapped from her home at No. 90 Circus Street and
taken “Eleven miles down the Mexican Gulf Rail Road” to the plantation of her
husband’s former master. According to the anonymous letter sent by a unionist to
General Nathaniel Banks, four white men claiming to act under the authority of the
Provost Marshal of St. Bernard Parish had abducted Johnson and carried her out of the
city where an overseer named “Stampley…subjected her to the most cruel and unmerciful
treatment.” After beating Johnson with a large stick, Stampley forced her to remove her
clothes “and Struck fifty two lashes” across her naked body.55
The abduction and brutal assault suffered by Arana Johnson illustrates several
important traits of home place violence that have yet to be mentioned. First, everyday
racial violence directed against African American homes was often “performative” in
nature.56 More than violence that occurred in other spaces in the postbellum South, home
invasions and attacks on the black family structure directly invoked cultural assumptions
regarding gender and the complex intersections between race and notions of manhood
and femininity. In the assaults perpetrated against independent and autonomous black
homes, white terrorists often forced black men and women to take an active role in the
destruction of black bodies and property.
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A particularly brutal form of performative violence involved sexual assaults in
which white men forced black males to witness the rape of black women. In 1866, for
instance, Freedmen’s Bureau agent R.E. Johnston reported that on the night of January
17, in Nicholas County, Kentucky, three white men “went to the house of a Freedmen
living on the Farm of Reason Talbott drew a pistol and stood guard over him while each
in turn ravished his wife.”57 The physical damage of the assault must have been nearly
unimaginable, and the psychological devastation wrought by the inability of the husband
to protect the sanctity of his wife’s body only compounded their misery. It was not
enough for whites to simply destroy black homes and bodies; by forcing black men to
behave like children instead of men, and by compelling black women to submit to white
men as slaveholders had done, violent whites assaulted the very idea of sovereign black
households and denied to black men and women the rights and privileges associated with
manhood and femininity.58
The most fully-developed performative assaults against black households
involved both sexual assaults against African American women and the forced
destruction, by black men, of the independent home space. In June 1866, James Fidler, a
Bureau Superintendent in central Kentucky, wrote to John Ely, Chief Superintendent of
the Freedmen’s Bureau in the state, to relate a series of attacks on black homes in Marion
County. Just a mile east out the small town of Lebanon, Fidler reported that “seven
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families of colored persons have built houses, and are now residing in them….An
examination elicits the fact that five of the men have rented, and are properly attending
to, nearly two hundred and fifty acres of land.” Cast in a darker light, the level of
autonomy achieved by these African American men and their families was too much for
local white men to accept. From over a dozen witnesses that he managed to interview,
Fidler surmised that a group of twenty local whites gathered during the evening of June 7
and attacked the seven homes simultaneously. The assault was brutal and precise:
On last night the night of the seventh (7) of June, a party of young white
men…repaired to the residences of these colored men, which are close
together, and broke open doors, robbed the men of their arms, compelled
them to tear the roofs off of their own houses, struck one man in the head
with a pistol (James Dennis), struck another (George Hood) over the head
with a musket,—another (Mary Jane Marple’s) on the head with a pistol,
another (Wm W. Hood) on his arm disabling him, whipped Len Ansbro
aged 45 unmercifully with a birchen switch; insulted the women, shot off
pistols at their dogs, threatened with drawn pistols to kill all whom they
saw, and, in addition to this, one of the gallant company attempted to
commit [rape] on the person of Caroline Dennis as she testifies.
Despite the fact that he had over twenty black witnesses who could positively identify a
member of the party, Fidler felt powerless: “I am satisfied that any effort to bring the
only man recognized by the colored persons to justice before a Kenty. tribunal with no
white evidence against him would be a perfect farce.” There was nothing more to do,
Fidler concluded, except search for a cooperative white witness so that he might then file
charges in civil court.59
For James Dennis, a 45 year-old freedman who headed a household of ten and
was one of the victims of the Lebanon attacks, the assault on his home was disastrous.
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According to Dennis’ affidavit, “three or four persons, white…visited his
residence…and, after breaking down the door, stated that they intended to tear down his
house.” He, along with his wife, attempted to expostulate with the men, at which point
the white men drew their pistols and threatened his life. At gunpoint, Dennis “was
compelled to go on top of his own residence and tear off the roof.” While locating a
ladder that he could use to access the roof and destroy his home—quite literally ripping
his own sense of independence to shreds—one of the party pistol-whipped Dennis and
threatened that “he & his family must leave their residence and go back & live with their
former masters. That they had determined no negroes should build houses for themselves
away from their former masters.” The implications for Dennis were quite clear. In his
own words, Dennis “was compelled by threats, and through fears of his life, to tear the
whole of the roof off of one side of his house, and a part off of the other side.” The white
men finally left with one last threat: if Dennis and his family did not vacate their homes,
the men would return and hang him.60
James Dennis’ wife, Caroline, substantiated the testimony of her husband, but her
experience of the home invasion was slightly different. Although they had been together
when the white men first entered their home, the terrorists only forced James to climb to
the roof and tear it off. Isolated inside the home, Caroline testified that “while her
husband was on top of the house one of the white men was with her in the house; that
while with her he attempted to violate her person & only desisted when the other white
men came into the house.” That the white invader halted the potential sexual assault
because of the presence of other white men was unusual, as most white terrorists
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supported each other’s actions no matter what they were as long as they fit within a larger
framework that asserted white authority over the “private spaces and identities” of
African Americans.61 These concerted actions by the white men who attacked the Dennis
household, therefore, were highly symbolic. Unable to defend his home and family,
James Dennis suffered the ultimate humiliation of destroying his own house—a tangible
representation of his manhood and independence—while his wife was subjected to the
sexual advances of the white intruder.
The white men surely resented the success of Dennis and the other freedmen
living in the area, but more egregious than black advancement was the simple fact that
these African Americans had established a degree of independence in their personal lives
and they refused to live in physical proximity to their former masters in the material
structures they had occupied while enslaved.62 James must be forced to do everything the
white men said, and, for at least one of the party, Caroline would have to submit to his
sexual desires, just as enslaved women had been raped by slaveholders for centuries. For
the terrorists who perpetrated such assaults, sexual violence denied to black women the
privileges and respect that these same men claimed for white women. Ultimately, of
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course, racial violence could not restore the legality of slavery in postbellum America—
but it certainly could be utilized to limit the practical realization of autonomy and
sovereignty in the personal lives of African American families.
In addition to the threat sexual violence from white terrorists, black women were
also more likely to experience household assaults in urban areas than black men. The
extent of urban home place violence, in general, has been underrepresented in the
historical record. Those studies that do mention home place violence in Southern cities
are often concerned with extraordinarily violent events such as race riots, during which
entire communities were subject to marauding whites.63 The main narrative of home
place attacks, however, situates such violence in rural, isolated areas where white
perpetrators might remain anonymous as they terrorized their victims. Such a focus has
been driven by the notoriety, contemporary and historical, of the Ku Klux Klan and other
groups of nightriders that repeatedly violated the sanctity of black homes throughout the
rural South in the aftermath of the Civil War.64 One of the most famous images of the
era, “Visit of the Ku-Klux,” seemingly solidifies the nature of household terror during
Reconstruction. Carried in the February 24, 1872, issue of Harper’s Weekly, “Visit of the
Ku-Klux” depicted the assault of an African American family by three Klansmen. As a
freedman warms himself by the fireplace, his wife and oldest child prepare a meal for the
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family. The other two children eagerly await their dinner, a middle-child already seated
at the table as a young girl in the foreground stares innocently at her mother by the fire.
Unbeknownst to the family, three white terrorists peer into the tidy, rustic cabin. In the
doorway, one of the Klansmen prepares to fire his rifle into this scene of quiet, familial
bliss.65
From an examination of everyday violence, however, it is evident that far higher
numbers of African American homes were targeted by people whom the victims
personally knew, and many of these persons lived in urban areas. In cities, white
terrorists often targeted black women whose husbands were away from the home place:
during the early months of Reconstruction, therefore, the wives of Union soldiers often
came under attack. The personal ordeals of Arana Johnson and Mary Wilson have
already been discussed in this chapter, but their stories are worth repeating because of the
way they contradict the traditional narrative of home place violence. Both Johnson and
Wilson were abducted from their homes by persons connected to their former master, and
were carried outside of New Orleans and Lexington, respectively, where they were
beaten and tortured. The women also relayed the incidents to civil and military officials
in the hope of receiving some form of redress for their suffering, but justice was either
painfully slow or non-existent. These two examples of such perverse violence, and the
others cited herein, should be enough to retire the myth that Southern whites felt
compelled to terrorize black households anonymously after sunset. Attacks were carried
out in the open, on city streets, and with relatively little fear that black victims might ever
receive justice. Abductions, kidnapping, assaults, and whippings do not convey the same
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cultural power as the image of a Klansman firing indiscriminately into a quiet African
American home, but such everyday forms of violence were just as relevant to black
Southerners in postbellum America.
One of the defining characteristics of urban household violence were the efforts of
former slaveholders to kidnap African American children in the early years of
Reconstruction. It is difficult to conceive of a more devastating assault on the
autonomous black family than the abduction of children who were then forced back into a
form of slavery through apprenticeship, and many parents conveyed a sense of complete
loss and hopelessness in their efforts to retrieve their sons and daughters. This violent
affront to both black men and women was a clear message from white terrorists that
black sovereignty within the home would not be respected. On August 10, 1865, Frank
Bradford wrote to Thomas W. Conway, Assistant Commissioner of the Freedmen’s
Bureau in Louisiana, and informed the official that his children had “Disappeared” from
his house at “No. 55 Clio St[.]” Bradford’s children, Samuel and Caroline, aged nine and
six, respectively, had been attending the Liberty School on Common Street before their
disappearance—and Bradford believed that his land lady and her husband were
responsible for the kidnapping. According to Bradford, the pair had told his children that
Bradford would place them in prison and that they should run away from their father.
When his children went missing, Bradford questioned the two individuals, but they
simply claimed that Samuel and Caroline had run off. Unconvinced, Bradford pleaded
with Conway to look into the disappearance of his children as he was certain that his
landlords had spirited them out of the city.66
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Removing African American children from the immediate vicinity of their parents
was another popular ploy of whites who hoped to fool black mothers, black fathers, and
civil and military officials as part of a broader effort to kidnap the children. In January
1867, Ellen Ross initiated a quest to retrieve her thirteen year-old son, Thomas, who had
been taken to Mississippi from Louisville, Kentucky, against her will. Chronicled in the
records of the Freedmen’s Bureau, the ordeal would last several months and involve
individuals from three states before reaching its unsatisfactory conclusion. On the
twenty-first of January, Ross swore out an affidavit and claimed that her son had been
hired by a Mr. Sharp who lived on the corner of Fourth Street and Jefferson “to go to
Henderson Ky with Mr David Burbanks [sic].” According to Ross’ statement, Burbank
was to return Thomas to his mother on Christmas Day 1866 “free of expence & half of
his wages also.” From what Ross could discover, however, Burbank “sent the boy away
from his plantation in July last and now she can get no intelligence of the boy at all,
having written three letters.” By February 1867, Ross’ affidavit had reached the desk of
R.W. Roberts at Bureau headquarters in Louisville. From a letter composed and sent to
Thomas F. Cheany, Bureau Superintendent at Henderson, Kentucky, it is clear that Sharp
and Burbank had entered into a legal contract with Ross “sometime in February or March
1866…[by which they] bound themselves to pay one half the wages to the boys parents
and at christmas of that year to return the boy to this city free of charge.”67
Beyond this point of agreement—that Burbank had taken Thomas from Louisville
in early 1866—there was simply confusion and misdirection. For one reason or another,
Thomas found himself in the city “Work-house” at that time and, eager to secure his
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release, Ellen Ross contracted with Sharp and Burbank for employment for her son in
western Kentucky. What must have seemed like a wonderful opportunity for the Ross’s,
however, was apparently fraudulent. According to Roberts’ February letter, “It cannot
yet be ascertained whether the Messrs Burbank or the keeper either had any order to
release the boy from the work house, or whether the transaction had any legal sanction.”
As part of his own investigation, Roberts discovered that Burbank had written to W.N.
Hogan, a resident of Louisville, in April 1866 and reported that Thomas was at their farm
and doing well. After that, he could learn only that Thomas had been sent from the
plantation in July 1866 and that Burbank could give no satisfactory knowledge as to the
whereabouts of the child. Finally, on March 25, 1867, Burbank wrote to C.H. Fredrick,
Bureau Superintendent of the Louisville Sub-District, and claimed that someone had lied
to the Bureau—he had not forced Thomas off of his plantation, the boy had left of his
own accord and lived with another freedman nearby. The last Burbank had heard,
Thomas was living in Memphis, Tennessee, and doing better than he had been in
Louisville where he had supposedly found the child in rags.68
Burbank’s March 1867 letter further contradicted nearly everything in Ross’
affidavit. According to Burbank, he had applied to the Police Court in early 1866 to
obtain laborers from the Work-house and that the civilian officials accommodated his
request. He also claimed that he had wanted to bring the freedmen before the Bureau to
make labor contracts, but that such action had been impossible at the time. Furthermore,
Burbank purported that Thomas Ross had been eager to leave Louisville and that the
young man swore that he did not have any living parents. Shockingly, Burbank claimed
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that he had never met Ellen Ross because he did not know she was alive. By the time
that they reached Burbank’s plantation in Mississippi, however, Thomas Ross’ attitude
had changed. He was insolent and unwilling to labor, Burbank charged, and when
Thomas ran away he did not seek the young man’s return because he was not a
productive worker. The holes in Burbank’s story were fairly obvious to Bureau officials.
As R.W. Roberts bluntly wrote:
It would seem that there is some truth in the intimation of Ellen the
mother, that there was an understanding between the Messrs Burbank and
those having authority, that this boy was upon his release, to be removed
from the state, and taken hundreds of miles from his parents and wholly
without their consent or knowledge, and when asked by the mother and
this Bureau for information they simply answer that the boy ran away
from their plantation—and no further satisfaction can be obtained.69
Here the documentary trail ends, with a child spirited hundreds of miles away from his
parents and the city of Louisville—made to labor on a plantation in Mississippi until he
was no longer useful to Burbank and his associates. For Ellen Ross, however, there was
still more uncertainty and pain, as violence had, in all likelihood, destroyed forever the
household she hoped to establish in Louisville.
For other freedpeople, the establishment of an urban household signified a
successful migration from the rural countryside and an entirely new physical space in
which they might work out the meaning of freedom. Urban migrations, however, did not
always allow individual freedmen to escape violence.70 This was especially the case for
black women, many of whom rented rooms or apartments from their employers because
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they could not afford to purchase their own home. On July 5, 1867, Emma Grimm
complained to the Freedmen’s Bureau in Louisville that the son of her landlady, William
Prather, had entered her quarters the previous evening and “asked her to let him have
improper connection with her and he would give her two dollars.” After she refused, a
clearly intoxicated Prather demanded that Grimm find his clothes as he did not know
where they were. Frightened, Grimm reported the attempted assault to Prather’s mother
and spent the rest of the evening with a friend. On the morning of the fifth, Prather
confronted Grimm in Mrs. Prather’s kitchen and beat her with a fireplace poker until she
ran out of the house and into the yard. According to Grimm, Prather swore “Damn you
you went and told my mother a Damned lie on me and if you dont go out of the yard I
will shoot you.”71 Prather’s actions revealed a mindset that was pervasively common
among violent white men in the postbellum South: black women, in the white
imagination, had no rights to the privacy of their home spaces or their bodies, and they
must submit to the whims of white men in any circumstance or risk further humiliation
and bodily harm. Although Grimm refused to internalize the implications of Prather’s
actions, it was clear that racial violence had again violated the sanctity of the home and
severely limited the realization of black independence.
Such incidents of urban household violence were extremely commonplace after
the Civil War, and the Freedmen’s Bureau documented thousands of similar events
during its brief existence.72 Although the nature of these attacks varied a great deal from
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one individual incident to another, at their core these assaults were aimed at squeezing
black families to such an extent that African American men and women would
voluntarily forego autonomous and independent households in order to secure their
physical safety. For the freedpeople, however, the home had come to hold a special
significance that white terrorism could not easily erase. As Benjamin Scott testified in
the summer of 1867, his family would only be complete when he regained control of his
children and his family and his household occupied the same physical space. According
to Scott, who testified at Bureau offices in New Orleans, Alfred Roman had illegally
detained his daughter, Virginia, and refused to release the child to her father.
Psychologically devastating by itself, the kidnapping also prevented Scott from placing
Virginia on the path to an autonomous future. In a letter sent to Roman, local Bureau
officials described the kidnapping of Virginia Scott in terms that spoke volumes about
how common such occurrences were. “Benjamin Scott represents at this office that you
have in your possession a daughter belonging to him (Virginia Scott 10 yrs of age) whom
he desires to take away and put in school. You will please deliver to him the child on
receipt of this, or if you do not wish to comply with this request, call at this office and
have the matter investigated.”73 For Scott, as for so many other freedmen, real
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independence would only be achieved when he could finally unite his family under one
roof and, together, independently decide on their own future.

Few Southerners understood the connection between black independence and
autonomy, American citizenship, and home place violence better than the black men and
women who were victimized by such attacks. In March 1871, African American citizens
from the vicinity of Frankfort, Kentucky, gathered to draft and submit a petition to
Congress on the grounds that “life, liberty, and property are unprotected among the
colored race of this state.” According to the meeting:
Organized bands of desperate and lawless men, mainly composed of
soldiers of the late rebel armies…have, by force, terror, and violence,
subverted all civil society among colored people; thus utterly rendering
insecure the safety of persons and property, overthrowing all those rights
which are the basis and objects of the Government, which are expressly
guaranteed to us by the Constitution of the United States as amended. We
believe you are not familiar with the Ku Klux Klans riding nightly over
the country, going from county to county, and in the county towns,
spreading terror wherever they go by robbing, whipping, ravishing, and
killing our people without provocation, compelling colored people to
break the ice and bathe in the chilly waters of the Kentucky River.
The terror that the committee described encompassed nearly every aspect of everyday
life. To refute claims made by white Kentuckians that such violence did not occur, the
petition listed 116 specific assaults levied against African Americans from 1868 to 1871
across the Commonwealth. Alongside murders, lynchings, beatings, whippings, and the
destruction of black schools and churches, the committee emphasized the repeated home
invasions that black Kentuckians were subject to. “Our people are driven from their
homes, having no redress,” the petition claimed, and we “appeal to you as law abiding
citizens to enact some laws that will protect us, and that will enable us to exercise the
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rights of citizens.” In other words, restricting the Klan and other white terrorists was
simply the first step in a larger effort that would be necessary to eradicate racial violence
from American life and secure some semblance of personal security for the freedmen in
their own homes.74
At first glance, the March 1871 petition appears to support the assumption that the
Klan was responsible for the vast majority of the racial violence African Americans were
forced to endure. A closer reading of the 116 specific outrages, however, reveals that the
committee purposefully characterized a great deal of non-Klan violence as the “Ku-Klux
disorder,” most likely for the simple reason that such a presentation would appeal to its
intended audience—Northern Congressmen. In their enumeration of the waves of terror
haunting the Bluegrass State, only 34 of 116 crimes, or roughly 29 percent, were
attributed to the Klan. Much more common were ambiguous descriptions such as “mob”
and “incendiaries,” classifications that allowed the committee to capture a more accurate
overview of the everyday racial violence that troubled the Commonwealth than a limited
focus on the Klan would permit.75 From this perspective, the petition should be seen as a
continuation of the individual reports that poured into local Freedmen’s Bureau offices in
Kentucky before their abrupt closure in July 1868, and not as a description of a new
phenomenon that originated with the rise of the Klan.
As with earlier reports of home place violence, the outrages detailed by the
committee ranged from verbal threats to murder and included a number of assaults on
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women and children, actions specifically undertaken to weaken and destroy autonomous
black families. In August 1868, seven freedmen were “ordered to leave their homes” by
white ruffians near Stanford, Lincoln County, while an unspecified number of African
Americans were “attacked, robbed, and driven from Summerville, in Greene County.”
The tactics employed by marauding whites had changed little by April 1871, as a group
of men burned a fence that Winstone Hawkins had built and hung a notice over his door
to “Not come home anymore.” Beyond verbal threats, the reported physical violence was
devastating. A freedman named Spears had been abducted from his home in Harrodsburg
during January 1869, and a group of whites attacked Frank Boume’s house in Jessamine
County during March of the same year, killing a man named Roberts. In July 1869, a
mob broke into a home in Casey County and killed four freedpeople—three men and one
woman. Elsewhere, brigands forced John Dickerson from his home place in Henry
County on December 12, 1870, and “ravished” his daughter, while “incendiaries”
indiscriminately torched black property in Fayette County during January 1871. The
terror, described by the petition simply as “the condition of affairs now existing in the
State of Kentucky,” was complete.76
And yet, despite the pervasiveness of white terrorism, the mere existence of the
petition speaks to the determination among black Southerners to solidify their households
as spaces of black independence where masculine and feminine identities could be clearly
established. Of the six committee members—Henry Marrs, Henry Lynn, H.H. Trumbo,
Samuel Demsey, B. Smith, and B.J. Crampton—designated to attach their names to the
petition, four listed occupations. Trumbo and Crampton identified themselves as a grocer
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and barber, respectively, while Marrs taught at a “Colored School” and Lynn worked as a
livery stable keeper. Although all claimed respectable occupations, these men were
hardly wealthy elites with easy access to economic or political power. As representatives
of one of the most vulnerable groups in the Commonwealth, moreover, these men knew
from first-hand experience that white Kentuckians had long turned to violence in order to
destroy black autonomy. Unsurprisingly, the committee associated attacks on black
homes with the larger effort to silence African Americans who dared express the rights
“expressly guaranteed to us by the Constitution of the United States.”77 In addition to
being driven from their homes, black Kentuckians were also “driven from the polls,
refused the right to vote [and]…many have been slaughtered while attempting to vote.”78
It was a state of affairs that had existed for far too long. Over five years before
Marrs, Lynn, Trumbo, Demsey, Smith, and Crampton courageously affixed their names
to a petition that would be printed by order of the assembled Senate during the 42nd
United States Congress, John Moltimore Howser travelled to Louisville and testified at
the Freedmen’s Court concerning the destruction of his house and his eviction from his
home place in Spencer County. It had been nearly four and a half years since Green
Jones and the freedmen in the surrounding area had been taken from their homes and
viciously whipped because they refused to live on their former master’s property. In
some ways, the changes that Howser, Green, and millions of other freedpeople
experienced in the half-decade following the Civil War were revolutionary.79 In others,
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racial violence still aimed to hem black Southerners into defined roles and physical
spaces that limited personal and familial independence.
In the aftermath of the Civil War, white Southerners targeted black households
and families in order to punish those individuals whose achievements carried them too far
from the status they had occupied as slaves. Black autonomy and independence were
frightening concepts for white Southerners, and they would employ appalling levels of
violence in the hope of erasing African Americans from public life. For far too many
black Southerners, such violence was devastating. While individual acts of terror carried
enormous weight, it was the consistency of racial terrorism that black Southerners
identified as most oppressive.80 Even then, attacks on black homes that destroyed
physical structures and forced African American families to move or relocate were never
able to achieve the ends that white Southerners truly desired. White terrorists marshaled
all of the violence that they could—but it would never be enough to force John Howser or
Henry Marrs to forego an independent household and move back into the spaces they had
occupied while enslaved. Home place terrorism did indelibly shape the postbellum
landscape and the establishment of independent black homes, but it could never
extinguish the tangible and symbolic importance of the household to black men, women,
and children.
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Chapter 4 – “Twice I have been shot at in my schoolroom…”: Violence and
Education

Douglass Wilson and Edmonia Highgate were two of the thousands of African
Americans living in New Orleans during the violent summer of 1866. Across the city,
black residents were harassed and outraged on a daily basis as political tensions between
Republicans and Democrats over passage of the “black codes” and questions of back
enfranchisement threatened to reach boiling point. By late July, the “violent feelings of
hostility” between the factions spilled over in one of the most infamous incidents of
Reconstruction violence—the New Orleans massacre. That July 30, outside the
Mechanics’ Institute, a mob composed primarily of members of the New Orleans Police
Force and ex-Confederate soldiers harassed, assaulted, and murdered blacks and
delegates to the Louisiana Constitutional Convention with impunity. The police, sent to
restore order, instead joined the mob. When federal troops finally arrived on the scene
two hours later, the rout was complete. Dr. Albert Hartsuff, the military surgeon charged
with assessing the number of casualties, reported “thirty-seven certainly, and ten more
probably, killed on the side of the convention, against a single citizen [hit by a stray
bullet] on the side of the city authorities.”1 On the national level, the massacre, and
another eerily similar one in Memphis, Tennessee, would serve as a major turning point
between Presidential and Radical Reconstruction. In brief, the violence of the mob
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backfired. They had hoped to preserve the white republic through force; instead, the mob
had done more than Radicals could have ever dreamed in convincing the North that
Congressional intervention would be needed to effectively handle the defeated Southern
states. Strangely enough, so it seemed, white terrorism had set the nation on the road to
African American citizenship and universal manhood suffrage.2
On the ground in New Orleans such progress was more difficult to discern. For
Edmonia Highgate and Douglass Wilson, the violent white supremacism evident in the
massacre continued to manifest itself through tremendous disruptions to the education of
black children. Wilson, a former Union soldier, recalled several years later the everyday
struggle of sending his children to school in the aftermath of the riot. “We had no idea
that we should see them return home in the evening. Big white boys and half-grown men
used to pelt them with stones and run them down with open knives, both to and from
school,” Wilson began. “Sometimes they came home bruised, stabbed, beaten half to
death, and some times quite dead. My own son himself was often thus beaten.” The
meaning of such violence was hardly lost on Wilson. “He has on his forehead to-day a
scar over his right eye,” the former Union soldier continued, “which sadly tells the story
of his trying experience in those days in his efforts to get an education. I was wounded in
the war, trying to get my freedom, and he over the eye, trying to get an education.”3 For
Wilson and so many others, the violence of the Civil War spilled over into
Reconstruction and became invariably associated with efforts to secure the fruits of
citizenship on a personal level.
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Edmonia Highgate was another African American resident of New Orleans who
escaped the slaughter of the riot but lived through its aftershocks. Born in Syracuse, New
York, in 1844, Highgate had moved to Louisiana by the summer of 1866 to serve as a
teacher for the American Missionary Association in a freedmen’s school in New Orleans.
By December of that year, she had relocated roughly two hundred miles west to
Vermillionville in order to escape the violence in New Orleans. “After the horrible riots
in New Orleans in July,” Highgate wrote to Reverend M.E. Strieby, “I found my heart
getting impaired from hospital visiting and excitement so I came here [Vermillionville] to
do what I could and get stronger corporally, that I might enter fully into carrying light
and knowledge into dark places.” While Highgate reported that Northern politicians
would have been “surprised” by the “adjustment of relations between employer and
former slaves,” there was, nonetheless, “much opposition” to her school:
Twice I have been shot at in my room. Some of my night-school scholars
have been shot but none killed. A week ago an aged freedmen was shot so
badly as to break his arm and leg—just across the way. The rebels here
threatened to burn down the school and house in which I board before the
first month passed. Yet they have not materially harmed us.4
Highgate’s conclusion was rather remarkable. Local “rebels” had shot an unspecified
number of her students, had attempted to assassinate Highgate twice, and had warned her
that her school and home would be burnt to the ground—all because she had the temerity
to believe that African Americans in Louisiana deserved an education. And yet,
Highgate resolved in the midst of all the evidence to the contrary that she and her
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students had not really been harmed. In the face of such violence, their work would
continue.
For Wilson, Highgate, and millions of other black Southerners, schools provided
African Americans a tangible link to the future through the promise to improve and
elevate black children by means of an education. This chapter contends that black
Southerners placed such an emphasis on racial advancement, in fact, that the school
house and the spaces of learning came to be seen as essential to freedom. White
Southerners, however, interpreted the freedmen’s schools as a route to social and political
equality and, eventually, integration. As a result, white Southerners threatened and
assaulted both students and teachers in an effort to eliminate the means of learning. In
turn, white terrorists resorted to demolishing the educational infrastructure: school
houses, school books, writing utensils, and more. All told, such violence aimed at
controlling whose vision of the future would come to fruition in the postbellum South.
Despite high levels of violence, however, it was impossible to physically stifle African
American’s desires to educate their children because learning processes transcended
space and could persist well beyond the school house.

Racial violence directed against African American students, teachers, and
schoolhouses was persistent in the postbellum South. Reports poured in from all quarters
as Freedmen’s Bureau agents, black newspapers, missionaries, and other concerned
witnesses testified that white Southerners had resorted to violence and terrorism to
destroy black aspirations to quality education. Black schoolhouses and teachers, tangible
representations of progress for African Americans, became obvious targets. In early
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1868, Bureau agents from both Bowling Green, Kentucky, and Paducah, Kentucky,
reported that they had located a number of sites where schoolhouses might be built, but
that military protection would be required if they were to remain operational.5 Such an
assessment supported the claims that Charles Johnson, a local Bureau agent in Bowling
Green, had made in late 1866. According to Johnson, white citizens in his district were
decidedly against the existence of the freedmen’s schools: “There is no assistance
received from the whites, on the contrary a universal opposition to the education of the
Freedmen.”6 In April 1868 that “universal opposition” manifested itself in a letter sent
by local Ku Klux Klan members to Mrs. L. A. Baldwin, a teacher at a local black school
in Bowling Green. Alongside an outline of a coffin, the Klan attached an ominous
message: “BLOOD! POISON! POWDER! TORCH! Leave in five days, or hell’s your
portion!”7 Far too often these threats became a brutal reality. According to an 1871
gathering of black Kentuckians in Frankfort, white incendiaries had led a violent
campaign against black education in recent years and torched myriad schoolhouses and
educational exhibits throughout central Kentucky. “We find their [the white terrorists]
deeds,” the committee concluded, “are perpetrated only upon colored men and white
Republicans….We ask, how long is this state of things to last!”8
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The implications of violence in the educational context were immediately
apparent to both victims and perpetrators. For African Americans, school place violence
directly placed the most vulnerable members of the black community, young children, in
imminent danger. Whether the threat came from former slaveholders who refused to
allow children to leave plantation duties to attend school, riotous mobs in New Orleans,
or indiscriminate shots fired by white brigands into black schools, the personal safety of
students was never guaranteed.
In addition to the risk of physical harm, black parents such as Douglass Wilson
also recalled the heavy psychological burden that came with allowing their children to
pursue an education. For the white citizens who resented these efforts, and the terrorists
who perpetrated violent attacks against defenseless schools, such belligerence represented
another prong in the effort to maintain social, political, and economic control of black
bodies. Planters continually railed against the waste of educating agricultural workers,
and they balked at the prospect of losing laborers for weeks and months at a time.9 As in
other instances, many white Southerners also rejected black education because it offered
the hope of black material and intellectual achievement—and, for the more
eschatologically-inclined, the apocalyptic prospect of racial and social equality.10 In this
sense, educational violence should be understood as part of a larger struggle to control
whose vision of the future would come to fruition in the postbellum South.
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Black resistance to school place violence would also shape the extent to which
white terrorists would have to go in order to undermine African American education.
Individual acts of violence that had proved effective at intimidating employees or
physically restraining the newly emancipated, in short, were incapable of extinguishing
the broader desire for education that most black Southerners possessed. Because the
aspiration to learn transcended space and time, white brigands began to target the
material goods and resources that were required to operate the freedmen’s schools.
While a threat or assault could prevent one student from attending one school for a
certain period of time, these actions would need to be repeated perpetually in order to
achieve the long-term goal of denying educational opportunities to black Southerners. In
contrast, setting fire to a schoolhouse, or destroying books and writing utensils, could
wreak havoc on the fragile infrastructure of the freedmen’s schools and deprive entire
parishes, counties, and regions of educational opportunities. Such actions constituted a
decidedly new form of terror that white Southerners would resort to time and again
during Reconstruction.
Viewed from the perspective of 1861, the development of black education in the
South over the next decade would seem nothing short of remarkable. Outlawed in most
of the slaveholding South on the eve of the Civil War, African American schools began
to be established as the process of emancipation unfolded. The effort commenced as
early as the first year of the war, when Northern philanthropic and missionary societies
sent teachers into areas occupied by Union troops. As the war continued, these private
efforts would be further bolstered by new Northern aid societies and substantially
reinforced by the federal government through intermittent military attempts to educate
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contrabands and freedpeople that, by 1865, were consolidated under the Freedmen’s
Bureau. 11 The establishment of black schools, in fact, was one of the most important
functions that the Bureau carried out as part of its mission to integrate African Americans
into free society.12 The results, at least quantitatively, were very impressive. During the
five-year period from 1866 to 1870, the Bureau managed to operate 4,239 schools, hire
9,307 teachers, and teach 247,333 students.13 State-sponsored schools for black children
were also planned and organized across the South during Radical Reconstruction, but
white Southerners firmly denied African American requests for integration and operated
black schools on a legally segregated basis for the next century.14 By 1870, the effective
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end of the Bureau’s involvement in the education of the freedmen and the shift to statefunded schools, it is estimated that nearly one-fourth of black children of school-age
attended a public school in the South.15 For hundreds of thousands of black Southerners,
these changes represented a transformative step in the process of securing American
citizenship.
The formal creation of African American schools that began during the Civil War
built upon a much longer history of educational efforts undertaken by the enslaved, and
even some white slaveholders, during the antebellum period. Although nearly every
Southern state prohibited the instruction of the enslaved, these statutes were ignored by
many white Southerners until the early 1830s. After Nat Turner’s failed revolt in 1831,
however, white Southerners developed a more universally suspicious view of black
education. Nineteenth-century Americans had long identified the close connections
between education, literacy, and freedom, and Turner’s uprising, alongside an earlier
movement led by Denmark Vesey, convinced the slaveholding South that education and
literacy would arouse feelings of self-assertion and rebellion among the enslaved.16 The
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instruction of the enslaved continued throughout the 1840s and 1850s on a more sporadic
basis—and individuals such as Frederick Douglass, for example, famously exemplified
the belief that education was the route to both mental and physical freedom—but
structured education declined steadily until the outbreak of the Civil War.17 In 1860, it is
estimated that between five and ten percent of the Southern black population, both free
and enslaved, was literate.18
As emancipation unfolded, black Southerners evinced the desire to build upon
these earlier foundations and declared that it was now the right and duty of all African
Americans to pursue educational endeavors. In late April 1865, the New Orleans Black
Republican charged that “Freedom and schools, books and newspapers, go hand in hand.
Let us secure the freedom we have received by the intelligence that can maintain it.”19
Earlier that month, in announcing their mission, the editors of the Black Republican
unequivocally declared that slavery had amounted to intellectual darkness, and that
African Americans must throw off these chains and embrace the new opportunities before
them. “We have been outraged,” the editorial began. “Our intellects have been chained
as well as our bodies. Indeed, our very souls were not our own. It was a crime to teach
us. We dared not hold a book in our hands. We were dragged through the streets and
into the jails, without cause, and with no chance at justice.” Although the editors
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believed that many changes had occurred for the better in recent years, the “serpent” of
slavery was not quite dead:
He is weakened, but not captured or overcome. The heel must bruise his
head and crush it. This will be done by us, not with the sword, not with
words, newspapers or orations, but by our life, our conduct, our own very
faithfulness to the freedom we have commenced to enjoy. Honesty,
industry, temperance, religion, education, truthfulness—these will be the
virtues that will make us strong…20
This idealistic interpretation of education would be repeated time and again across the
postbellum South.
At the First Colored Convention of Kentucky held in March 1866, delegates
declared that it was critical that the freedmen pursue an education in order to stake their
claims to the rights and duties of American citizenship. “Education,” the convention
resolved, was “essential to the elevation and prosperity of any people.” Furthermore, the
delegates dedicated themselves to “labor to the utmost of our poor ability to infuse into
the minds of Colored Fellow Citizens, the desire to educate themselves and their
children.”21 Many literate black men who were serving in the Union armies also claimed
that African American troops needed an education in order to perform their duties as noncommissioned officers and participate equitably in free society. John Sweeney, a
sergeant from Green County, Kentucky, wrote to General Clinton B. Fisk in October
1865 and urged that more be done to educate both the troops and the black populace at
large. According to Sweeney, during a recent furlough he had been shocked at the “ill
treatment on the account of the lack of Education [among black Kentuckians, they] being
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incapable of putting Thier complaints or applications in writing. For the want of
Education totally ignorant Of the Great Good Workings of the Government in our
behalf.”22 One month later, J.R. Reasoner, a chaplain serving with the 119th U.S.C.T.,
worried that upon discharge the men in the ranks would simply return to their former
masters and “would be virtually under a worse system of servitude than that from which
they have just emerged. If taught to read and write…when he is discharged, [he] will
take his family and go where he can be an independent man.”23 Indeed, in the early years
of Reconstruction it seemed that black Southerners possessed a nearly “blind faith” that
education would “empower and elevate their race.”24
The reaction of white Southerners to these demands for black educational
opportunities varied greatly over time and space, but some general patterns emerged. In
chronological terms, the Southern states did establish state-sponsored schools for both
black and white children during Reconstruction, but foot-dragging and a hostility to
increased taxes delayed their implementation until after the demise of the Bureau
schools.25 In the period under consideration in this chapter, mainly the Bureau’s tenure
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from 1865 to 1870, white violence against freedmen’s schools appears to have waned in
intensity as time went on, especially after 1868.26 Although much of the evidence
collected by the Bureau is anecdotal rather than methodical, there are several probable
reasons for this slight decline. First, white Southerners complained most vociferously
about the racial integration of schoolhouses and the larger educational system. Physical
proximity, as in other avenues of life, smacked of social and civil proximity in the
educational setting. In the Bureau schools, integration often meant that white educators,
many of them from the North, taught black students—an arrangement that many white
terrorists would not accept. As Reconstruction progressed, the increased literacy of the
freedmen meant that many black Southerners made the transition from student to teacher.
If white Southerners were not exactly enthused about continuing education for the
freedpeople, they may have been more inclined to accept schoolhouses that were not
integrated.27
More systematically, the gradual withdrawal of the private missionary societies,
especially after 1867, led to a slackening of racial terrorism that was directed against the
freedmen’s schools because white terrorists believed that they had already accomplished
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what they had set out to do. In other words, the inability of the private associations to
sustain their educational endeavors in the face of rampant violence reduced the animosity
that white Southerners held against the freedmen’s schools because the alleged Northern
interlopers and outside agitators had been rebuffed in their mission to remake Southern
society.28 By the late-1860s, Bureau officials had also realized that it was extremely
difficult to operate black schools, especially in rural areas, unless military protection
could realistically be obtained. These earlier experiences with violent whites, combined
with incessant shortages of both funding and manpower, meant that the Bureau
consolidated its gains where it could during the final years of its existence rather than
continuing to establish schools in new parishes or counties. The result was a fairly
uneven distribution of schoolhouses. Whereas one county might possess adequate
infrastructure, a neighboring county with a larger black population might be entirely
devoid of any Bureau influence.29 On an individual basis, of course, such trends were
imperceptible. If less schoolhouses were burned or fewer students assaulted in 1870 than
1866, the individual consequences in specific locales remained cataclysmic.
Violent responses to black schools were also shaped by the rural and urban
divides of the South. Although this chapter will focus nearly exclusively on rural schools
because of the extent of the racial violence that was directed against them, it is important
to keep in mind that urban schools were also targeted by white terrorists. Still, the
freedmen’s schools that operated in urban areas were able to avoid some of the worst
excesses that plagued the rural, isolated schoolhouses throughout the Southern
backcountry. In logistical terms, the most important development was the ability of
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teachers and Bureau officials more carefully to select where the urban schools should be
located. The federal government did not have unlimited funds to rent any building that
educators might desire, but nevertheless it was easier to find better options in Southern
cities than it was in the rural South—with the dilapidated barns and spare buildings that
former slaveholders begrudgingly rented at exorbitant prices to the Bureau.
The presence of the federal government, and that of the Union Army, was also
more visible in Southern cities and it was much more likely that violent offenders would
be apprehended and tried in federal court. In fact, in urban environments such as New
Orleans, the frustrations most consistently voiced by the African American community
were the lack of public money spent on black schools and the failure of the state
legislatures to provide a feasible solution to this perpetual problem.30 All of this is not
meant to suggest that blacks in places such as New Orleans and Louisville, Kentucky,
were able to peacefully attend school on a daily basis. The vignettes that open this
chapter, after all, are a stark reminder that events anywhere in the South could turn
deadly in a matter of seconds. If urban school place violence was less common than its
rural counterpart, it nonetheless shared many of the characteristics that made such
violence so insidious and effective at limiting black educational opportunities.
As in so many other aspects of life in the postbellum South, the gulf between
black and white expectations over the future of education in the region would lead to
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devastating violence. News traveled surprisingly quickly, and reports of racial terrorism
were carried far and wide in the black press. In September 1866, the New Orleans
Tribune commented on the violent campaign of Alvin Duvall for the office of clerk of the
Kentucky Court of Appeals. “The Kentuckians,” the Tribune began, “Mr. Duvall’s
supporters, have been burning the schoolhouses of the freedmen and committing other
outrages not altogether in the interest of education.”31 Throughout Reconstruction, the
violence that black Southerners confronted in the quest to obtain an education was severe
and widespread. That so many persevered in the face of such adversity is a testament to
their faith in the power of education—and a sad reminder of the true extent and cost of
racial terrorism in the postbellum South.
And yet, the cold reality remained that the educational system that African
Americans and their allies developed for the freedmen in the rural South during the first
years of Reconstruction was often haphazard, consistently underfunded, and nearly
always on the brink of its demise due to white intransigence and violence. Simple
logistical concerns meant that “schoolhouses” were often converted spare rooms, homes,
churches, or barns, and federal officials and teachers quickly realized that a large number
of local schools would need to be established, and financed, in order to reach a
population that was largely denied mobility—at times legally, and often materially, due
to a lack of financial resources. In these circumstances, even a small development such
as an unexpectedly cold day could have a major influence on a school’s operation. In
Ascension Parish, Louisiana, Porter S. Campbell, Principal of No. 3 School, reported in
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December 1865 that the “house [the school] is such a miserable concern that in cold
weather it is impossible for the children to live in.” On warm days he estimated that
around 70 students attended regularly; on cold days, that number dropped to roughly
fifteen.32
Fiscal concerns were also paramount. In December 1866, R.E. Johnston reported
that the Freedmen’s Bureau office in Lexington, Kentucky, had only been able to provide
$30 the previous November to operate schools in the district that employed 12 black
teachers and served 410 students: out of a total expenditure of $1,392 by the Bureau,
$1,362.15 had been paid in tuition by the freedmen. If this source of income dried up, the
schools would undoubtedly be closed.33 Even though such material hardships and
monetary shortages could hardly be blamed directly on racial terrorism, they speak
forcefully to the precarious existence of the freedmen’s schools. Balanced as they were
on a razor’s edge between success and failure, black schools—and teachers and
students—proved highly susceptible to white violence.
All of these material and logistical issues were exacerbated in rural areas. In
order to effectively reach the freedmen, many schoolhouses were established on, or near,
plantations to make it more convenient for large numbers of black children to attend.
Although perhaps practical in one sense, this solution presented a number of potential
problems. For the teachers who ventured into these rural areas, the feeling of isolation
and ostracism from the white community could be severe. Often singled-out as traitors to
their race, many white teachers found it extremely difficult to rent rooms and buildings
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from white planters who were reluctant to be labelled supporters of the Freedmen’s
Bureau, and the freedmen’s schools, by their neighbors.34 Left largely to their own
devices to manage daily operations, rural teachers were also more susceptible to the
threats of verbal intimidation and physical harm than educators in urban settings. For the
freedmen, many of whom were agricultural workers, it was nearly impossible to raise
even the small sums of money needed to purchase the tuition tickets that helped keep the
schoolhouse doors open when Bureau funds were insufficient.35 Reports of teachers that
had not been paid for months were common, and the allocation of scarce resources was
always a point of contention in Bureau communication. The physical proximity of black
schools to plantations also meant that former slaveholders, and current employers, could
more easily surveil the premises and intervene to keep children from attending school
when there was an urgent need for their labor.
In October 1865, E.M. Larkin, director of freedmen’s schools in rural Washington
and St. Tammany Parishes, Louisiana, described some of these obstacles in more
concrete terms. According to Larkin, it was doubtful if even one government school
could be organized in Washington Parish, as the locale was in the “gall of bitterness & in
the bind of iniquity.” As far as Larkin was concerned, it was evident that local whites
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continued to act as though the “slave laws” were still enforced, and the freedmen were
regularly and repeatedly whipped or driven entirely out of the parish when a season’s
crops had been harvested. Furthermore, the black population was so sparse—and the
planters firmly against perceived intrusions from the Freedmen’s Bureau—that “the
colored people were too scattered for a school.” “The people throughout these parishes,”
Larkin persisted, “are bitterly hostile to our attempt to educate & elevate the negro. There
is a general feeling that slavery is still in a modified form to exist.” Compounding
matters further was the apparent belief among the white population that the complete
Union victory earlier in the year had not truly brought an end to the Civil War. “I have
been asked if I believed Confederate money would be good again,” Larkin concluded,
and a “combination is not improbable to refuse work to the negro in order to starve him
into his old relation.”36
For educators who were able to establish freedmen’s schools in the rural South,
the most common experience with white terrorists amounted to verbal threats and
intimidation. Given the near-universal opposition to black education among the white
populace, and the striking tendency of the former rebels to resort to violence, it is hardly
surprising that most teachers took these threats seriously and reported them to Bureau
officials. It was also typical for whites to intimidate individuals engaged in establishing
freedmen’s schools. In November 1865, P.B. Randolph telegrammed Captain H.R. Pease
in New Orleans to relate his travails in Thibodaux, Lafourche Parish. “I have succeeded
so far with the Petition [to organize the school],” Randolph began, but he had run into
trouble with angry white Louisianans. “The work is dangerous, my life is threatened and
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I think may be taken.” Still, the excitement for schools in the nearby villages of St.
Charles, Houma, and Brashear was “intense,” and Randolph declared that he would go on
if Pease so desired.37 A month earlier, Alfred J. Rose had written to Pease from
Madisonville with a similar message. Speaking to a man who had been a friend before
the war, Rose claimed that he had been warned that there was nothing wrong with
making money from a scheme to educate the freedmen, but that soon local whites would
have control of the state and “the people do not want to pay taxes for educating the
Negroes. Look out,” Rose’s friend cautioned, “for some of these wild fellows will shoot
you full of holes.”38
Across the postbellum South, the situation was similar as countless individuals
risked their lives in the effort to support black education. Irad Dunn, a freedman living
near Camp Dick Robinson, Kentucky, had lost everything as a result of his stature within
the local community. According to the local Bureau agent in early 1868, Dunn was “a
most excellent man, treasurer of a society among the black men for the promotion of
education and the care of colored paupers.” For this, white brigands had threatened his
life and driven him off “his place…[he] is now skulking about, living from hand to
mouth, for the sin of being connected with an organization to promote education and
alleviate misery among his own race.” Despite the desperate need for federal troops,
local blacks and Unionists often advised against sending “any soldiers to protect them;
for fear, as they say, that when the soldiers are taken away vengeance will be visited upon
them.” As long as local rebels believed that the Civil Rights Acts would be supported
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and enforced by the Bureau, it was possible to achieve a semblance of law and order, “but
they have discovered that the United States civil authorities are powerless without the
sword, and they believe that the military will not come to the rescue.” For black
Kentuckians, this state of affairs was ominous and foreboding. “All this is humiliating,”
the report concluded, “but it is true, and I repeat again that the bureau officers are not
responsible for this condition of affairs, and they cannot prevent it.”39
The sheer volume of verbal threats directed at educators, both black and white,
points to several important elements of school place violence. First, racial terrorism in an
educational setting was often more impersonal and “generalized” than violence in other
avenues of life.40 The violence of emancipation, the workplace, and the household was
normally very personal, and grew out of long periods of interaction between victim and
perpetrator—in many cases these relationships spanned the era of the Civil War and
included years on either side of the conflict. When a white employer whipped an
employee who they had formally enslaved, for instance, such an action was meant to both
recreate the antebellum social order and dictate the terms of black freedom moving
forward. In other words, it was violence rooted in a practical and psychological context
that was both historical and contemporary. As such, this violence evoked incredible
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symbolic power for, and could be easily understood by, black and white Southerners who
made connections between postbellum violence and antebellum social relations.
The teachers that Northern missionary societies and the Freedmen’s Bureau sent
into the rural South, especially Northern whites, however, represented something entirely
new in Southern society. It was impossible, therefore, for white Southerners to rely on
established patterns of violence. A white man might claim the right to enter a freedman’s
house on the grounds that he had exercised that prerogative as a slaveholder and a white
man—but what were these same men to do with these educators, sometimes white
women, who moved into their communities to open schools for the freedmen? With little
precedent on which to act, white Southerners first turned to threats and verbal harassment
in their dealings with these outsiders and alleged racial traitors.
The notion that freedmen’s teachers were simply interlopers hoping to profit at
the expense of the white South was another common thread of schoolhouse violence. Of
the threats that were made and reported to the Freedmen’s Bureau, most evinced the
belief that things would return to the way they had been once the outside “agitators” and
“trouble-makers” were driven from the community. The mistrust of strangers, and the
archetypal unattached men, was already pervasive in the white South by the time of
Reconstruction, and it was fairly easy to brand these newcomers as similarly unwanted
and unworthy.41 In the October 1865 letter that Alfred J. Rose sent to Captain H.R.
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Pease, quoted above, Rose reported further threats made to a carpenter, Daniel Rigs, who
had been contracted to build a schoolhouse for the Bureau. According to Rose, he had
sent Rigs into the countryside to purchase “lumber for school purposes” at a local
sawmill. While there, the owners of the sawmill, “Mr. and Mrs. Dunkin, told him that if
Mr. Rose dared put up a school either in Covington or Washington Parish, that the people
would tar and Feather him and ride him on a rail.” When asked for what purpose he
wanted to purchase the timber, Rigs claimed that he intended to fabricate some shelving,
as he feared that “they would not let him have the lumber” if they knew it was to build a
school for the freedmen.42
Although often portrayed comically in modern American culture, the practice of
tarring and feathering was particularly brutal and riven with political meaning in the
nineteenth century South.43 In Rose’s case, the sawmill owners’ threats had made the
white community’s position unmistakably clear: by physically removing his person from
the immediate vicinity through the highly symbolic act of riding him on a rail, whites
would excise the outsider and extinguish the local effort to educate the freedmen before it
had even begun.
Viewed together, these two characteristics of school place violence highlight yet
another common white supremacist belief regarding black education. In short, most
white Southerners conceded that, in theory, some amount of schooling for African
American children could be beneficial for future employers and employees; but, they
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flatly rejected the notion that any such instruction should occur in their hometown.44 In
both the monthly reports that Bureau agents filed from rural parishes across Louisiana,
and the teacher’s monthly school reports completed by educators at specific freedmen’s
schools, one of the standard questions asked the respondents to gauge the “public
sentiment” toward schools for the freedmen and poor whites. By the late-1860s, white
animosity towards these institutions, in general, had slackened somewhat, but planters
and other whites of means appear to have become resigned to the idea of black schools
while still refusing to offer any positive support.
In August 1868, Edward Mitchell, teacher at a school on Vick’s Plantation in
Lafourche Parish, Louisiana, simply claimed that white attitudes towards the schools
were “good if at a distance,” but he could gain little sustenance from the local population
for his operation. Mitchell’s remarks substantiated a report filed in February 1868 by
E.H. Hosner, Bureau agent in Plaquemines Parish, Right Bank, in which Hosner
complained that the schools could not function without more federal assistance. “The
public sentiment seems to be,” Hosner began, “that the freedmen would be better off
educated…but it is very difficult to get any to subscribe or donate anything for school
purposes.” When asked how the Bureau might more successfully operate schools for
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blacks and poor whites, Hosner replied in the same manner for months on end: “pay
teachers.”45
Delicately poised as these schools often were on the brink of catastrophe, it was
hardly surprising that threats and intimidation proved so successful at limiting black
educational efforts. In December 1865, John C. Tucker, City Superintendent of Schools
in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, reported to Captain H.R. Pease that nearly all of his teachers
had left the area as a result of the “abuse and insults from these ‘Loyal’ Citizens every
day.” According to Tucker, the main problem was that “Southern teachers” had been
assigned to the freedmen’s schools, and they were not accustomed to facing their
neighbor’s vitriol. “Can you not send me Northern young Ladies, or Men,” Tucker
continued, “Those who can fight these rebels (in their way), as they fight the devil
himself.” That Tucker couched the effort to start the freedmen’s schools in both
eschatological and martial terms was revealing, and it illustrated the stakes for all
involved. As Tucker personally attested, it was the willingness of ex-Confederates in
Baton Rouge to make good on their threats that made them so effective. “I have not only
endured insults,” Tucker wrote, “but have been assaulted in the street at night, and have
had parties of men endeavor to break open my doors at midnight to satisfy their fiendish
propensities.” While Tucker steeled his nerves to endure more ill-treatment, the three
women that the Bureau had employed as teachers were not yet ready to give their life to
the cause. Whatever else Pease decided, Tucker concluded, he must send individuals
“with sufficient moral courage to teach in the col’d schools.”46
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Such qualifications were required across the postbellum South. Bureau agents in
Kentucky reported similar levels of white hostility toward the freedmen’s schools, and
noted that local whites made every effort to obstruct and impede black education. In two
reports filed in June 1868, James Bolton and W. James Kay, from Brandenburg and
Elizabethtown, respectively, claimed that local whites strongly resented the Bureau
schools and did everything in their power to frighten and intimidate the freedmen. A
“large majority” of whites were “bitterly opposed” to educating the freedmen, Bolton
communicated, and these people reiterated the belief that the schools were being forced
on them by the might of the federal government. As for the planters who lived near
Brandenburg, Bolton found no interest at all in educating either the freedmen or poor
whites: the “leaders would prefer to have the ignorant remain so.” Near Elizabethtown,
Kay reported that the “majority of the white Citizens are opposed to the education of the
Freedmen, and in fact will leave nothing undone to discourage them from educating their
children.”47 Although Kay failed to elaborate, the news of burned schoolhouses, teachers
openly assaulted on city streets, and roving bands of outlaws that outraged African
Americans at will would undoubtedly have proven effective at limiting the establishment
of black schools. Little else might be expected in a state where Bureau agents had
already concluded that nothing short of the Union Army would be required to protect
both schoolhouses and African American students from white terrorism.
For Bureau officials and teachers on the ground, of course, it was often difficult to
separate verbal threats and the general hostility of local whites from more tangible risks
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to one’s physical safety. In a meandering report that P.B. Randolph sent to Captain A.G.
Struder in April 1866 to relate the condition of freedmen’s schools in the parishes of
Vermillion, Lafayette, and St. Martin’s, Randolph described a spirit of terror and fear in
rural Louisiana that made it nearly impossible to establish black schools. “In the villages
that I visited I found the colored people desirous of having schools,” Randolph began, but
“the whites are opposed to the schools.” While planters were uniformly against
instituting freedmen’s schools that would limit the available supply of labor, Randolph
commented that “poor whites” were even more outspoken against the government’s
efforts.48 These poorer whites were “intensely rebel in sentiment,” Randolph continued,
“hating all Yankees most heartily, disliking…the idea of schools for freedmen and
[doing] all they dare to intimidate and frighten the blacks about the matter.” The
atmosphere was so “hostile” that Randolph feared that “teachers would have a very hard
time out of the villages, and even in them.” Ultimately, Randolph concluded that the
reality was such that “the freedpeople of La Fayette [sic] and Vermillion are not yet free
in fact: they are subjected and submit to violence, even to the extent of being assaulted in
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the church without resistance.”49 In their efforts to prevent the establishment of
freedmen’s schools in their neighborhoods, it was the willingness of white Southerners to
act on their deadly threats that made verbal intimidation so effective.
Although physical assaults directed against teachers and other educators were less
common than threats and verbal intimidation, the consequences of such attacks could be
extremely severe. The escalation from potential to actualized violence was a step that not
every white Southerner was prepared to take, and agents and teachers in the field were
keenly aware that the Bureau did not have the resources to investigate every instance of
verbal abuse. In December 1865, William Brennan, teacher at the Franklin Government
School in Franklin, Louisiana, wrote to Captain H.R. Pease to relate what had occurred in
the town since his arrival the previous October. Although a great deal of prejudice
existed against the Bureau schools, Brennan stated that he had been able to enroll over
130 students who attended on a regular basis. For his success, Brennan had excited the
ire of certain elements of the white populace: “I was insulted to day [sic], as I was
passing along the street, as yet they have only manifested themselves by words, as far as I
am concerned, but whether they will stop at that, or not, I cannot decide.” In any case,
Brennan did not want to wait around and find out—if it could be done, Brennan begged
Pease, he would like to be reassigned to another government school in New Orleans “as
soon as possible and practicable.”50
That Southern whites were somewhat hesitant to attack teachers, educators, and
Bureau officials is understandable. As noted above, these individuals represented
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something decidedly new to white supremacists, and thus they were outside of the violent
patterns of antebellum life that were often copied—although in a very different context—
by terrorists and outlaws after the Civil War. It was also true that many of these people
were white, and even though ex-Confederates railed against these race “traitors” and
branded them as social pariahs, it remained true that African American leaders and
educators were far more likely to be harassed, assaulted, or murdered than their white
allies. Just as important, however, was the simple reality that teachers and Bureau agents
were federal officials, and any physical attack against them was far more likely to draw a
response that would place the perpetrator in federal court.51 As boisterous and outspoken
as white Southerners were, few cared to tangle directly with the might of the Union
Army.52
It seems callous and against the republican ideals of human equality to note that
governmental officials were more appalled by crimes against white officials and agents
than the freedmen—but it was the cold truth. This can partly be attributed to the
ingrained racial prejudices of much of the white North, but serious logistical obstacles
should not be overlooked. Bureau records contain thousands of cases whereby federal
officials investigated violent crimes and reported the matter to the civil authorities, but
they could do little else.53 Even when charges were brought at the state level, moreover,
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it was nearly impossible to prosecute whites who had outraged blacks due to bans against
African American testimony and the sheer refusal of white juries to convict white
defendants.54 In other cases, local blacks refused to cooperate with Bureau officials and
provide testimony because they rightly feared white retaliation once the federal presence
was withdrawn from the area.55 Combined with continuing racial bias, these factors
severely restricted what was possible to accomplish through the legal process. All of this
is not meant to suggest that teachers and officials were in any way free from the risk of
physical harm; dire as the consequences might be, white Southerners did resort to
corporeal violence when threats no longer appeared sufficient to the cause.
In late 1865, Lieutenant B.F. Burnham, 84th U.S. Infantry, reported one such
assault on a teacher in Plaquemines Parish, Louisiana, to Captain H.R. Pease in New
Orleans. The affair began when David Pollock, a teacher in the district, attempted to
remove school property from a building that the Bureau had occupied near English Bend
on land owned by one B. Myers. According to Burnham, while Pollock was “peaceably
attempting to remove our school property from the premises,” Myers commenced
assaulting the teacher. During the tussle, Myers “discharged at him [Pollock] a gun twice
without hitting him.” While Pollock was thus engaged, two men employed by Myers
rushed at the government teacher “and attacked him with a hand spike.” Although
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Pollock suffered no life-threatening injuries, Burnham believed that the Bureau should
pursue criminal charges against Myers.

“I am informed,” Burnham continued, “that

charges were brought against said Myers about two weeks since…for insulting our
teacher in that district [Plaquemines Parish], Miss M. Stiner, but that the Parish Provost
took no action in the premises.” To allow such actions to continue unabated would set a
dangerous precedent, as Myers’ behavior had escalated from verbally abusing a female
teacher to physically assaulting, and attempting to kill, another Bureau official. It was
exactly the pattern of behavior that many teachers and school officials, like William
Brennan, feared, even as they hoped it would never come to be. “Should his example
pass unpunished,” Burnham concluded rather stoically, “no teacher or colored school will
be safe in Plaquemines or St. Bernard Parishes.”56
If physical assaults against teachers were at least partially dissuaded by the
reasons given here, no similar set of restrictions kept planters and former slaveholders
from harassing and abusing the students who attended the government schools.57 At the
same time, attacks directed at black children—and adults who attended the night
schools—were much less likely to be reported by Bureau officials and teachers because
these outrages often occurred away from the schoolhouse. The rationale of planters,
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quite clearly, was that it was easier to corral their workforce by preventing black students
from attending school at all. Open attacks against a school house during the day, while
not unheard of, were much less common than physical attacks against black students
who, under normal circumstances, would have attended the freedmen’s schools. Bureau
teachers were undoubtedly aware of this pervasive violence, but it was unrealistic to
expect them to recount every such instance. As a result, thousands of reports are littered
with suggestive language regarding the general hostility of whites and the refusal of
white employers to allow their labor force to leave the farm in order to attend school, but
only the most egregious examples of racial violence, or attacks that happened directly at
the schoolhouse, made it into the official record.
Terrorizing black students also fit more easily into the white South’s existing
framework of racial violence, as slaveholders and planters had claimed the right to
control black bodies and African American mobility for nearly two centuries. In this
sense, whipping or physically restraining individual students, or shooting
indiscriminately into a schoolhouse at night, were actions that white Southerners
understood as necessary to controlling and coercing the black population. For both
victim and perpetrator, this violence took on new meanings after emancipation.
Slaveholders could no longer legally claim that they were merely disciplining their
human property—and African Americans could now rightfully declare that they deserved
an education the same as every other American citizen. School place violence, therefore,
became much more than an effort to wrangle control over how black people would spend
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their time: it was a contest over whose vision of the future would come to fruition in the
South.58
With the stakes as high as they were, whites resorted to actions that were
shocking even in the context of the postbellum South. In an 1865 letter to Thomas W.
Conway, E.W. Wheelock conveyed the testimony of Martha Stiner, a teacher at a
government school in St. Bernard Parish, concerning the “gross abuses” of the freedmen
in her district. Stiner affirmed that although children from four plantations were expected
to attend her school, they were unable to do so because of the treatment they received.
On a plantation owned by a man named Morgan, Stiner continued, there was a
punishment “termed baking in the Sweat box. This consists in putting the colored
offender in a box made to fit the human figure and Compresses it lightly.” The torture
normally lasted “for 24 hours without food or drink” and was considered so atrocious by
the freedmen that they claimed they would “prefer a severe whipping.” The act of
physically confining freedmen to the sweatbox was reminiscent of slaveholder attempts
to control black bodies with totalitarian proficiency, but it took on added meaning after
emancipation. Whereas black families in St. Bernard Parish eagerly embraced the
possibilities of an education for their children at the freedmen’s schools, the violent
actions of local planters made it unequivocally clear that they would continue to use force
to dictate the lives of free black people, much as they had the enslaved.59
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In this sense, Stiner’s words were extremely revealing: the freedmen would rather
be whipped, the type of violence most often associated with slavery during
Reconstruction, than submit to an even more malicious form of torture that white
Southerners employed to terrify blacks who dared believe they had the right to attend the
government school. Wheelock was unsure if there was more than one of these devices in
St. Bernard Parish, but he had heard that the planters conspired to send individuals from
other places to Morgan’s plantation for “the purpose.”60
Several years later, Julia Higgins, a teacher at a freedmen’ school in Fisher’s
Landing, Louisiana, wrote to headquarters in New Orleans to relate the difficulties she
was experiencing with violent whites. “Please excuse me for troubling you so often,”
Higgins began, “but I have had a great deal of trouble in keeping up my school.” Since
the time of her last report, Higgins claimed that local whites had recommenced their
earlier efforts to drive her from the area, and this time they “attempted by force to break
up the school.” Beyond this, the terrorists had also “threatened to shoot any children”
that defied their demands and attended the school. Black parents were somewhat
“reluctant” to send their children to school under the circumstances, Higgins concluded,
but after several days most of the students had returned. Although they had not been
bothered for several days, she feared that local whites were quietly plotting the next step
in their nefarious “designs.”61
In other cases, freedmen’s teachers seemed to have rationalized the violence they
and their students experienced by accepting that some level of violence was normal given
their position. In December 1865, John B. McElroy concluded the yearly report from the
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Magnolia School in Plaquemines Parish by rather blithely noting that the school had
suffered a great deal of indignity during the year. In McElroy’s words: “Sir, I have to
Report that the overseer on this place has done his best to kill me.”62 It was a shocking
way to end his last communication of the year—and yet in the violent atmosphere that
gripped the South during the early days of Reconstruction, it seemed almost hauntingly
fatalistic, a realization that help would only come his way if the overseer proved
successful in his efforts.
The remnants of particularly violent episodes could also have drastic
consequences for local students. In September 1868, a massacre of African Americans
and white Unionists in Opelousas, a small town in St. Landry Parish, Louisiana,
engendered a great deal of animosity and violence against the freedmen’s schools in the
area. At the end of October, the District Superintendent’s Monthly Report for St. Landry
Parish simply noted that schools in Opelousas had not been in operation the entire month.
The reason for such a state of affairs was “the fact of the schools having been entirely
broken up, as one of the results of the late riot.” Tensions were high, and it had been
extremely “difficult to secure the attendance of any scholars since the riot.” Despite
these extenuating circumstances, the report concluded that it was likely that the
government schools could be reopened in the near future once the furor from the
upcoming election had passed and the planters were able to bring in their crops for the
season.63 By the following summer, however, a regiment of Union troops that had been
sent to provide a semblance of order to St. Landry Parish reported that the region was still
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largely lawless and at the mercy of the “Rebel” faction. At the heart of the problem was
the “total inability of the civil government of this Parish to exercise its functions, or to
afford any protection to its Citizens.”64 In such an environment, it was hardly an
exaggeration to say that parents and students risked their lives to attend the government
schools.
And yet, despite the persistence of threats made against schools, students, and
teachers, and the willingness of some terrorists to act on these verbal intimidations, white
Southerners found it remarkably difficult to use personal violence effectively to curtail
the development of African American education. This can be traced, in large part, to the
freedmen’s desire to become educated, and the fact that they were willing to make
sacrifices and suffer serious hardships in order to achieve their goals.65 This realization,
however, can also be explained in logistical terms: one can use violence to stop a student
or teacher from going to one school, but it is nearly impossible to physically destroy a
people’s will to learn. American slaveholders, after all, had tried for over two
centuries—and as soon as the enslaved had achieved their emancipation, they demanded
an education as loudly and forcefully as they could.
In this sense, educational violence was different from attacks that occurred in the
workplace or were directed against black households. An employer might whip a worker
and refuse to pay them, or a group of white men might forcibly remove a black man from
his home and drive his family from their land, and in both cases the violence employed
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accomplished both the immediate and long-term objectives discussed in previous
chapters. Physically assaulting or terrorizing a student might prevent a child from going
to school for a few days or weeks, but it left the larger educational structure intact and
operational. Bent as they were on the general suppression of black education, white
Southerners would look to new forms of savagery and terror.
Ultimately, the destruction of school property proved far more effective at
limiting black educational opportunities than physical violence directed at individual
persons. Schoolhouses, desks, books, slate boards, and other school material provided
white terrorists with tangible targets that could be identified and destroyed. In the
postbellum South, moreover, such resources were particularly scarce and difficult for the
Bureau, and individual teachers, to obtain. Bureau records are littered with requests for
these materials that were necessary in order to operate the government schools, and most
field agents and teachers concluded that it would have been impossible to run the schools
without the tuition paid by the freedmen themselves.66 The effort required to save and
sacrifice in order to buy tuition tickets once was herculean, and it would have been even
more draining to pay yet again for something that had been ripped from one’s grasp by
hatred and force.
Even then, the lack of school supplies was not something that could be overcome
by sheer will and perseverance. Without the mundane assets that were largely
monopolized by whites in the postwar South, the freedmen’s schools simply could not
function. Here was the generalized suppression of African American education that
whites desired, and they could accomplish it all the while avoiding the confrontation with
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federal force that often came with assaulting or harming government officials. In the end,
it would have been impossible to prevent every black child from attending a particular
school—but burning down the schoolhouse, or throwing textbooks and readers into the
Mississippi River, could mean the disruption of the school for weeks and months, and
possibly forever.
The most visceral form of property destruction in the postbellum South was the
burning of black schoolhouses. If damaged desks or books could sometimes be salvaged,
the complete annihilation of a structure and its contents could permanently interrupt black
educational efforts in a given location. In certain instances, the fiery demolition of a
black school might also be highly symbolic, as fire represented the demonic and hellish
qualities of racial violence that regulator groups like the Klan utilized to further terrorize
African Americans.67 In March 1871, a group of black citizens that gathered in
Frankfort, Kentucky, described the wholesale terror that resulted from the burning of
black schoolhouses in central Kentucky. According to the delegation, a schoolhouse had
been burned on Christmas Eve 1867 in Breckinridge County and a “colored school
exhibition” at Midway had been attacked by a white mob the following July. In
September 1869, a “colored meeting-house” that African Americans had repurposed in
Carroll County had been burned, and a “Negro school-house” had been torched by
incendiaries in Christian County during May 1870. The next month, yet another
“Colored school-house on Glen Creek, in Woodford County,” had been burned down by
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local bandits as part of the campaign to deprive African Americans of “life, liberty, and
property” in the Commonwealth. Finally, in early January 1871, white incendiaries had
set fire to both a church and a school in Scott County, rendering it uninhabitable for
educational purposes.68
The New Orleans Tribune noted during September 1866 that the spirit of terror
manifest in Kentucky had taken hold across the entire postbellum South. According to
the Tribune, “the aim of this treachery is to put the steadfast loyalists of the South under
the feet of the ‘whipped but not subdued’ Rebels, and to enable the latter to glut their
vengeance on the former.” The “vengeance” that the Tribune described resulted from the
return to political power of the “soldiers of Lee, Beauregard, Johnston, and Hood” who
had “supplanted nearly all others as policeman of Southern cities; they are organized and
officered as State militia; and they ruthlessly crush every demonstration of loyal Whites
or loyal Blacks in assertion of the EQUAL RIGHTS OF AMERICAN FREEMEN.”
Writing in the aftermath of the New Orleans massacre in the summer of 1866, the
Tribune reminded its readers that such extraordinary violence should not be considered
anomalous in post-Civil War Louisiana. “The recent wholesale massacres at Memphis
and New Orleans,” the editors thundered, “were but conspicuous manifestations of the
spirit now rampant in the South, whereof the pro-Rebel triumph in Kentucky is a more
recent example.”69 The real consequences of this Southern malevolence were found in
everyday life. “The school-houses of the blacks are burned,” the Tribune concluded,
“and their White teachers subjected to violence and outrage by unchanged Rebels, who
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relieve [sic] the work of murder and arson by cheers for Andy Johnson and execrations of
Congress.” Although the Civil War was officially over and emancipation a reality, the
struggle continued.70
While arson represented the scorched-earth policy of white terrorists, more
mundane forms of property destruction proliferated as well. Across the postbellum
South, it was common practice to attack schoolhouses during the night or when the local
teacher or agent were absent. Upon arriving at his post at School No. 6 in Terrebonne
Parish, Louisiana, in August 1865, Joseph F. Moorly reported that the “Public Property is
much damaged and scattered about the neighborhood.” According to Moorly, the
schoolhouse had been claimed by a local plantation owner who had used the building to
house a black family who he employed. After discussing the matter with the family
living in the building, Moorly managed to obtain one room that he would use for the
school, but he still lacked basic material necessities that had been dispersed throughout
the area by local citizens. Apparently, the schoolhouse did not have a lock, and “the table
has been broken up, as well as many of the Benches.”71
Frances McDonald, the teacher at School No. 5 in St. John the Baptist Parish,
informed E.W. Wheelock in June of the same year that she had been threatened with
violence repeatedly upon her arrival at the school, and, furthermore, “three attempts to
enter her [school]room at night have been made within ten days.” With McDonald’s
safety, and the school’s existence, at stake, Wheelock ordered a local Bureau official to
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“give your immediate attention to this matter! employ[sic] every means to find out an
punish the offenders, and secure Miss McDonald against farther insult.”72
Little had changed by late February 1868. In a report submitted from the 1st SubDistrict of Louisiana, Bureau official R. Folles complained that the local white population
exhibited a “great deal of prejudice” towards educating the freedmen. According to
Folles, it was extremely common for children to be insulted and verbally abused as they
walked to and from school along “public streets,” and recently a few whites had gravely
vandalized and destroyed government property. A wide assortment of “School property,”
Folles concluded, had been “stolen and thrown in the river by some unknown ruffian.”73
Folles’ report, of course, was simply another event in a long line of travesties confronting
black schools. In November 1865, Emerson Bentley, principal of the No. 14 School in
Assumption Parish, conveyed news of a similar assault against school property. On the
night of November 19 “the schoolhouse was entered, the desk broken open and all of the
Copy Books, a few Reading books and a slate were taken out and thrown into a ditch of
muddy water near the schoolhouse and consequently are unfit for use.” It had been two
weeks since the incident, and Bentley communicated that classes had yet to resume: “The
Writing classes cannot proceed until a new supply of Books, pencils and crayons are
received…but nothing has yet been received.”74 It was unclear how much longer the
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school would be out of commission, but in the meantime Bentley and his scholars could
do little but wait for the Bureau to requisition and forward them the necessary materials.
Perhaps more than anything else, it was the resignation in Bentley’s voice that
shone through most clearly. The assault on the small government school in Assumption
Parish had hardly been extraordinary, and it was extremely unlikely that this particular
outrage would gain traction outside of the government circles in which thousands of
similar tales traveled. It was the kind of violence, quite honestly, that occurred just below
the level of public consciousness—it was mundane and, in comparison to the bloodbath
that passed for normal in the postbellum South, it was even a bit routine. Indeed, in the
litany of offenses that should justifiably be laid at the white South’s feet for their actions
during Reconstruction, the charge of tossing school books into a wet, muddy ditch would
hardly turn anyone’s head. And yet, this one, simple action had completely halted school
operations for nearly a month, and there was no end in sight. The story was the same
across the state, and across the region, as terror and violence were arrayed against black
students, teachers, and schoolhouses to effectively stifle African American education in
countless settings. It was the monotony of this violence that made it so effective—and so
difficult to overcome. The pressure was suffocating, and African American schools were
finding it harder and harder to breathe.

In early September 1866, the New Orleans Tribune took it upon itself to set the
record straight regarding black education in Louisiana. Despite optimistic claims made
by the Freedmen’s Bureau that hundreds of schools had been formed and staffed by over
250 teachers that were “employed in the noble work of diffusing light among these
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people [the freedmen],” conditions had worsened in recent months. First, the Bureau had
“withdrawn its [monetary] support” from the schools, and, as a result, the freedmen were
forced to pay tuition fees—that many could not afford—in order to keep the system
operational. More important than this, however, was the violent opposition of white
Louisianans to the proposition of African American education. The white “citizens have
opposed by all means in their power the continuance of the great work of education in the
country parishes,” the Tribune claimed. “They have refused to rent buildings for school
purposes, and to board the teachers; they have whipped Mr. LeBlanc at Point Coupée;
dangerously stabbed in the back Mr. Burnham at Monroe; and beaten almost to death Mr.
Ruby, at Jackson. The record of the teachers of the first colored schools in Louisiana,”
the editorial concluded, “will be one of honor and blood.” Under these trying
circumstances, it was little wonder that there were few schools in rural portions of the
state, and even in the cities they were “not numerous.” Although the school system was
“crippled for a time,” the Tribune exhorted its readers to provide funds to educate the
freedmen who could not pay for it themselves. So “long as we do not enjoy our share in
the school fund of the State, or so long as children are not admitted in all public schools
irrespective of the color of their skin…[we are] to make up, by all means, the short
comings of the governing class of the day.”75
Affairs in Kentucky were alarmingly similar. In a lengthy account penned by
“Veteran,” an “Occasional Correspondent” for the New York Times stationed in
Louisville, in early December 1868, the anonymous writer blasted the Democratic
Louisville Courier-Journal for its assertion that black Kentuckians were not subjected to
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repeated outrages and violence in the Bluegrass State.76 “Unprejudiced men who have
traveled through the State and taken pains to ascertain the facts,” he proclaimed, “know
that the condition of the freedmen…is most deplorable. And it is no fault of the
freedmen themselves.” The responsibility for this reprehensible state of affairs, rather,
should be shouldered by the white Kentuckians who refused to acknowledge that African
Americans had any rights that must be respected. “The opposition to them [the
freedmen] and to their higher interests has been and is assuming organized shape in many
parts of the State, and bands of wicked and lawless men…are almost daily committing
outrages and depredations which disgrace the name of Kentucky, but which are passed
over in silence by the civil authorities.” The freedmen were targeted, Veteran continued,
for “no other crime than accepting the gift of freedom from the Government, [and] are
subjected to torture and persecution unparalleled in the annals of barbarism.” Although
the freedmen had done much more in securing their own freedom than Veteran admitted,
he was undoubtedly correct that whites resented any tangible proof of black autonomy
and advancement, chief among them the establishment of black schools. “Such a thing as
a school for their benefit would not be countenanced for a moment,” Veteran concluded,
“but would subject the person proposing it to a coat of tar and feathers, and perhaps to
much more violent treatment.”77
Beyond this potential violence, Veteran went on to describe horrific scenes in
which the freedmen were assaulted and terrorized on a nightly basis. “Almost every
breeze comes laden with the wail of freedmen,” he proclaimed. For white Southerners,
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however, “who have been accustomed to the atrocities of the institution of slavery, and
have been in the habit of considering black men entitled to no rights other than mere
existence,” these offenses were seen as nothing but the “merest trifles.” As many other
observers had noted, this wave of violence included a great deal of aggression directed
against black educational efforts: “Almost every night is lit up with the blaze of burning
churches and school-houses.” “In one county alone, in the month of October,” Veteran
continued, “four public buildings of freedmen were burned—two churches and two
school-houses.” Although he offered few specifics, Veteran portrayed an environment in
which brazen terror was the order of the day and white Southerners ran amok with little
worry that they would ever be prosecuted for their heinous crimes. “Almost every day
we hear of teachers of freedmen’s schools driven from their fields of labor by threats or
violent demonstrations which they dare not defy. These and other crimes are of almost
daily occurrence,” and yet white Kentuckians and unrepentant Rebels continued to deny
that any reign of terror existed in the Commonwealth. “Indeed,” Veteran concluded, “I
think I may justly charge the Courts and officers of this State, as particeps criminis in
these violations of law and decency….I consider them equally guilty with the masked
villains who perpetrate these crimes.”78
The crushing weight of this pervasive violence was easily detectable. In the
aftermath of the Civil War, black Southerners looked to the prospect of education as a
means whereby individuals and communities could elevate themselves and improve their
material condition—and their efforts were repaid with brutality. Although schools in the
Southern countryside were at greater risk at being terrorized by vengeful whites than their
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urban counterparts, the reality was that it was nearly impossible for black schools to
avoid violence no matter where they were located. The vignettes of Douglass Wilson and
Edmonia Highgate that open this chapter speak to the prevalence of urban school place
attacks, and many other black Southerners and government officials noted that
schoolhouses could not be secured without adequate military force. In late 1865, for
instance, J.S. Chapman wrote to Bureau headquarters in New Orleans and testified that
schools around Baton Rouge had been established, and others could as well, providing
that the army remained a viable presence in the area. “If the military is removed,”
Chapman wrote in a rather understated manner, “it will be hard to establish schools
here.”79 Earlier the same year, three members of the Karches family were arrested by
“Citizen Newcomb” along the Gentilly Road for assault with a deadly weapon, and
Solomon Doty charged Bernard Karches “with maliciously breaking down the School
house for col’d children” in New Orleans.80 As debilitating as singular assaults
undoubtedly could be, it was the collective toll of these nearly incessant attacks on
African American schools that black Southerners noted most frequently. As was the case
in so many other settings in the postbellum South, the process of education became a
violent grind.
Day after day, this relentless assault that white Southerners perpetrated against
African American schools proved debilitating to the administrators, teachers, parents, and
students that confronted this daunting wave of terror. On January 30, 1871, Thomas W.
Conway, then Superintendent of Public Education for the state of Louisiana, submitted
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his report for the previous calendar year and complained that there “is probably no other
State in the Union where the work of popular education, by a system of free schools, is
conducted under the disadvantages which are encountered in Louisiana.” Chief among
Conway’s complaints was the state’s constitutional directive “which forbids the
establishing of public schools from which any child shall be rejected on account of race,
color, or previous condition.” Although Conway agreed that integrated schools were
desirable, any discussion of ending segregation aroused “determined opposition” among
white Louisianans. This resistance was so pervasive, Conway continued, that he had
difficulty finding school directors due to the “apprehension of persecution, and even
social ostracism, on the part of the opponents of the law.” Furthermore, Conway argued
that it would be “irrational” to overlook the “active antagonism of so large a portion of
the white population of the State,” as it was a “formidable hinderance [sic] to our schoolwork.” What had been done to educate the freedman, Conway concluded, should have
been considered nothing short of miraculous. It was work, after all, which had been
“accomplished…in the face of difficulties nowhere else experienced, and, at many points,
in defiance of a sleepless opposition.”81
If Conway’s problems were unique in their specifics, those involved in African
American education nonetheless confronted similar difficulties across the South. In
Kentucky, the state Superintendent of Education concluded in 1870 that no “satisfactory
plan has yet been established by the legislature for the education of the colored
population,” despite the fact that black Kentuckians “have always manifested an eager
and earnest desire for the education of their children.” Furthermore, the taxes that
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African Americans paid for the purposes of establishing a school system were being
misappropriated by state and local officials: “The law which merely provides that colored
schools may be taught is generally ignored, and money collected of colored people for
school purposes applied to the support of paupers.”82
In July 1869, at the Kentucky State Educational Convention, African Americans
from across the Commonwealth protested this state of affairs and declared that it was
time for Kentuckians to realize that “old things are done away…[and that] slavery is
dead.” Furthermore, the Convention demanded “equal taxation and equal education for
the colored youth of our State.” What progress had been made so far had been done with
no assistance from the state, and, instead, the delegates thanked Northern aid societies
such as the American Missionary Association and the Western Freedmen’s Aid
Commission for their charity and generosity.83 Arrayed against the violent opposition of
white Kentuckians, however, such private contributions were deemed wholly inadequate
to support anything resembling a uniform educational system for the freedmen. The
violent, so it seemed, had stolen the fruits of freedom.
None of this, of course, would have come as a surprise to Douglass Wilson,
Edmonia Highgate, or the thousands of other African Americans that lived through the
brutal summer of 1866 in New Orleans. In January 1867, the U.S. Senate’s Committee
on Military Affairs and the Militia published a series of reports from assistant
commissioners of the Freedmen’s Bureau that detailed the progress made in establishing
black schools the previous year in Louisiana. It was grim reading. “During the months
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of February, March, and April,” the report began, “the hostility to colored schools was so
great that many acts of personal violence and insult were committed on the teachers,
school-houses were burned, and pupils were beaten and frightened.” Although it barely
seemed possible, conditions worsened as the year progressed. “As the military force
began to be withdrawn from the smaller places in the country, schools had to be
discontinued for want of protection.” With the Union reducing its presence in many
areas of the South, the freedmen’s schools were left at the mercy of civil officials who
barely deigned to lift a finger in the defense of local African Americans. The “civil
authorities would do little or nothing to protect the freed people in the enjoyment of their
rights, or punish the perpetrators of outrage where the injured party was a negro.” This
“state of things,” the account concluded rather sardonically, “made it look exceedingly
gloomy for the state of colored schools in Louisiana.”84
While prospects improved during the early summer of 1866 with the decision to
pay the $80,000 debt that the government schools had accumulated from other federal
resources, the “New Orleans massacre” in July “renewed the former hostile feeling,
especially in the larger towns, and many outrages were perpetrated.” In the month
following the massacre at the Mechanics’ Institute, New Orleans appeared little better
than a war zone. During “the month of August, four colored churches, also used for
school purposes, were burned, and attempts made to fire several other buildings used as
school-houses.”85
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For the African American community, these losses were catastrophic, and the
educational system that was constantly on the brink of collapse seemed ready to totally
disintegrate. “One church nearly finished, at a cost of about $1,000,” the report
continued, “was completely demolished in one night, because a colored school was to
have opened in it the next week.” The outcome of this reign of terror would have been
fairly easy to predict. “Through fear the children dared not attend [school], and thus
many schools which were about to be opened had to be given up.”86 Even then, black
parents like Douglass Wilson continued to send their children to schools throughout the
city, firm in the belief that an education would provide the means through which the next
generation of African Americans might achieve a more prosperous and equitable future.
When students returned home at the end of the day “bruised, stabbed, beaten half to
death, and some times quite dead,” it was a jarring reminder that white Southerners
would resort to shocking levels of barbarism and terror in their bid to extinguish black
hopes of a better tomorrow.87 In the face of such violence, black Southerners refused to
surrender or to lose hope. As audacious and difficult as it was to achieve, they demanded
that the schoolhouse door remain open.
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Chapter 5 – “We want a white man’s State…and we intend to have it…”: The
Everyday Violence of Voting

On August 7, 1871, the city of Frankfort, Kentucky, witnessed a violent election
day that many white Kentuckians had been predicting for years.1 Convinced that the
formerly enslaved could never occupy a legitimate part of the state body politic, white
Kentuckians insisted throughout the early years of Reconstruction that black participation
in public life would inevitably lead to a war between the races. When that war came,
white Kentuckians assured themselves, they would not be found wanting. In October
1868, the Kentucky Sentinel gleefully reprinted a letter sent to the New York Tribune that
explained a confrontation between blacks and whites in Georgia in near Biblical terms
and outlined the stakes of biracial politics: “You think it strange that so many negroes
were killed and so few whites injured,” the letter began. “To me this is not strange. The
negroes were slaughtered, as they will always be, under such circumstances.”2 Just
under three years later, as groups of white and black men squared off across the streets of
Frankfort, a peaceful election day turned into a murderous affair. After an initial
exchange of gunshots that ended with the death of two white men, the local militia
restored order until the early morning hours of August 8, when white mobs descended on
the city and lynched two black men in response.3 The “Frankfort Riot,” as the
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confrontation between black and white Kentuckians that day would become known as,
symbolized for many Kentuckians both the potential, and the danger, of Reconstruction
politics. The revolutionary possibilities of the era, it was apparent, would be confronted
by a white reactionary movement bent on enforcing white supremacy—peacefully if it
could, with terror if it must.4
In many ways, the 1871 Frankfort Riot presents in a microcosm the confluence of
racial violence and electoral politics in the Commonwealth during the era of
Reconstruction.5 Although conflicting reports make it difficult to ascertain the precise
origins of the violent affair, both the Democratic and the Republican press generally
agreed that election day, August 7, had proceeded smoothly until the close of polls
around four o’clock in the evening. According to the Republican Frankfort
Commonwealth, around this time there was “some excitement at the Market House
precinct, caused by several drunken men shouting and cursing, and occasionally waving
their hats. Later in the evening several pistols were displayed.” The crowd, composed of
both blacks and whites, probably numbered several hundred. “Several blacks,” the
Commonwealth continued, “also seemed under the influence of liquor, and at times were
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shouting and talking loudly.”6 After both sides had squared off across Broadway and
exchanged verbal jabs and tossed rocks, shots erupted from the crowd. While the
Republican press was hesitant to assign blame for the initial shots, the Democratic
Lexington Observer & Reporter was less reserved. With no “provocation from the
whites,” the Observer & Reporter charged, “firing was began by the negroes upon the
more thickly-crowded whites. A scene of great excitement ensued, the whites being
apparently taken by surprise, and but few firing pistols in return while a heavy fire was
delivered from the opposite side.”7 Less convinced of the one-sided nature of the contest,
the Frankfort Commonwealth reported that “firing seemed indiscriminate and wild, and
was evidently participated in by both whites and blacks. The latter stampeded in a
moment or two as did nearly everyone else on the ground.”8
If the origins of the election riot were disputed, the results certainly were not. The
indiscriminate firing by both sides had left two white men, William Gilmore and Silas
Bishop, dead, and one black man, Henry Washington, wounded. According to the
Frankfort Commonwealth, the panic following the riot was near hysterical: “The
company of Militia was ordered out, and patrolled the streets. A strong disposition was
manifested to exterminate the negro population, but the advice of cooler heads and better
counsel prevailed.” Washington, a local leader in black politics, was placed in the local
jail, supposedly for his protection. By midnight, however, the majority of the local
militia had begun to disperse in small groups so as to avoid the suspicion of the Mayor
who had promised to protect Washington from violence. A little after midnight, the
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militia captain informed the Mayor that most of the militia had departed surreptitiously:
“Seeing that nearly all were gone, and the rest in the mood to disperse, [the Mayor]
expressed his disbelief in the utility of their further service, and they were dismissed.”9
With the militia gone, local whites would obtain the retribution they desired.
“The militia had been patrolling the city during the night for the purpose of preserving
the peace,” reported the Louisville Commercial, “and it was almost immediately after
they had retired from their beats that the mob collected, in a very quiet but apparently
preconcerted manner, and carried their designs into execution.”10 The Frankfort
Commonwealth, rather bluntly, related their morbid “designs”: “the mob appeared at the
jail, demanded and received the keys, took therefrom Henry Washington, wounded in the
riot, and Henry Johnson, committed for rape upon Mrs. Pfeiffer, carried them over the
river to South Frankfort, and hung them near Judge Drane’s residence.”11 As on so many
other occasions in the postbellum South, voting and violence had become inextricably
linked.
Although politics was a broad and multi-faceted process, this chapter will focus
on the act of voting because physically casting a ballot gave African Americans the most
direct link to the democratic process. With enfranchisement, black Southerners the vote
as a crucial instrument in creating an equitable, biracial republic. Throughout
Reconstruction, tens of thousands of working class African Americans cast ballots in
Kentucky and Louisiana, an accomplishment that announced that their political voice and
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concerns would be a part of the political landscape in the postbellum South. 12 For their
part, white Southerners completely rejected that blacks had any legitimate right to
participate in the political sphere. Whites turned to widespread voter intimidation and
harassment throughout election cycles and outright assault and murder at polling places
on election days. Viewed in totality, this political violence aimed to remove blacks from
the electorate and ensure that the South would be controlled by white votes.

If the outcome of the events in Frankfort on August 7—two men shot dead,
another two murdered by lawless vigilantes—was horrifying, in the written annals of
Reconstruction’s electoral violence such bloodshed was, sadly, merely a drop in the
bucket. From Kentucky to Louisiana, and nearly everywhere in between, postbellum
politics produced appalling levels of racial violence as white Southerners resorted to
terrorism and legal chicanery in their attempts to remove African Americans from the
body politic through overwhelming force.13 Although massacres in cities and towns such
as New Orleans, Colfax, Memphis, and Hamburg, among others, have generated the most
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historical scholarship, these four incidents were not as unique as the historical literature
implies by analyzing them in isolation.14 Like the creation of an African American
educational system, widespread black participation in the political process represented
something entirely new for white Southerners. In fact, black political progress was
arguably the most frightening aspect of African American freedom because it provided
the most direct means by which black people could seize power and assert it over white
people. Already on edge and fearful of what role the federal government would play in
reshaping Southern society, whites resorted to violence at any indication, however faint,
that they were losing their ability to control and dominate local and state offices.
Compounding matters was the fact that whites often invented threats to their political
hegemony where none existed, reinforcing the belief that constant vigilance—and
violence—was necessary in order to avert a racial apocalypse whereby blacks would be
elevated above whites.
To this end, the Conservative and Democratic press played a malevolent role in
stoking the fires of racial terror. While much of daily life in the postbellum South
occurred outside of public scrutiny, there was an immediacy and an urgency to political
change that placed it at the forefront of civic conversation. The Louisville Daily
Democrat, in an August 1867 editorial, evinced the feelings of many white Kentuckians:
“He [an African American] is, as a general rule, almost a universal rule, ignorant and
uninformed. He is incapable of giving an intelligent vote.”15 A year later, the Lexington
Observer & Reporter asserted in an even more unequivocal tone that “Kentucky has
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learnt wisdom from this experiment with the African.” “She will do all in her power to
prevent this race from exercising any power whatever in this State.” “We want a white
man’s State…and we intend to have it.”16 The emotionalism with which white
Southerners discussed the potential degradation of their region’s political future due to
the threats of “Radicalism,” and “Africanism” added to the urgency of these electoral
contests. And, make no mistake, white Southerners viewed political confrontations as
potential battles where votes and violence mingled, and whoever was left standing last
would be declared the winner.
“The emancipated African already amongst us,” the Democratic New Orleans
Daily Crescent declared in an October 1866 editorial that called for more white
immigration to the South, “we cannot control, either for the good of society at large or for
his own benefit. He is the ward of the general government, the pet of philanthropy and
the subject of the freedmen’s bureau.” Eschewing the notion that black Southerners were
capable of governing, the editors concluded that they were pawns used by white
Republicans to desecrate the defeated South:
We do not think that they [the freedmen] are either competent to govern
the country, or that they are proper instruments to be used in holding us in
subjection to the will of a dominant faction. But they have been employed
in the latter capacity, and a controlling faction is urging that they shall
virtually control the government of the country.17
Returning the favor, the Republican press characterized the political options available to
loyal men with Biblical allusions. Commenting on a black political meeting in
Lexington, Kentucky, during March 1870, the Cincinnati Commercial claimed that white
men had been nominated for most offices because the assembly feared driving whites out
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of the party. “I know that the argument is that they can’t be driven away,” the editorial
mused, “as they have nowhere to go but to the Democracy or the devil, and that they will
not go to either place, but instead thereof, will gulp down the nigger, no matter how
unpalatable.”18
With the stakes of the contest so measured, both black and white Southerners
viewed the political confrontations of Reconstruction, in many ways, as an extension of
the Civil War.19 That the Union Army remained highly visible through the presence of
the Freedmen’s Bureau only added to the belief that the revolutionary changes wrought
by the failed attempt at Southern independence were supported largely by military might,
and white Southerners eagerly embraced racial violence and terrorism as a
counterrevolutionary force that might roll back any advances that the freedmen had
made.20 Thus, electoral violence became an integral part of white efforts to create and
enforce the dictates of white supremacy, whereby only those deemed worthy—and this
was exclusively defined by the color of one’s skin—could legitimately participate in
Southern political life. While electoral violence served to intimidate and harass black
Southerners, it was also a clarion call for whites to remain vigilant and maintain the
South’s racial divisions. As the Louisiana Democratic Convention resolved in October
1868, it was “the duty of all men, worthy of their Caucasian origin, to refuse positively to
recognize negroes and other usurpers in office; to abstain to do all acts which may be
implied as given even a tacit acquiescence or recognition to the flagrant usurpation and
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insupportable tyranny of which our State is a victim.” Nearly reaching the limits of selfrighteousness, the Democrats did not equivocate in pledging “a ceaseless
resistance…everywhere, and by all means…to the negro despotism attempted to be
imposed upon us by the radical faction.”21
From this standpoint, electoral terror was decidedly different from the violence
that black Southerners experienced in their work places, households, and schools. In
these other settings, white supremacists resorted to racial violence in order to signify the
subordinate position of black people in Southern life. It was understood and accepted, for
instance, that African Americans would establish individual homes for themselves and
their families. Whites deployed a great deal of terror in their efforts to shape where black
homes would be built and limit the meaning of independence that the autonomous
household implied, but this was aimed more at establishing racial control than
obliterating all black houses. The situation was similar in the workplace, as white
employers assaulted black workers to establish their own power and force dependence
onto African American laborers. Electoral violence, on the other hand, aimed to destroy
the very possibility of black political activity. With the stakes raised to such heights,
political violence presaged white fantasies of racial extermination rather than punishment
and correction. As callous as it sounds, whites needed black laborers—they did not need
black voters.
The pace and tenor of political developments in Louisiana and Kentucky during
Reconstruction were decidedly different. While the sustainability of the coalition that
blacks and loyal whites formed in the Pelican State should not be overstated, portions of
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Louisiana came under Union control during the Civil War, slavery was abolished in
1864, black men were enfranchised by the state’s 1868 constitution, and African
Americans held hundreds of important state and national elected offices during
Reconstruction. There remained vast differences between black political viability in
many of the state’s rural parishes when compared to New Orleans, but fundamental
change was evident.22
Kentucky’s pro-slavery Unionism, on the other hand, was slowly eroded by the
drift of national policy during the war, and by late-1865 the Commonwealth’s white
citizens had become “belated Confederates.” In addition to denying black Kentuckians
the franchise until the early 1870s, white Kentuckians were able to quickly and solidly
establish the dominance of the Democratic Party as the vast majority had not disqualified
themselves from the state’s voting rolls through acts of treason.23 In August 1867, the
Kentucky Statesman decried these latent Confederate tendencies by comparing them to a
military invasion. “What Bragg failed to do in 1862, with his armies and banners,” the
newspaper cried, “the people of Kentucky, five years later have done; they have given the
state over into the hands of those who are and have been the enemies of the Union.”24
Beyond these broad contours of change, another fundamental difference between
the Pelican State and the Commonwealth was obvious: political stability. For all the
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Radical, revolutionary changes that white Kentuckians denounced, the federal
government generally allowed state officials a great deal of leniency when bringing
Kentucky into line with federal policy. In Louisiana, chaos reigned. Despite the
complexity of events, a simple outline should sufficiently demonstrate the level of
disorder. At the conclusion of the Civil War, Governor James Madison Wells ordered
statewide elections that produced a Democratic landslide and a legislature, emboldened
by Andrew Johnson’s lenient approach to Reconstruction, which passed the infamous
Black Codes.25 The New Orleans riot of 1866 and the Radical ascendency in the fall of
the same year, however, led to the first of the federal Reconstruction Acts which placed
Louisiana in a military district with Texas and dictated that a new state government be
established.
Subsequently, the Louisiana state constitution of 1868 enfranchised black men,
among other things, and elevated the Republican Henry Clay Warmoth to office of
governor. By 1872, however, factionalism had splintered both the Republicans and the
Democrats so severely that the election of a new governor ended with dual state
governments, each denouncing the other. It would take federal troops to finally restore
order and establish the Republican William Pitt Kellogg as governor. The Republicans
would be rescued once more by the Union army after the temporarily successful coup
d’état known as the Battle of Liberty Place gave control of New Orleans to the
Democratic White Leagues for several days in September 1874, but, after this,
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Republican legitimacy in Louisiana essentially dissipated. By 1876, white Louisianans
realized that the violent overthrow of the last vestiges of Reconstruction would be
tolerated by the Union, and they accordingly resorted to voter fraud and racial terrorism
to accomplish this end.26
Despite the centrality of political disarray to electoral violence in Louisiana,
perhaps the most important division between the Pelican State and Kentucky was the
proportion of each state’s black population. Although white Louisianans could not have
known the exact numbers in 1868, the 1870 U.S. Census counted 364,210 “colored”
citizens—as opposed to 362,065 “white” residents of the state. Population size does not
correlate directly with the number of eligible voters, but it was obvious to former rebels
that the state’s majority African American population could play a fundamental role in
shaping the political future of Louisiana. Furthermore, local organizations, like the
Union League, provided black Louisianans with opportunities to build social ties and
political communities that exercised considerable influence in certain areas of the state.27
In Kentucky, on the other hand, black people composed roughly one-fifth of the state’s
population in 1870. According to the 1870 U.S. Census, there were 1,098,692 “white”
Kentuckians, and 222,210 “colored” residents of the state.28 A dominant numerical
majority did not prevent whites in the Commonwealth from engaging in electoral
terrorism, but it is also clear that political confrontations in Kentucky were not as
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precariously balanced between competing parties. If whites in Louisiana resorted to
pervasive electoral terrorism earlier and more often than white Kentuckians, therefore, it
was largely because they felt they needed to in order to maintain white political control
within the state.
The uneven pace of electoral developments in Kentucky and Louisiana did not
preclude, or dictate, individual acts of political violence, of course, but it certainly had
important chronological influences on how black people experienced such terrorism.
Take the Frankfort Riot as an example. Kentucky was solidly a one-party state in the late
1860s, but black enfranchisement through the ratification of the Fifteenth Amendment in
March 1870 led to the development of a two-party system virtually overnight. Although
racial terror had been common since the days of the Civil War, such violence began to
take on a newfound urgency as white Kentuckians looked to repress the potential
influence of black voters on state politics.29 The August 1871 gubernatorial election,
which pitted the incumbent Democrat Preston H. Leslie against the Republican
challenger John Marshall Harlan, thus offered the first statewide challenge to the
entrenched Democrats. The Democrats would meet the challenge with force. When the
final ballots were tallied, Leslie won by a count of 126,455-89,299, nearly 59% of the
popular vote.30 If the outcome by itself portended miserable electoral results for the
biracial coalition the Republicans hoped to forge, events in Frankfort on election day
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were an even starker reminder of the lengths white Kentuckians would go to in order to
police the racial and political boundaries of their state.
In all of its horror, the August 1871 race riot in Frankfort displayed the stakes of
biracial politics in Kentucky, but it also signified the changed circumstances that black
enfranchisement had created. Despite widespread public pressure to remain at home,
blacks in Frankfort had demonstrated their political presence by voting in large
numbers.31 Similarly, Frankfort whites reiterated their commitment to a white body
politic, supported by violence if it must. The very public display of black activism and
manhood, evident in the drunken verbal sparring and the display of pistols, further
infuriated a white populace on edge. To white Kentuckians, the specter of Black
Republican rule had never been so close. When blacks in Frankfort dared to lift their
hands against whites, white residents felt compelled to respond. They would demonstrate
that only they had the legitimate right to exercise violence in the Commonwealth.
Furthermore, whites in Frankfort operated secure in the knowledge that it was extremely
unlikely that the Democratic state government would prosecute white offenders. That the
militia dispersed at almost the same time that the mob congregated simply cannot be
coincidental.32 As the white mob broke into the jail and took their prisoners to the edge
of town, they took part in a ritual of violence that was already quite common in
Kentucky. Not only did their actions represent an attack on black political activism, they
also signified their allegiance to a vigilant white community that would defend its
interests at all costs. The white mob, in other words, acted out its rights as citizens at the
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same time as it denied citizenship and legal equality to black men like Henry
Washington.
By the early 1870s, Louisiana had already experienced a number of violent, highprofile clashes between Republicans and Democrats, some of which, like the New
Orleans massacre of 1866, proved formative in shaping national policy regarding
Reconstruction. Moreover, the 1868 state constitution provided for universal male
suffrage, an eventuality that led directly to the openly terroristic campaigns of the
Knights of the White Camelia and unaffiliated white Louisianans throughout
Reconstruction. Beginning in May 1868, after black enfranchisement, hardly any black
man with Radical proclivities, or anyone who refused to follow the political demands of
area whites, was safe from electoral terrorism. These earlier forms of racial terror were
later given formal structure in the mid-1870s by the White Leagues, but in reality they
were drawing on years of experience rather than initiating new practices. While these
paramilitary organizations were responsible for the “peaks” of violence that have drawn
so much historical scrutiny, “it should be remembered that lesser incidents occurred
daily; the pressure on Negroes was constant.”33
In spite of these noted differences between Kentucky and Louisiana, black
Southerners’ experiences with electoral violence were fairly consistent. The most
common form of electoral violence was the intimidation and harassment of potential
voters. This could take a number of different shapes, as black Southerners reported that
they were verbally threatened, physically assaulted, shot at, and driven from voting
locations throughout Reconstruction. In a petition drafted in April 1871, black residents
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of Frankfort, Kentucky, claimed that “in many parts of the State our people have been
driven from the polls, refused the right to vote; many have been slaughtered while
attempting to vote.”34
While black Kentuckians and their Republican allies continued to report such
violence, the Democratic press asserted that elections were uninterrupted, but that illegal
voting by blacks and Radicals would be met by violence if it persisted. Reveling in the
Democratic wins in Harrison County, Kentucky, after the August 1870 elections, the
Cynthiana News gloated that at one precinct not a single vote had been cast for the
Republicans by a white man. It strains credulity that such an outcome could have been
engendered without at the least the threat of violent reprisal, but the News believed the
result to be quite natural. “They propose to vote the white man’s Ticket, and with a white
man’s party, and for a white man’s government,” the editorial commenced. “They favor
White Supremacy and Repudiation, and they will vote no other ticket hereafter.” Staking
out the racial boundaries of Kentucky politics, the News further asserted that “many
illegal votes were cast by the darkies—that many of them used their illegal rights in an
illegal manner, which to a law abiding Democracy is hard to choke down.” “We are in
favor of passing this offense unnoticed this time,” the editor concluded, but he threatened
that local blacks would not be so fortunate in the future.35
At the very least, the News’ exhortations that no blacks or loyal whites had been
physically prevented from voting speaks to the general awareness of such practices, and
gives credence to the claims made by black residents of Frankfort in the April 1871
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petition that African Americans were “slaughtered” for pressing their claims to the ballot.
According to these Kentuckians, it was widely understood that black men risked their
lives when going to vote. The language that the editor of the Cynthiana News utilized
was also important, and it further evinced the dichotomy that white Southerners
perceived between their legitimate political rights and the “illegal” rights that black
Kentuckians possessed. Yet again, such verbiage shifted the blame for any political
violence onto the victims, as white terrorists cast themselves as “law abiding” citizens
and the preservers of good government. Electoral violence, in other words, was
necessary in order for white Southerners to prevent the destruction of the democratic
process that had been bastardized by the mere presence of black voters. This attitude did
not materialize in the Commonwealth after the Fifteenth Amendment enfranchised black
males; rather, alarmed white Kentuckians had been predicting since the Civil War that
emancipation would inevitably lead to the extension of civil rights to blacks and,
ultimately, the subversion of the “white man’s government. Previewing the 1868 election
season as an all-or-nothing proposition, the Kentucky Sentinel warned that the nation’s
future hung in the balance. “The contest,” the Sentinel exclaimed, is now “whether we
shall have a free government or a despotism, a white man’s government or one in which
the negro is supreme.”36
The violent political rhetoric of Reconstruction, bombastic though it was, should
not be dismissed as mere hyperbole. If the myriad confrontations never led to the racial
extermination that more outlandish prognosticators foretold, whites were rarely hesitant
to employ violence when they thought it necessary. If threats failed to keep blacks from
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going to the polls, it was not uncommon for individuals to use deadly force. In August
1870, the first year in which black Kentuckians could legally vote, the Louisville
Commercial recounted that there had been several violent disturbances in the western part
of the Commonwealth. “At Cross-Roads precinct, in McCracken County,” the report
began, “as about sixty colored voters in a body were nearing the place of voting, they
were fired upon from ambush, and two of them killed and several wounded.” Here we
can glimpse some of the communal aspects of black political activity, as the voters
intended to vote as a group—both for their own safety and to demonstrate their political
power.37
And yet, despite these precautions, electoral terrorism forced the group to retreat
and likely return home without casting a single ballot. The Commercial, at least, had few
doubts as to the ultimate effect of such violence: “The affair created a great deal of
consternation, both among blacks and whites, but of course the Democrats had a good
majority at that precinct.” Despite the paucity of similar stories at the time of
publication, the Commercial hinted that widespread chicanery was expected, especially in
the Jackson Purchase, the far western reaches of the state. “Very few colored votes were
cast in the counties west of the Tennessee river,” the report ominously concluded, “at any
of the county precincts.”38
That both the Cynthiana News and the Louisville Commercial discussed these
results by precinct highlights some important truths about nineteenth century elections
that had dire ramifications for black voters. First, voting during Reconstruction was
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extremely public, both in the sense that there was no secret ballot and that men often
congregated in large groups to participate in the various masculine rituals that had come
to be associated with the political process.39 For black Southerners, the lack of political
privacy was not as devastating or terrorizing as the martial overtones that characterized
the act of voting—or, more pointedly, keeping someone else from voting—but it could
have consequences in other aspects of their lives. When black men went to the polls,
they broadcast their political activity to an entire white community, putting them at risk
for reprisal in the workplace, in their homes, or anywhere else for that matter.
Thus, the physical act of voting was often both liberating and terrifying, as it
allowed black men to partake in rituals, and enter spaces, that had previously been denied
to them—at the same time as it exposed them to potential physical violence. It was no
accident, after all, that white Southerners targeted black individuals who exercised their
political rights, with community leaders often singled-out for the worst treatment.40 The
communal nature of Southern politics was further intensified in rural areas, where whites
could personally identify any black man that voted and single them out for intimidation
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and harassment. It was not particularly easy to prevent blacks from casting a single vote
in a given precinct, but whites believed it was necessary to guarantee racial survival.
Even before the enfranchisement of black men, the African American press
warned that existing political terrorism threatened the ability of loyalists to participate
freely in state elections. In May 1867, the New Orleans Tribune optimistically noted that
the state of Louisiana “was entering a new era” where both Republicans and Democrats
could enjoy “free meetings and free speech” without the danger of attack from the other
side. According to the editors, Louisianans must learn to respect political discourse as a
safeguard against hostile, violent elections that desecrated the meaning of democratic
government. “Free discussion is the first requisite to maintain the free ballot,” the
Tribune continued, the “reign of brute force and terror has passed away forever, at least
as far as the city is concerned.” Although this sanguine prediction would be proven false
countless times over during the coming years as the Crescent City remained plagued by
racial violence, the Tribune was quick to point out that black and white Republicans
living in rural Louisiana remained in peril. In some of the country parishes, “particularly
in the Red river region, no public meeting could be held by the radical Republicans” for
fear of public assault. “The bowie-knife and the revolver are still the law of the land
amongst those benighted people. The time has come to remove the last vestiges of the
dark ages.” Anything less, the Tribune concluded, was to accept the failure of republican
institutions: “Before the election takes place every citizen in Louisiana must feel that he
is secure in the free enjoyment of his political right. No pressure, no threat, no violence
should be tolerated.”41
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For their part, the Democratic press in Louisiana ordinarily denied the existence
of electoral violence and claimed that reports of voter harassment were invented by white
and black Republicans bent on ruling the state through tyranny. Still, annual exhortations
that whites restrain from forcibly preventing blacks from voting are highly suggestive
that such actions occurred. On November 3, 1868, the day before the presidential
election, the New Orleans Crescent begged white Louisianans to abstain from violence so
that Republicans would not have an excuse to exclude Democratic votes. “There will be
no violence—no intimidation—no disturbance,” the Crescent promised. “Even if the
Democrats were inclined to adopt the course which is falsely attributed to them by their
adversaries, all their interests would deter them from it. They can carry the state by fair
voting—why resort to violence?” As further evidence that the Democrats did not need to
rely on electoral terror to return to political power, the Crescent claimed that a “full
Democratic vote will carry New Orleans by 12,000 majority and the State by 20,000.
Remember that.” The election must be “quiet, peaceable, [and] orderly,” the newspaper
trumpeted, so “that the world should know that New Orleans is in the hands of a
civilized, honest and intelligent population, and that the reign of official corruption and
African barbarism in Louisiana is soon to terminate.”42
Despite these protestations, it was clear in the aftermath of the November 1868
election that black Louisianans and white Republicans had endured widespread verbal
intimidation and physical violence that prevented them from voting. In early January
1869, Governor Henry Clay Warmoth addressed the opening of the state legislature and
offered a series of sobering reflections on recent events. Likening the previous
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campaign, the “most acrimonious” in history, to a military battle, Warmoth claimed that
next “to the late conflict of arms, the last election, more than any former contest, tried the
faith in and love of the people for republican institutions.” While there had been
instances of “free speech and free meetings” that the New Orleans Tribune had called for
in the spring of 1867, Warmoth continued that it was “painful to us that all our fellowcitizens did not seem, during the late contest, to be imbued with the almost universal
respect entertained by Americans for the right of the free expression of opinion.” In
Warmoth’s estimation, the failure to respect basic democratic principles had created an
atmosphere where terror was the order of the day and violence the means to subvert civil
society. These terrorists, “pledging themselves to disfranchise all and support none for
office and give none employment who were so unfortunate as to have first seen the light
of the sun on some other land than ours,” resorted to unspeakable violence in order to
obtain their objectives. During the “last campaign,” Warmoth exclaimed, the “practice of
murder, assassination, intimidation, and violence…prevailed throughout large portions of
this State.”43
Making himself unmistakably clear, Warmoth pressed his point that the election
had been an unmitigated travesty. “In many parishes the late election was the occasion of
most disgraceful acts of intimidation,” the governor proclaimed, “culminating in several
instances in scenes of massacre shocking to the senses of civilized men.” Although the
Democratic press labeled these reports as Republican fabrications, Warmoth remained
steadfast. “These instances of savage cruelty, unprovoked, but willful and premeditated,
seem to have been instigated by the hostility of certain classes to the laws of Congress, by
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which the government has embodied the colored population into the body politic.”
Moving from a general condemnation of the political climate into a quantitative
assessment, Warmoth compared the returns from the presidential election with votes cast
in the gubernatorial election of 1868—an election that Warmoth and the Republicans
won—not quite six months earlier. According to the governor, fifteen rural parishes that
had contributed 10,224 votes for the Republican ticket in April managed to poll only 10
votes for Grant in November.44 Without the authority to organize militia companies to
enforce state law, Warmoth explained that he had been powerless to prevent the
“lawless” from prosecuting “their anarchical schemes to the limit of their purpose.”
“This course, even beyond what was, perhaps, intended by its authors,” Warmoth
concluded, “produced such terror and dismay throughout large portions of the State, that
the election was worse than a farce, it was a crime against the whole people.”45

Although Warmoth’s speech did not venture into specific accounts of electoral
violence, his assertions were supported by the evidence that the Freedmen’s Bureau
collected during the entirety of 1868—the Bureau’s last year, for all intents and purposes,
in Louisiana. From his post in Shreveport in the northwestern corner of the state,
Thomas F. Monroe, Assistant Sub-Assistant Commissioner for Caddo and Bossier
Parishes, watched the terror unfold throughout the spring, summer, and fall of 1868 as
white residents perpetrated a series of brazen outrages against local freedmen that
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effectively eliminated the Republican vote in the region.46 As Monroe narrated over the
course of these months, voter intimidation was not something that happened only at the
polls—as it would have taken a remarkable amount of coordination and an overwhelming
show of arms from white brigands to bring about the complete removal of the black
electorate in a single day. Rather, electoral violence became closely intertwined with the
daily developments of free labor, black efforts to establish autonomous households, and
public political meetings that demonstrated African American independence and selfdetermination in and around Shreveport.
Furthermore, Monroe’s reports reveal several important characteristics of
electoral violence. First, the cyclical nature of the political calendar had an important
effect on how the fractured relationship between whites and blacks in the area evolved
throughout the year, as violence intensified after the April 1868 election and reached a
frenzied peak in the weeks leading into the November contest between Grant and Horatio
Seymour.47 By election day, whites in Shreveport could well heed the Crescent’s
admonitions to avoid racial terror at the polls. Their work, such as it was, was already
done. Monroe’s account also highlights the relative rarity of important political days and
events. This infrequency seems to have added to the brutality of individual episodes, as it
was common for large groups of black and white men to gather, and often come into
violent confrontation, on these occasions. With few other chances to demonstrate their
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political virility, white Southerners rarely missed an opportunity to repress blacks
violently who, through a simple decision such as casting a ballot, openly asserted their
political aspirations.
Second, Monroe also illuminated how the precipitous political changes evident in
Reconstruction had added a new spatial dynamic to electoral terrorism because of the
increased importance of polling stations and the action of physically casting a ballot.
Electoral violence, simply put, was tied to a limited number of discrete physical
locations. Although this was true of other forms of violence—home place violence, of
course, occurred exclusively in and around the “home”—there were far fewer polling
places or court houses than workplaces or emancipation sites. Moreover, these locations
were also transitory and time-limited, as other spaces were requisitioned and used for
political purposes during certain times of the year.48
In this sense, the destruction of property did not figure as prominently in electoral
violence as in other situations, such as attacks on a black home, where the structure itself
was part of the symbolic understanding of the home and family. To prevent the counting
of black votes or African American political activity, therefore, white Southerners found
it necessary to directly attack and assault black bodies. Spaces that had been sites of
conflict between white men for decades, in other words, were now arenas that black men
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could enter and potentially control. The effort to restrict black access to these politicized
locations led to severe violence, as both black and white men viewed the conflict in
northwestern Louisiana as part of a struggle to assert individual masculinity through
armed confrontation. Altogether, it was deadly, combustible mix.
By the spring of 1868, Thomas Monroe had been serving in an official capacity in
northwestern Louisiana for nearly a year, having been appointed Assistant Sub-Assistant
Commissioner for Caddo and Bossier Parishes the previous May. During February and
March 1868, his reports to superiors in New Orleans dealt mainly with the securing of
labor contracts for the freedmen, and the devastation wrought by floods for the third
consecutive year to plantations along the Red River. Although a jump in cotton prices in
March had “caused a great many persons to commence planting, who were determined to
allow their plantations to remain idle,” destitution among the freedpeople remained
Monroe’s most vocal concern.49 Monroe’s tone changed dramatically, however, in early
May as area whites began to systematically oppress and murder African Americans that
had taken a prominent role in local politics during the April election. In his tri-monthly
report submitted on May 20, Monroe declared that the “freedmen have been persecuted
with unrelenting vigor since the last election, three or four have been killed, and the civil
authorities take but little pains if any, to ascertain or arrest any persons thought to be
guilty.” According to Monroe, local planters refused to employ any freedmen that had
voted for Warmoth, and a general consensus existed among the white populace that local
blacks must denounce their right to the franchise in order to secure their safety. “Every
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citizen seems determined to avoid every thing which tends to give the freedmen justice,”
Monroe concluded, “unless he has voted against the Constitution.”50
The intensification of electoral violence that Monroe observed in May was
significant. If political discussion can sometimes feel all-consuming, the reality of the
democratic process is such that meetings, primaries, conventions, and elections are
cyclical and occur at distinct times in discrete places. In northwestern Louisiana, such a
change in white tactics was evidence of a notable shift towards open hostility to black
political activity. This transition was directly related to state and national political
developments. While white Louisianans had largely abstained from voting in the
statewide elections in early 1868 that ratified the state constitution and brought Warmoth
to office, the presidential election in November appeared to provide an opportunity for
whites to repudiate the Radicals and discredit the work of Reconstruction.51 As violent
whites adjusted their actions to correspond with this new rubric, actions that had been
innocuous now took on great importance. The shifting demands of time also readjusted
the spatial dynamics of electoral violence. Physical locations such as the work place and
black homes that had been devoid of immediate political ramification suddenly became
battlegrounds where whites wantonly terrorized black Louisianans.
From Monroe’s communications in May, we can also begin to discern how
political concerns became closely associated with labor practices. Although the
employer-employee relationship was often contentious in the postbellum South, the
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added variable of black enfranchisement severely complicated matters.52 From the
perspective of black laborers, their political rights existed separately from their right to
contractual work, even if both served as important manifestations of their personal
freedom. White planters, however, drew no such distinction, and they acted as though it
was their prerogative to direct their workers to vote as the boss demanded. The linking of
paid labor to a freedman’s individual political beliefs was also a clear effort to undercut
black political autonomy. By squeezing the freedmen and making the price of supporting
the Radicals too much to bear, these planters attempted to translate their economic clout
directly into political power.
Towards the end of May, Monroe provided further insight into white efforts to
destroy black political autonomy. Numerous “Complaints have been made by
freedpeople living in the vicinity of Scioto Lake, North of Shreveport, of outrages
practiced upon them,” he began. These protests stemmed from the fact that whites had
begun organizing Democratic Clubs in the neighborhood and were “using coercive
measures towards the colored people to force them to join them.” Although Monroe
praised the freedmen who had the “courage” to refuse, he feared that the Bureau would
be unable to offer any protection from white retaliation. Many black families in this area,
he continued, had “settled upon the Government lands, which have not yet been entered
under the Homestead Act.” While the freedpeople waited for the land office to open,
“the [white] citizens living in that settlement are determined to drive them away from
there.” With no hope of assistance from the civil authorities, the only option open to
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black families was to bend to white demands and join the Democratic Clubs. To do
otherwise was to put oneself in the crosshairs of white terrorists who “endeavor to drive
them from their homes.”53
In addition to the formation of these Conservative societies, white resentment
over black electoral participation led directly to a number of physical assaults and
murders. Writing to Bureau headquarters in early June, Monroe claimed that the “intense
bitter feelings existing against the Freedmen” in Caddo and Bossier Parishes was “on
account of having voted the Radical Ticket” in the spring. On at least two occasions in
late May and early June, freedmen were murdered by their white neighbors as a result of
these electoral animosities. According to Monroe, a freedman named Bob Owens was
taken from his home and hanged near Summer Grove in Caddo Parish on the night of
May 26, and another black resident named Tom Ford had been killed in the same
community on the fourth of June. Although Monroe gathered a number of witnesses, the
civil authorities failed to return any verdict other than that “the deed was committed by
some party or parties unknown.” By July, the abuse of the freedmen around Shreveport
was so intense that Monroe believed conditions in the country were “worse than
immediately after the [Confederate] surrender.” Local blacks were found hung and
murdered at short distances from their homes on a daily basis, but it was impossible to
bring charges against the perpetrators because of a conspiracy of silence and the
unwillingness of the civil authorities to punish any white citizen. The “only reason for
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such a course” of terror, Monroe lamented, “is on account of [the freedmen’s] refusal to
join the Democratic Clubs.”54
Abuse and voter intimidation continued throughout July and August, as
widespread terror became the norm around Shreveport. “The freedmen are working
exceedingly well,” Monroe commented exasperatedly in late June, “in localities where
they are not in constant fear of being assassinated.” In mid-July, Monroe again reported
that freedmen had complained to him that planters “threatened them to attend their
Democratic Clubs,” and several even claimed that they had been forced to leave their
crops as a result. On other occasions, freedmen were “taken from their homes at night
and murdered in cold blood” because they refused to bow to white demands. Seemingly
every aspect of black society came under attack, and Monroe noted in August that
“Religious meetings have been interfered with since the elections” as a result of white
resentment against blacks who had voted independently. In fact, Monroe continued, “the
colored people who are determined to have their own opinions in regard to the manner in
which they should vote” had had a difficult time remaining as laborers on plantations
until their crops could be harvested. While African Americans around Shreveport
continued to “do everything they possibly can” to maintain the peace, it was “feared by
many that a serious disturbance will take place, if the outrages being committed are not
stopped.” The “country,” Monroe concluded with remarkable understatement, “is in a
fearful condition.” 55
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As the summer progressed, the personal nature of the electoral violence in Caddo
and Bossier Parishes became more and more obvious. If the massacres and race riots of
Reconstruction sometimes resulted in indiscriminate slaughter, it was far more common
for African Americans around Shreveport to be politically intimidated by the white
people that they knew on an individual basis: their employers, neighbors, and, sometimes,
former owners. Throughout the political campaigns of 1868, freedmen poured into
Monroe’s office to lodge complaints that they were being forced to abandon their crops
and their homes by angry whites, and Monroe consistently reminded his superiors in New
Orleans that black men were being dragged from their households and terrorized and
killed by neighboring whites on a nightly basis. In other words, postbellum electoral
violence grew directly from relationships that had been drastically altered by the abolition
of slavery. As evidenced by white demands that area blacks join the Democratic Clubs,
former slaveholders failed to reconcile themselves to a world in which black Southerners
might enjoy political autonomy, and the resultant terror became the means through which
white Southerners recreated the white man’s state that had existed under the slave regime.
These personal, violent encounters are also a reminder of the grassroots origins of racial
oppression in the post-Civil War South. If resentment against black participation in
Southern politics became a general rallying cry of the Democracy, the violence that
achieved the removal of the black electorate had to be repeatedly performed on the local
level—precinct by precinct—if it were to be effective.
Monroe’s worst fears began to materialize in late August as the evident political
and personal tensions between area blacks and whites nearly erupted into a riot in Bossier
Parish. “The origin of the difficulty,” Monroe began , “arose from the fact, that the
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freedmen attended their political meetings armed, and had been requested by the citizens
to attend the same unarmed, but refused.” The prospect of black men brandishing guns
and advocating Radical ideas was anathema to the white population, and a committee of
citizens ordered a local sheriff to “interview” the freedmen and request them to leave
their weapons at home. After discussing the matter with a few influential black men,
however, “the leaders informed him [the sheriff] that they could not do so, claiming that
the whites had threatened to break up their meetings, and to kill off some of their
leaders.” By this point, the morning of August 24, the sheriff “firmly believed” a riot
was about to occur, and he called on the Commander of the Port of Shreveport to send
troops to suppress the disturbance. In the meantime, rumors surfaced that a freedman
named Williams, “leader of the Republican Club in Bossier,” had called for a meeting at
his house at 10 o’clock, at which the freedmen had arrived armed and “used very
threatening language, saying that they intended to assume control of the Country, and
dictate what laws should be observed.” Before Monroe could reach the neighborhood
with a body of soldiers, however, over 150 white men from the surrounding country
gathered and arrested over 60 freedmen that attended the Republican meeting.
Miraculously, no one was wounded. “I believe every thing is all quiet again,” Monroe
concluded.56
The decision of blacks in Bossier Parish to attend their political meetings while
armed, and the white response, revealed yet another important element of electoral
violence. Nineteenth century politics were notoriously violent, and, as public displays of
martial manhood, they provided an arena where men could stake their claims to be
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politically relevant.57 After the Civil War, it was common for men to form quasi-military
units in order to demonstrate political camaraderie, and it is evident that blacks in
Shreveport were participating in this public ritual.58 According to Thomas Monroe’s trimonthly report of August 31, 1868, the “freedmen had regularly organized military
companies officered by Captains and Lieut’s” in the weeks preceding the near-riot in
Bossier Parish.59
To local blacks, arming themselves was a necessity born of the South’s violent
political culture and the more immediate threat posed by whites who had demonstrated an
alarming willingness to murder black Republicans. In other words, openly carrying
weapons to political meetings served both to protect black men and establish their civic
legitimacy by partaking in the same customs that white Southerners deemed politically
expedient. For their part, however, the white citizens of Caddo and Bossier Parishes, and
across the South, flatly denied that blacks had any right to display weapons in public.
According to ex-Confederates, guns in the hands of black men would invariably lead to
racial massacres—despite all the evidence that pointed to the exact opposite conclusion.
The violence that resulted from the attempts to disarm these black political meetings, yet
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again, stemmed from the unwillingness of white Southerners to recognize the humanity
of blacks and their suitability to compose a part of the body politic.60
The near-riot in late August also further revealed the shifting spatial dynamics of
electoral violence in Bossier and Caddo Parishes. The transitory nature of voting sites
and their relative rarity in the course of daily life meant that other spaces necessarily
became charged with political meaning—and, in this instance, none more so than the
black home of the leader of the Republican Club in Bossier Parish. To area whites, this
particular site represented a stronghold of Republican activity, and it contained the
potential to pose a serious threat to white political power. For the freedmen, however,
this household became the center of their political world during a moment in which it was
apparent that their decision to participate in the public sphere had placed their lives in
danger.61 That the black men allegedly used “threatening language” and claimed the
right to control the parish provided a heightened sense of urgency for area whites. It
should also be noted, however, that area planters had connected black political autonomy
with the African American household on a consistent basis since they intensified their
violent campaign in May. After all, as a punishment for not joining the Democratic
Clubs, white terrorists had invaded black homes and forced families to leave their land in
search of physical safety. The implications of such violence were important, and they
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were similar to the connotations of earlier labor struggles: by making black men
dependent, white terrorists would strip them of their political legitimacy.62
Back on the ground in Bossier Parish, the fallout from the unrest in late August
began almost immediately. In early September, a freedman named Henry Jones, “one of
the leaders of the intended riot,” was taken from his home at night “by a party of
unknown men” and shot before being left for dead on a burning brush pile. Although he
managed to crawl to safety after his attackers fled, white terrorists in the region were just
getting started. By mid-September, Monroe bemoaned that Caddo Parish was essentially
lawless, as the recently elected Justice of the Peace had been threatened with death
should he take his seat. As a result, freedmen were “constantly being taken from their
houses at night and either killed or forced to leave their crops and everything they
possess.” With the country in such a state of agitation, it was only a matter of time before
things spun out of control.
The precipitating event occurred in late September when a white man named
Gibson stopped at Shady Grove, a plantation along the Red River in Bossier Parish, on
his return to Arkansas. While there, Gibson became intoxicated and “demanded [to
know] if there were any radical negroes there.” When a fellow carouser pointed in jest to
an old freedman lying on the porch, Gibson “snapped a cap at him” and “fired at him
with the intention of shooting him” when the man ran away. After rumors circulated that
the old man had been killed, area freedmen took Gibson into custody, appropriated $200
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from him, and brought him back to Shady Grove where they “put a chain around his neck
and tied him to a tree and otherwise illtreated him.” When news of the outrage spread,
white men began to congregate at Shady Grove, and they demanded, and obtained,
Gibson’s release before turning him over to the civil authorities. As no freedmen
consented to give testimony because they claimed no justice would be done, however,
Gibson was released. The following day, Gibson “returned with a party of 62 men to the
Red River for the purpose of procuring his money and avenging himself on all parties
who were implicated in the outrages inflicted on him.”63 It would be a bloodbath.
For nearly two weeks anarchy reigned around Shreveport. By October 12,
Monroe had gathered all the information he dared, and he submitted a lengthy report to
Lieutenant J.M. Lee that hinted at the terror on the eve of the November election.
According to Monroe, Gibson and the band of men from Arkansas returned to Bossier
Parish and rode from plantation to plantation, shooting down and murdering freedmen
indiscriminately. At least 13 men and one woman had been killed, but Monroe surmised
“probably 8 or 10 more” as well. Although the Arkansans returned home after being
threatened with arrest, a number of blacks armed themselves in Shreveport and killed two
white citizens of the city named Ogden and Brownlee in retaliation for their supposed
involvement in the slaughter. In response, white men from the surrounding regions,
“believing that a general massacre was to take place,” commenced pursuing all of the
freedmen allegedly involved in the murders of Ogden and Brownlee. “From all the
information that I can gain,” Monroe lamented, “the number of freedmen killed will
reach nearly One hundred.” It was impossible to discover the names of the freedmen that
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had been killed, however, or even to make a thorough investigation of the massacre. “If I
should attempt it,” Monroe commented, “I am of the opinion that I would share the fate
of some of the missing freedmen.” The atmosphere was so “intensely bitter,” in fact, that
Monroe cautioned Lee that “no part of the within should be published, although true in
every particular.”64
The remaining days until the election passed with yet more murders and assaults,
but nothing that reached the level of carnage of the Bossier “riot.” On October 14,
Charles Wasson murdered the freedmen Robert Gray, elected Justice of the Peace for
Caddo Parish in March, in cold blood on Texas Street in Shreveport because “he held
radical principles,” and another body was found floating in the Red River the same day.
Monroe reported that the freedmen were “terribly alarmed, they will be compelled to vote
as their Employers dictate.” During late October, armed “bodies of [white] men”
continued to scour Bossier Parish for any freedmen implicated in the murders of Ogden
and Brownlee, and the “feeling existing against those who favor the election of Grant &
Colfax” was very bitter. In fact, nearly all the “white men and the majority of the leading
colored men who have taken any part in political matters” had already left the parish, or
were planning to, in preparation for the upcoming election. “Dead bodies continue to
float down the River from Bossier Parish.” By the day of the election, the white terrorists
had accomplished their objective. “The election passed off very quietly in both
Parishes,” Monroe noted, “from the fact that there was no opposition, two votes alone
being cast for Grant and Colfax in the Parishes of Bossier & Caddo.” “No threats were
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made on the day of the election,” Monroe continued, “but the freedmen were afraid to
express themselves upon the subject of politics since the late riot in the locality.”65
The continued focus of whites around Shreveport on patrolling the physical
spaces associated with voting is crucial, and it speaks to both the cyclical and spatial
tendencies of electoral violence. In chronological terms, the rampant white terrorism in
Caddo and Bossier Parishes had evolved alongside the electoral calendar throughout
1868, but, despite the lack of violence on election day, it was apparent that whites
remained vigilant. For all of the work these whites had done, after all, was intended to
preserve the racial sanctity of the voting booth. Everything that they had done since May
had built towards this goal, and the roving bands of white men who traversed the parishes
in the days before the election were a lurking reminder of the length to which white terror
had gone—and of how much further it might yet go. For as much as other spaces had
become politicized, the physical site where votes were cast remained the most sacrosanct
to white Southerners. In the end, only a handful of votes were cast for Grant, and
Monroe probably wondered how even those ballots had managed to sneak through. It
was a result such as this that made the expense of time and energy worthwhile to the
white terrorists. Political participation had become infused with display and ritual in
northwestern Louisiana in 1868, and the violent white supremacists were relentless until
the bitter end. Not only had blacks in Bossier and Caddo Parish been denied the
opportunity to physically cast a ballot, they had removed themselves from the vicinity on
the day of the election so as to prevent further bloodshed. The political spaces that
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mattered so much, the sites that had led to so much bloodshed, would remain lily white
for the time being.
The final weeks of Monroe’s appointment—the final weeks of the Bureau’s
existence in Louisiana—passed with few incidents as the excitement from the election
withered and life returned to what passed for normal along the Red River. The “white
people now pursue altogether a different course,” Monroe concluded with astounding
optimism, “they have ascertained that the freedmen must be fairly dealt with in order to
become good laborers.”66 At the conclusion of the election, it was apparent, white
planters no longer needed to violently coerce their workers in order to control the
potential black vote. The workplace, Monroe indicated, no longer retained the political
energy that had made it such a contested space throughout the preceding year. There
would still be violence between employers and employees, but it would be different—at
least for a while. And so Thomas Monroe left Shreveport, the record of terror he
compiled astonishing in all of its cruelty, longevity, and its abrupt end.

From a larger perspective of Monroe’s description of daily life in Shreveport, the
implications of white resistance to black political legitimacy become apparent. Clearly,
local whites resented the statewide enfranchisement of black males in March, and the
subsequent election of Henry C. Warmoth in April reinforced a feeling of paranoia that
black political activity would lead to “Africanization” and the further entrenchment of the
Radicals across Louisiana. These electoral results would have dire consequences for
many black families, as whites promptly dismissed laborers, drove homesteaders away,
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and often physically attacked those individuals who were identified as playing an active
role in the spring’s political campaign through voting for the Republican ticket.
If these were the immediate effects, however, the ultimate goal of this electorallycharged violence went much deeper. In short, by harassing, abusing, and murdering local
blacks as part of the effort to convince them to join the Democratic Clubs, the white
citizens of Shreveport attempted to force the freedmen to participate in their own political
subversion. White terror, in this sense, would do more than dissolve the Republican vote;
it would emasculate African Americans by forcing them to vote the Democratic ticket
against their will. This was exactly what the editors of the Lexington Observer &
Reporter had in mind when they demanded a “White man’s State”—a political
community where personal belonging and legitimacy were defined by the color of one’s
skin and the racial overtones of one’s politics. White men who chose to vote the
Democratic ticket were deemed valid by such racial terrorism. Blacks and their white
allies in the Republican Party were delegitimized by the very fact that they were forced to
endure such violence with no assistance from the civil authorities. In the postbellum
South, submission, in whatever form it came, was closely aligned with the attitudes that
had predominated under slavery. Citizens, it was clear, were not to be subservient.67
The near-riot in Bossier Parish amid the disarmament stir in late August, and the
subsequent slaughter of freedmen in September, points to yet another element of electoral
violence—the importance that white men placed on monopolizing legitimate political
violence in the postbellum South. The distinction that white terrorists, and hooligans
such as the Arkansan Gibson, drew between their own actions and the decision of blacks
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to murder Ogden and Brownlee over their alleged involvement in earlier violent deaths
was clear and absolute. When whites in Bossier Parish drove away and murdered
freedmen who associated with the Radicals, these whites believed that they were
exercising force that was essential to preserving free government in their city and state.
The refusal of the civil authorities to prosecute guilty parties, either because they
agreed with the terrorism or they were intimidated into inaction, was an important
component of this belief, as it reinforced the notion that the state sanctioned such
violence when it was directed against the freedmen. On the contrary, black violence
against whites was deemed anarchical, illegitimate, and an ominous warning of the
coming subversion of civil society. As a result, the butchery of over a hundred blacks,
and the continued scouring of the country for more alleged perpetrators of Ogden and
Brownlee’s murder, was fairly representative of other white responses to black retaliation
in the postbellum era.68 More than anything else, it was the perpetuation of this
outlook—the belief that black men must be controlled before they violently established a
racial-tyranny in the South—that allowed shocking amounts of electoral terrorism to
make a mockery of the democratic process. For terrorists bent on a white man’s state,
after all, few things could have been more alarming than black votes electing black men
to public office.
This violent phenomenon repeated itself throughout Louisiana during the 1868
campaign season. From Natchitoches, Louisiana, E.H. Hosner, Assistant Sub-Assistant
Commissioner for Natchitoches, Sabine, and Winn Parishes, claimed that the day of the
election passed with relative quiet, but he was “Satisfied that the freedmen were afraid to
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vote as they wished to and were forced to vote the democratic [sic] ticket. Many did not
vote at all.” As had been the case in Shreveport, Hosner indicated that white terrorists
around Natchitoches had been extremely active in targeting black men who had identified
themselves as Republicans. On the night of November 2, the eve of the election, one
freedman had been murdered and another severely outraged because of their Radical
proclivities. According to Hosner, “A fearful & outrageous murder Was Committed in
Natchitoches Parish near Allen” on the second of November. “In this instance an honest,
hospitable, & industrious freedman was shot and Killed in a Cowardly and dastardly
manner while in his own house with his family” present. Such violence was common in
Natchitoches, Hosner confirmed, and many freedmen were desirous of leaving the
localities where “gangs” and “marauders” roamed at will—if they were able to collect
their belongings and take their personal property with them.69
During the same evening, another freedman “in the same neighborhood” named
“Richard Faulkner was taken out of his bed and into the wood” for nearly a half-mile.
Once there, a group of white men commenced to whip and beat Faulkner unmercifully
before they made him “promise to vote the democratic ticket the next day.” Finally, they
robbed him of all of his money, destroyed the personal papers he kept in his home, and
ordered that he leave the neighborhood. According to Hosner, this attack was similar to
others that had been perpetrated against freedmen in Natchitoches Parish because they
were “colored men and radicals.” In late October, a number of African Americans were
trapped in a residence in the town by a group of white men who were angry that one of
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the freedmen had been seen leaving the local offices of the Freedmen’s Bureau.70 As
powerful as the report of such an encounter might be, white vigilantes clearly realized
that direct, personal assaults were far more convincing in terrorizing potential black
voters. The symbolism of an extraordinary massacre like the New Orleans race riot of
played prominently in national discussions of Reconstruction policy—the horse-whipping
and threatening of a local Republican leader the night before an election, on the other
hand, was fairly effective in limiting the vote in a defined locale.
Finally, Monroe’s account of electoral terrorism in the communities surrounding
Shreveport also highlights the role that African Americans believed the federal
government could play in mitigating the worst effects of politicized violence. By their
own admission, the freedmen in Caddo and Bossier Parishes had long since abandoned
the notion that they might achieve redress through the civil authorities, even refusing to
give testimony in cases where they had directly witnessed the commission of a violent
crime. And yet, even on the eve of the November election, Monroe continued to meet
with local African Americans who brought complaints in the hope that the Bureau might
offer them tangible assistance. While Monroe lamented that he could often do no more
than forward reports of the outrages that the freedmen endured to his superiors, his
simple availability provided black Southerners with a physical reminder of their freedom,
and became symbolic of national efforts to create an equitable, biracial republic. As in so
many other aspects of daily life in the postbellum South, the presence of the federal
government through the Freedmen’s Bureau provided black Southerners with a layer of
potential protection that had not existed under slavery, yet another marker that
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demonstrated how the political situation of the freedmen had been revolutionized by the
changes of Reconstruction. Perhaps even more important, however, was the sense that
blacks who complained to the Freedmen’s Bureau did so because they believed that they
were being denied their civic rights to political self-determination. The black
Southerners who made the trip to visit Monroe’s office, in other words, were not
supplicants seeking charity—they were potential citizens demanding that a government
that had, at least rhetorically, championed racial equality make good on their promises.
For their part, white Southerners appeared to have surmised by the 1868
campaign that any real challenge to their political dominance would require more than a
federal presence—it would require Union troops. Despite fiery rhetoric that continued to
execrate the possibility of Radical tyranny and the “Africanization” of the South,
electoral terror had proven remarkably effective in suppressing the black vote. It would
continue to do so wherever it was allowed to continue unabated. Recall that Monroe
believed that a serious disturbance had been averted in late August 1868 when several
dozen soldiers were dispatched to Bossier Parish. As soon as they left, however, the
“calm” that supposedly existed quickly vanished.71 The following summer, Captain
Frank M. Cone of the Twenty-Fifth Colored Infantry Regiment noted a similar state of
affairs in St. Landry Parish. Cone and his men, sent to Opelousas in the aftermath of a
massacre that had occurred the previous September and October, had managed to
maintain a semblance of order, but the officer did not believe that any lasting truce had
been effected. According to Cone, area freedmen and loyal whites “live in hourly dread
of our removal, when the vengeance of their oppressors, rendered more keen by our visit,
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will vent its wrath upon them, only more cruelly and mercilessly.” Completely
abandoned by the civil authorities, black men refused to meet with Cone because they
were “afraid to incur the suspicions which would so readily attach to their visits to me,
influenced as they are…by the conviction that upon the probable early departure of the
troops, they will be abandoned to the mercies of the rebel faction.”72
Such was the effect of everyday electoral violence. Intimidated at the polls,
forced to join Democratic Clubs or leave their homes, and lynched on a nightly basis for
supporting the Radicals, black Southerners faced nearly impossible odds in the quest for
full political inclusion into the American state. To defend their rights, black men formed
armed political companies and demanded that the federal government protect their
persons, the former of which fueled white paranoia of a coming race war while the latter
further reinforced the belief among white Southerners that black political rights were
singularly supported by outside force. These conditions, quite clearly, had been dictated
by white terrorists who refused to acknowledge black political legitimacy, but reality
mattered less than the continued insistence on white racial hegemony. As Reconstruction
continued into the 1870s, of course, the story was not entirely one-sided, and black men
continued to serve in offices and hold ranks that would have been unthinkable only a few
years earlier. At times, the federal government maintained its willingness to intervene in
Southern politics when racial terrorism became particularly detrimental to national
sovereignty, but the extent of daily and cyclical oppression meant that it would have been
nearly impossible to force biracial republicanism onto the white South without an
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extensive occupying force over an indeterminate number of years.73 As Joel Williamson
once wrote, “The democratic faith implicit in Radical Reconstruction was almost
unthinkable” to the white South, “it sat crosswise over the molds of what ought to be
racially and socially.”74 Few developments illustrated this point better than the
unrelenting pressure of electoral terrorism.
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Conclusion – Towards the Nadir: The Legacy of Everyday Racial Violence

In the mid-1950s, Rayford Whittingham Logan coined the term the “nadir” of
American race relations to describe the period from the official end of Reconstruction in
1877 to 1901, an era in which he claimed “the Negro’s status in American society”
reached its lowest ebb. Although other historians have questioned Logan’s periodization,
and added a great deal of nuance through localized studies that have assessed race
relations in specific cities or geographic regions, the general consensus remains that the
failures of Reconstruction led to an abandonment of African Americans by the federal
government, and a reign of lynching, murder, voter harassment, and widespread,
systematic oppression that would not be reconciled until the Civil Rights Movements of
the twentieth century—if even then.1 From a wider view of the American South, such a
characterization remains startlingly appealing, both in the sense that it emphasizes the
nation’s democratic potential, emblazoned in our national charter by the three
Reconstruction Amendments, and lays the blame for this failure at the feet of unrepentant
white terrorists and demagogues who refused to admit the humanity of black Americans.
There was something very real, and visceral, in Thomas Monroe’s confessions in October
1868 that he dare not bring the murderous perpetrators of the slaughter in Bossier Parish
to public knowledge. He, quite rightly, feared for his own life at the hands of these same
men: “I have been informed from reliable source [sic] that I would have been killed on

1
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York: Dial Press, 1954), 52.
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the night of Oct 1st had it not been for the intercession of some prudent and substantial
men.” The violent, simply put, had borne away the fruits of our nation’s gravest test.2
An examination of the everyday violence of Reconstruction, however, asks that
scholars understand racial violence as a continuous, integral component of American
public life that eschews characterizations into various peaks and valleys of intensity
based on national political developments. This was the demented genus behind the
implementation of daily racial terror—it became so ingrained in Southern life that it was
accepted as part of the cost of doing business. The methodical suppression and murder of
black voters in Caddo and Bossier Parishes in 1868, and in a thousand other locales
across the South, directly contradicts every stated value of the American republic. And
yet, despite the absolute annihilation of the democratic process, the only real backlash
that whites in northwestern Louisiana received was the stinging criticism of Governor
Henry C. Warmoth. The local civil authorities, for whatever reason, were either
powerless to stop the rogues or actively aiding and abetting them. If it was possible, in
fact, a couple of years of Reconstruction had left white Southerners even more embittered
and angry than the Confederate surrender; what had been their worst fears, so it seemed,
had now become a reality. To these individuals, the postbellum period was less an
opportunity to revamp the national republic than it was a “new civil war within the
Southern states” that would allow the restoration of white supremacy in all of its horror.
While the South would officially be redeemed in 1876 when South Carolina, Florida, and
Louisiana established the return to “home rule,” black Southerners in Caddo and Bossier
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Parishes might well have asked what had taken outsiders so long to realize their
situation?3
For all of its drawbacks, however, the conceptualization of the nadir of American
race relations beginning with the downfall of Reconstruction does emphasize one
important element of postbellum politics. In short, the restoration of white supremacy
was not achieved in a single action or violent massacre; rather, it was a sustained,
concerted, and manipulative process that involved daily oppression and continued
willingness on the part of Southern whites to subvert federal law and the rights of African
Americans. This progression unfolded at different rates during different times in
different places, but everything seemed to be working its way toward the reestablishment
of the “white man’s State.”
Let us return to the aftermath of the August 1871 riot in Frankfort, Kentucky.
Despite the power that Conservative Democrats had exercised in the Commonwealth
since the end of the Civil War, their persistent refusal to allow black testimony in state
courts meant that, in egregious circumstances, federal courts could agree to hear criminal
cases. The Frankfort killings, “the most publicized lynchings in Kentucky during
Reconstruction,” were so widely debated in the Commonwealth, however, that white
leaders from both parties condemned these actions in the hope that further violence
against black citizens in Frankfort would be prevented. To quell criticism that they had
no interest in prosecuting the mob, state leaders pressed Franklin County officials to
investigate the matter thoroughly. Still, despite all the sound and fury, the grand jury
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returned a familiar verdict: the two black men had been murdered, they concluded, by
parties unknown.4
In most cases, such a finding would have concluded the investigation. In this
instance, however, a Deputy United States Marshal arrested three white men—out of a
mob of 250 who had not worn disguises—and murder charges were brought against them
in the United States district court of Judge Bland Ballard. One of the men, Howard
Smith, managed to obtain the legal services of one of Kentucky’s leading Republicans,
John Marshall Harlan.5 With Harlan’s assistance, the men managed to get the case
delayed. In the meantime, the state legislature finally brought the Commonwealth into
compliance with federal directives and granted black Kentuckians the right to testify in
state courts. Accordingly, the case was quickly transferred to the Franklin County Circuit
Court where all three men won easy acquittals.6 And there it was, just another travesty in
a litany of outrages that denied black Southerners justice and deemed them, as a group,
unfit for full inclusion in the American republic.
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